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NUTRITIONAL HERBS COMPETENT TO FUNCTION AS 
IMMUNOMODULATORS 

 
  MHM Nazeem 
Senior Lecturer 

 Institute of Indigenous Medicine 
University of Colombo 

Rajagiriya 
 
Abstract 
Boosting the body’s immune system is called as immune modulation. This 
augmentation of immune system will prevent infection in the conditions like 
immunodeficiency, help to fight established infections and to fight against 
cancer.Immunomodulator/s aimed to modify the immune response and aid to 
bring back the health to the body. This review aimed to find herbal 
immunomodulators from commonly consuming dietetic herbs in recent findings 
with appropriate scientific evidences. Herbs were selected from published 
journal articles. Data were filtered form PubMed and Google scholar. Studies 
supported experimentally both in vitro and in vivo that herbs or parts of herbs 
showed its efficacy as immuno-modulators in different ways. These immune-
modulators improvedthe total WBC count and stimulating certain cells such as 
macrophages, lymphocytes, natural killer (NK) cells etc. Increased the serum 
antibody and immunoglobulin production. Inhibited the growth or kills the 
cancer cells. Enhanced the T cell mediated immune response, powered to 
inhibits cytokine production and improve the humoral and adaptive immunity. 
Therefore, consumption or promoting the consumption of these herbs in the 
diet, frequently, will be benefitted to improve the immunity. 
 
Key words: immuno-modulator, immunity, cytokine, WBC 
 
Introduction 
There are two branches in mammalian immune system: innate and adaptive, 
which provide tolerance towards host for protection from microbial infections 
(Rajeev, 2019). Innate immunity mentionsthe nonspecific defense mechanisms 
that come into play immediately or within hours of an antigen's appearance in 
the body. These mechanisms include physical barriers such as skin, certain 
chemicals in the blood, and immune system cells that attack foreign cells in 
the body.The innate immune response is activated by chemical properties of 
the antigen.Adaptive immunity refers to antigen-specific immune response. 
The adaptive immune response is more complex than the innate immunity. 
The antigen must be processed and recognized, first. Once an antigen has been 
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recognized, the adaptive immune system produces an army of immune cells 
specifically designed to attack that antigen. Adaptive immunity also includes a 
"memory" that makes future responses against a specific antigen more 
efficient (Innate, 2000). 
 
Most of the occasions our immune system takes care of our body from 
infections. In our body, the white blood cells, antibodies, the complement 
system, the lymphatic system, the spleen, the bone marrow and the thymus are 
the components that actively fight against infection. Many causes that may 
weaken our immune system such as malnutrition (deficient intake of some 
macro and some micro nutrients), certain medicines, by smoking and alcohol.  
Also, certain acquired viral infection destroy the important WBC and weaken 
the immune system (Immune, n.d). This weakness of immune system may be 
mid and a person may not be aware of it for years or may be severe and a 
person to experience frequent infections.  
 
When an erroneous occur in the immune system, this is called as immune 
system disorders. If the immune weak from birth onward it is called as 
primary immune disorder and ithappened later due to a disease which is called 
as acquired immune disorder. Immune system is too active in allergic 
reactions and immune system turns against its own body known as 
autoimmune disease (Health Encyclopedia, 2020).Boosting the body’s 
immune system is called as immune modulation. This augmentation of 
immune system will prevent infection in the conditions like 
immunodeficiency, help to fight established infections and to fight against 
cancer (Gea-Banacloche, 2006). Any herb or parts of herb functioned as 
immunomodulator aimed to modify the immune response and aid to bring 
back the health to the body.  
 
This review aimed to find the herbal immunomodulators from commonly 
consuming dietetic herbs in the recent findings with appropriate scientific 
evidences. 
 
Materials and Methods 
First,data was done to find the herbs for the immunomodulator activity from the 
published journal articles. The research articles were filtered online electronic 
databases such as PubMed advanced and Google scholar up to February2020 
and we received nearly34research articles.Here consideration was alsogiven to 
free availability and commonly used dietetic herbs/part of herbby ordinary 
people. Articles were selected only from English publications. To complete the 
systematic review in effective manner the articles were filtered using different 
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search terms combining such as ‘botanical name’ OR ‘common name’ AND 
‘immunomodulator’. As inclusion criteria Animal studies / human trials to 
confirm the herbswhich are having the action on immunomodulator effect were 
considered. Duplicated publications, articles not directly related to immunity 
enhancement or immunomodulator were excluded. 
 
Results and Discussion 
Garlic (Allium sativum) 
Garlic is one of the most useful plant in the field of indigenous medicine and a 
single clove of edible garlic (about 10 g) produces up to 5 mg of allicin 
(diallylthiosulfinate), a thiol-reactive sulfur-containing defense substance 
(Gruhlkeet al, 2019). Further, heat‐dried garlic (fermented and unfermented) 
contained around three times more S‐Allylcysteine (SAC) than the 
freeze‐dried garlic (Daliriet al, 2019). Garlic possess more than 200 chemicals 
with diverse properties (Moutiaet al, 2018). In ripe garlic bulb, crude protein, 
dimethyl sulphite and essential oil contents were found 17.2 % , 1779 μcg/kg 
and 0.14%, respectively (Haydar et al, 2005) and studies confirms that the 
protein fractions purified from fresh garlic bulb enhance CD8+ T cell 
infiltration into a tumour site, inhibiting tumour growth more efficiently than 
garlic extract (Ebrahimiet al, 2013).  CD8+ T-cell is known as cytotoxic T cell, 
is a T lymphocyte that kills cancer cells, cells that are infected (particularly 
with viruses), or cells that are damaged in other ways (Cytotoxic T cell, n.d.). 
 
Garlic and its derivatives showed its promising effect for maintaining the 
homeostasis of the immune system, however in some studies the whole credit 
was given to organosulfur compounds of garlic (Schafer et al, 
2014).Schepetkin, et al found that certain organosulfur compounds in garlic 
only potential to activate neutrophils’ functional activity and enhance 
phagocytic activity (Schepetkin, et al, 2019). Further, a review study revealed 
that garlic enhances the functions of immune system different ways by 
stimulating certain cells such as macrophages, lymphocytes, natural killer 
(NK) cells, dendritic cells, and eosinophils, by mechanisms including 
modulation of cytokine secretion, immunoglobulin production, phagocytosis, 
and macrophage activation (Arreolaet al, 2015). 
Animal based study 
A study found that the dose dependent manner intervention of both garlic and 
onion significantly increased the WBC count, within in the proportion of cell 
types, in rats (Mirabeauet al, 2012). 
 
In a study, Garlic powder and Holy basil leaf powder alone and its 
combination was used as intervention compared with control group on broilers 
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for 6 weeks to find the immune response. The study found that either garlic 
powder alone or combination with holy basil leaf powder enhance the immune 
status of the broilers by enhance the T cell mediated immune response 
(Sheoranetal, 2017).  
 
Studies found aged garlic and its extracts were potential to alter the cytokine 
production  in normal mice into a T helper type 1 cell protective pattern which 
benefit to immune system (Larypooret al, 2013 : Rodrigues& Percival, 2019) 
and to improve immune responses against implanted fibrosarcoma tumors in 
mice (Fallah-Rostamiet al, 2013).It has been found that aged garlic has a 
characteristic sulfur compound(S−1-propenylcysteine) indices the activation of 
autophagy and modulates the immune response (Suzuki et al, 2020). 
 
Human study 
A double blind RCT found that intake of aged garlic pickled (2.49 g for 8 
weeks) in the mashof black vinegar enhanced the secretion of 
Immunoglobulin A (IgA) in the saliva (yasushi et al, 2016). IgA, as the 
principal antibody class in the secretions that bathe these mucosal surfaces, 
acts as an important first line of defense. Therefore, IgA would be able 
tofunction vast surfaces of the gastrointestinal, respiratory, and genitourinary 
tracts represent major sites of potential attack by invading micro-organisms 
(Woof & Kerr, 2006). 
 
A random trial was found that 400 mg garlic tablet daily for 6 days was 
effective to prevent nosocomial infection in patients who are susceptible to 
(Madinehet al, 2017). A study revealed that garlic compounds apoptosisof the 
malignant cell (acute lymphoblastic leukemia) without alter the immune 
function of T-cell (Hodgeet al, 2008). 
 
Drumstick / Moringa (Moringa oleifera) 
Sulforaphane(SFN)and moringin (GMG-ITC) are edible 
isothiocyanates present as glucosinolate precursors in cruciferous vegetables 
and in Moringa oleifera respectively, and recognized for their chemo-
preventive and medicinal properties (Sulforaphane, n.d.).GMG-ITC inhibit 
vital signaling pathways that are frequently upregulated in cancer and immune 
disorders, such as JAK/STAT and NF-κB (Michl et al, 2016). A study found 
that four new compounds (9,12,15-octadecatrienoic acid ethyl ester, 6-
octadecenoic acid, cis-vaccenic acid and 2-octyl-cyclopropaneoctanal) in the 
leaf extract of moringa increase antibody titer, T lymphocytes and induced 
splenocytes proliferation (Jayanthiet al, 2015) in rats.Further, a study showed 
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that leaf extract of morina has powered to inhibits cytokine production by 
human macrophages in an in vitro model (Kooltheatet al, 2014).  
 
Animal based study 
In a study different doses of extract of Morina leaf daily for 14 days compared 
with similar intervention of immunomodulatory drugs levamisole (50 mg/kg) 
in rats. This study found that at dose 1000 mg/kg BWMoringa leaf extract 
showed similar immunostimulatory effect of the levamisole-positive control 
group as increment in WBC, lymphocyte, and neutrophil counts. As, the study 
concluded that extract of Morina leaf has a significant immunostimulatory 
effect on both the cell-mediated and humoral immune systems in the Wistar 
albino rats (Nfambiet al, 2015). A similar kind of study revealed that moringa 
leaf extract increased the same biomarkers as well it found that moringa 
improved the phagocytic index of macrophages also, in mice model (Anamika 
et al, 2010). 
 
Human Study 
In a single blind RCT was done on HIV stage 2,3 & 4 level infected patients. 
In this study a group received moringa leaf powder daily for 6 months and the 
other group was control. Finally, this study found that the viral load was 
reduced considerable level in the group which underwent moringa leaf powder 
intervention (Tshinganiet al, 2017). 
 
Punarnawa (Boerhavia diffusa /Boerhavia erecta) 
A study isolated a natural alkaloid from the plant punarnawa which have 
antioxidant &immunomodulatory effect (Carlin Premakumariet al, 
2019).Crude ethanolic extract of Boerhavia diffusa roots has shown to possess 
anti proliferative and immunomodulatory properties (Mehrotra et al, 2002).  
 
Animal model study 
Intraperitoneal administration of Punarnavine (40 mg/kg body weight) was 
found to improve the total WBC count, bone marrow cellularity, splenocytes 
and thymocytes (Manu, & Kuttan, 2009).In another study irradiated mice 
treated with B. diffusa extract found that punarnawa has potential for 
protection against radiation damage(Manu et al. 2007). 
 
Human study 
Further, aqueous extract of the whole plant of Boerhavia erecta has shown 
phagocytosis stimulation of human neutrophils against Candida albicans in a 
dose dependent manner (Vasukiet al, 2018).   
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Indian Gooseberry / Emblic (Phyllanthus emblica) 
Emblic potential of many important bioactive components. Out of these 
hydrolyzable tannins are the major bioactive components of thefruits. Mucic 
acid gallate, mucic acid lactone gallate, monogalloylglucose, gallic acid, 
digalloylglucose, putranjivain A, galloyl-HHDP-glucose, elaeocarpusin, and 
chebulagic acid are the most plentiful hydrolyzable tannins found in fruits. 
Also, this tannin-rich extracts of fruits have shown antimicrobial, anti-
inflammatory, and immune-regulating activities in vitro and in vivo studies.  
In addition, these fruit extracts have potential in inhibiting the growth of 
cancer cells and reducing DNA damage induced by chemicals and radiation. 
(Yang & Liu, 2014).Certain studies found that geraniin and isocorilagin are 
some responsible components for the immunomodulatory effect of emblica 
(Liu et al, 2012). 
 
Animal model study 
A study found that the isolated water-soluble polysaccharide (PEPW80-1) 
from the pulp tissues of Indian gooseberry was able to promote the 
proliferation of mouse splenocytes which confirmed by the results of 
immunomodulatory assay (Zeng et al, 2017). 
 
Pumpkin (Cucurbita pepo) 
Calcium, Zinc and Iron were found more in Cucurbita moschata leaves and 10 g 
of dried leaves provide daily value of iron for children age from 7 – 10 years 
(Dehayem-Kamadjeu& Okonda, 2019).  
 
Animal model study 
Acquired immunity of Cucurbita pepo was investigated using a mice model 
study. Sheep’s red blood cells were injected to the footpad to induced paw 
swelling. Five days after, the extracts of C.pepo at different doses and 
betamethasone (positive control) were given. Study found as betamethasone 
C.pepo fruits significantly reduced the paw swelling at dose dependent 
manner. In addition, the study found that all the extracts of C.pepo increased 
the serum antibody titer (Jafarian,et al, 2012). 
 
Pumkin seed extract has capacity to modulate immunobiochemical pathways 
induced by interferon-γ (Winkler et al, 2005).Interferon gamma (IFN-γ) is a 
cytokine critical to both innate and adaptive immunity, and functions as the 
primary activator of macrophages, in addition to stimulating natural killer cells 
and neutrophils (Interferon, n.d.).The seeds of pumpkin at a high dose 7.6 g / 
kg BW showed immunostimulating effect and increase numbers of 
lymphocytes significantly (Immaculata et al, 2014). 
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Purple sweet potato (Ipomoea batata) 
In a study it was identified that from the purple sweet potato,water‐soluble 
polysaccharide has higher immunomodulatory activity than the dilute 
alkali‐soluble polysaccharide and concentrated alkali‐soluble polysaccharide 
(Tang et al, 2018). 
 
Animal model study 
A study revealed with the evidence obtained from spleen and thymus index after 
the intervention in mice thatpurified sweet potato glycoprotein markedly 
enhanced the immunomodulation function (Kan et al, 2000). In a study, purple 
sweet potato extract showed its immunomodulatory effect against LP-BM5 
murine leukemia virus in mice (Kim, et al, 2015). In addition, a study proved 
that sweet potato fiber has potency in systemic immune stimulation, because it 
has the tendency to increase level of splenocyte IFN-γ in infected rats 
(Nurliyani etal, 2015).  
 
Human study  
A study found consumption of purple sweet potato leaves modulates various 
immune functions which increased proliferation responsiveness of peripheral 
blood mononuclear cells and secretion of cytokines IL-2 and IL-4 (Chenet al, 
2005). IL-2 regulates the activities of white blood cells and IL-4 is a key 
regulator in humoral and adaptive immunity (Interleukin 2, n.d: Interleukin 4, 
n.d.).  
 
Green tea (Camellia sinensis)  
Green tea is potential antioxidant (Lan-Sook et al, 2014) and 
immunomodulatory which acts as anticancer effect in tumors at different sites 
(Yang et al, 2009), strong antibacterial effect (Araghizadeh et al, 2013), and 
antiviral activity against different viruses (Mahmoodet al, 2016). Further, a 
study found that green tea extract for 7 days intervention has the ability as an 
immunomodulatory agent in immunocompromised rats which were infected 
by Candida albicans (Rahayuet al, 2018).  
 
Conclusion  
Studies supported experimentally both in vitro and in vivo, the power of 
garlic, drumstick leaves, green tea, punarnawa, emblic, pumpkin fruits/seeds, 
and sweet potato yams / leaves in enhancing the immune system or functioned 
as immunomodulators in different ways.The evidences are interpreted the 
mechanism of how they functioned as immune-modulators. They improved 
total WBC count and stimulating certain cells such as macrophages, 
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lymphocytes, natural killer (NK) cells etc. Increased the serum antibody and 
immune-globulin production. Inhibited the growth or kills the cancer cells. 
Enhanced the T cell mediated immune response, powered to inhibits cytokine 
production and improve humoral and adaptive immunity. 
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Abstract 

Hinduism is a religion of Sanatana and Nutana. Thus, it is eternal and constantly 
up to date since it can continuously adapt to space, time, and circumstances 
(desa, kala, and patra). Furthermore, Hinduism is a holistic religion that teaches both 
worldly and spiritual knowledge in a balanced way.It can be calledas the paradigm 
of Parāvidya-Aparāvidya in a binary pair of knowledge. Some Parāvidya books have 
been written by YogeshvaranandParamahans as a great yogi from 
the Adhiatmika Yoga Niketan School, including; Science of Soul, Science of Divine 
Light, Science of Divinity, etc. This research specifically investigates 
the Parāvidya Sciences in the book "Science of Divinity". 

This type of research was qualitative research for the data was obtained in the 
form of descriptions of words or writings. The method of data analysis was done 
through descriptive qualitative way which was supplemented by interpretive methods. 
The theory used was Vedic Interpretative theory based on Vedanta theories. Based on 
the analysis of each item of the book "Science of Divinity", it can be concluded: (1) All 
the points of the discussion are Parāvidya, which is a theoretical clue and practical 
guidance so that humans are able to understand and feel the presence of God Almighty, 
which overlaps every electron of the universe. (2) Knowledge 
of Parāvidya and Aparāvidya in the Vedic tradition often written in an acronym Para-
Aparāvidya are two kinds of knowledge of binary opposition, namely two different 
knowledge but the existence of both is necessary and holistic.  
 Parāvidya is the knowledge that guides humans to learn the ultimate goal of 
human birth, Self-Realization. (3) Parāvidya and Aparāvidya in the epistemological 
procedures are the processes of finding the True-Self to find oneself or Self Realization 
through Spirituality and Science for the happiness of living in this material world and in 
the spiritual realm after the death of the physical body. (4) Hindu intellectuals are 
influential in reaching the awareness of the Parāvidya-Aparāvidya to be the ones who 
carry out the paradigm of the Parāvidya-Aparāvidya science for the realization of the 
objectives of the mokshartham jagadhita yacaiti dharma. (5) Only by understanding the 
work procedures of the paradigm of Hindu sciences Parāvidya-Aparāvidya, then it will 
make people engaged in the sciences developed in Hindu academia. 

 
Keywords: exploration, essence, parāvidya, aparāvidya, Hindu, science, divinity. 
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I. Introduction  
This article is a summary of the competitive result research which is definitely 

intended for the lecturers of Denpasar State of Hindu Dharma Institute, Indonesia. This 
research entitled “Exploring the Essence of Parāvidya And Aparāvidya in the "Science 
of Divinity" by Swami YogeshwaranandaParmahans as A Source of the Hindu 
Scientific Description of God”. There are numerous ideas of why this book is appealing 
to be analyzed. They are, namely: (1) this book is rare, (2) the contents of this book is 
the foremost root for the discussion of divinity and metaphysics, (3) all of the 
descriptions are highly scientific, hence the people who are in the side of the positivistic 
logical-based thinking will easily accept the explanation of this book, and (4) through 
expanding this book, the wider community will learn the way to reach the divinity, and 
(5) Etc. 
 "The Science of Divinity" written by Swami YoeswaranandParamahans consists of 500 
pages. This book is particularly valuable to study theology, philosophy, yoga, and 
spirituality. From this book, one will discover several essential knowledge of divinity. 
Indeed, among countless knowledge, divinity or spirituality is the surely significant 
knowledge that should be acquired by everyone. Divinity or spirituality is an absolute 
necessity for everyone since the essence of everyone is sprit, soul, atma which is equal 
to Brahman. Regarding the significance of this book, O.P. Raheja (in Paramahan, 1990), 
who is a President of Yoga Niketan Trust wrote that: "Science of Divinity is a unique 
book on experimental yogic philosophy. The fundamental of the Yoga-
Sankhya philosophy is the basis of the methods which are expounded in it. Though, the 
main emphasis is on what the author has acquired and visualized as a result of the 
emphasis on his constant devotion and experience of over half a century in this field". 
The main thesis is that God can be realized or perceived in the five forms of 
the MahaBhuta, Tanmatras, and the cosmic organs of sense. The subtler than the 
subtlest can be perceived only in the subtle forms of the elements, Tanmatras, etc. 
Brahma pervades fire, water, air, and space, etc., as the Upanishads state for the first 
time in this book and is demonstrated by diagrams. The "Science of Divinity" is a very 
worthwhile contribution to the Indian Philosophy and mainly to the Philosophy of Yoga. 
This knowledge will lead people to get happiness in the modern world.                      
 Modern world is full of sensationalism and the mind feeds more on emotions and 
sentiments. It is always for something new and novel, exciting and sensational. In the 
bargain, it loses its sense of balance in human values. Mind is extremely complex in its 
actions. But to understand its working better, the various facets of the mind can be 
described separately. Though they are all interrelated, different terms are used – 
Indriyas and the Manas, Buddhi, and Chitta, Aham and Atma. In such a description 
analysis, the totality of the mind is better termed a mental compact than a mental 
complex (Rao, 1992). To solve the modern human problems and lead humankind to get 
happiness, then the "Science of Divinity" is really notable to be studied.  

 
II. Discussion 
2.1 Hindu, Hindu Knowledge Paradigm, Parāvidya andAparāvidya 

When discussing Hinduism, we should recognize some of the terminological 
created by the scholar. Rao (2012:1) described that Hinduism is the oldest living 
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organized religion in the world (with its roots pre-datting history). It has primarily 
evolved from the Vedic religion of Aryans which is often referred to as ’Vaidika 
Dharma’ (Religion of the Vedas) or ’Sanatana Dharma’ (Ancient and Eternal religion). 
The concepts of Dharma, Karma and Brahman (the Supreme Being), from the three 
pillars of this ’Sanatana Dharma’. 

Kishore (2006) wrote that: The roots of Hinduism reach into prehistoric hoary 
past. It has evolved over these millennia, and still this process continues. Dynamism, 
tolerance, cattholicity, assimilation, inclusiveness, optimism and unity in diversity have 
always been its halfmarks. Its multiplicity is more apparent than real. In the ultimate 
analysis, Hinduism proves to be agreat synthesis of many diverse ans even conflicting 
and contradictory trends and elements. Thus, its multiplicity and ambivalence are not 
only incompatible with the concept of essencial unity of life and its creator, but also 
mark its strength. The Vedas and Vedanta from the earliest source of our knowledge of 
Hinduism. The Vedanta literature reflects mainly the early ritual-side of the Hindu way 
of living. So do the Puranas, as they throw significant light on the various mundane 
aspect of later Hinduism. The two Epics and the Gita also delineate the basis tenets of 
Hinduism, and underline the desirability of dharma and righteous living, leading to 
ultimate triumph of the forces of good over evil. The realization of Reality or Self, 
leading to final liberation is one of the fundamentals of Hinduism. In this sense, yoga is 
efforescence and fruition of Hinduism. Hinduism is not only a religion, but also a way 
of living and thinking. As such, its contribution towards world heretage and culture has 
been quate tremendous and paralleled. Hinduism has  exercised a great influence on 
world-minds in respect of abstract speculation, religion, arts and science. Hinduism is 
rasional and scientific at its core. Hinduism is not an exclusive religion. In it there is 
room for the worship of all the prophets of the world. It is not a missionary religion in 
the ordinary sense of the term. Hinduism tells everyone to worship God according to his 
own faith or Dharma, and so it lives at the peace with all the religions. Hindu has ideals 
of brotherhood tolerance, essential unity of all life, equality before God and such other 
human and culture values. The Hindu hospitality too and tolerance of alien faiths and 
religions is well-known. One of the basic teachings of Hinduism is that all paths lead to 
God, and various religions and faiths are these paths.     

As mentioned earlier that Vedas are the basis of the Hindu, linked to the Vedas, 
Williams (2008:17) addressed that: the word Veda (meaning ‘knowledge’) is a term 
applied to divine unwritten knowledge, imagined to have issued like breath from the 
self-existent Being called Brahman, and thought to be itself self-existent. Hence the 
Veda is not unfrequently itself called Brahman, which word may mean either ‘the 
universally diffused essence,’ or else ‘the spirit of devotion permeating the human 
mind’ or ‘divine spiritual knowledge.’ This divine knowledge was also connected with 
Śabda, or articulate sound (thought to be eternal), and hence sometimes regarded as an 
eternal voice (vāc) heard by certain holy men called Ṛishis, or, again, as eternal words 
actually seen by them as well as heard. By them the Divine knowledge – thus 
supernaturally received through the ear and eye – was transmitted, not in writing, but by 
constant oral repetition, through a succession of teachers, who claimed to be its rightful 
recipients, and were thence called Brāhmanas, that is to say, the respositories both of the 
divine word, and of the spirit of devotion or prayer.    
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Associated with the foregoing description, various sources provide the 
information that since the first time Hindu discussed knowledge, it has been starting to 
balance both spirituality (Parāvidya) and worldly (Aparāvidya). Shortly, it can be 
declared that the Hindu paradigm of knowledge constructed as harmoniously both 
physical and metaphysical or both science and religion. Therefore, the Hindu paradigm 
of knowledge can be called a holistic paradigm. Consequently, Hindu teaching never 
had conflicts with science and technology. Even in the very earlier time until today, the 
Hindu holy script consists of both science and spirituality. An example to prove that 
Hindu teaching contains spiritual, science, and technology can be discovered in 
the Vimana Script written by MaharsiBharadvaja who has created the script at the age 
of Rama. In the period before the Krishna age, Hindu had a method of the Aeroplane, it 
had designed in the Vimana script. It was distinct from the west paradigm of 
knowledge, which was noted in the history that scientists and religious leaders got very 
huge conflict concerning contradictory both science and religion. That dispute has 
addressed impacts to academicians till today. In accordance with the history of struggle 
both scientists and religious leaders in the west, western scholars and experts should 
study deeply in the Hindu paradigm of knowledge which can establish harmony 
between science and religion. In the Hindu paradigm of knowledge, everyone could 
reach God in whatever way was chosen.If one observes out of one-self to get some 
evidence on the universe, then he will find God as the gross and subtle form 
of Mahabhuta, otherwise, if he observes inside of himself, then he will find God as the 
subtle form of Mahabhuta. That causes Bhagavad Gita IV.11 asserted that: “from 
wherever one comes to God, then He will accept”. 

Linked to the earlierexplanation, Mangal (2010:247) wrote that: If the Universe 
had a beginning at all, the beginning cannot rest on nothingness. Without a definite 
starting point in time, the present state of the universe is just impossible as it is 
impossible to jump out of a bottomless pit. So it is neccesary to admit a first efficeint 
cause, to which everyone gives the name of Brahman. This starting point cannot be 
anything but God. Brahman is an idea or concept of God. Brahman does not have any 
form except as a source of effulgence. The whole of creation including living and non-
living is too much complicated to have arisen just by chance. The Universe definitely 
shows a purposeful direction and an extraodinary infinite intelligent design to achieve 
its aim. Therefore the universe must be a product of an infinite intelligent designer. 
When a man comes across an airplane for the first time, he has no prior knowledge of 
what an airplane is and howit works. And yet the man rasionally concludes that 
someone has designed the airplane and the design must have a purpose. It is totally 
false, if he assumes that the airplane has come just by chance out of nothing without any 
creator and without any purpose. God transcends or rises above the thing in the world, 
and is beyond event the cosmos. God has given us the ways and methodes to 
communicate with Him. To communicate with God we must look within ourself, and 
not to a secluded divine realm beyond the cosmos. 

What Mangal has described above is an example to show the epistemological 
framework of the Hindu paradigm of knowledge. One can seek God through the sight of 
the universe as macrocosm or observe the miniature of the universe as the microcosm 
(humankind). No contradiction between seeking God either through worldly observation 
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or religious observation. It is made the Hindu paradigm of knowledge distinctive from 
the West paradigm of knowledge. It is called the Parāvidya and Aparāvidya paradigm. 
Nevertheless, Upanishad denoted that Aparāvidya is below the Parāvidya since 
Aparāvidya is the gross knowledge otherwise Parāvidya is subtle knowledge. It can lead 
humankind to reach God. The book "Science of Divinity" written by Swami 
Yogeshwarananda Paramahansa is one of the subtle knowledge that has been explained 
theoretically and experienced practically by him. So, the "Science of Divinity" by 
Paramahansa is the testimony of the resulting research of the Parāvidya and Aparāvidya 
paradigm. 
 
2.2 Swami Yogeshwarananda Paramahans 

Yoga Niketan Trust Publisher (1990) wrote that 
ShriYogeshwaranandaParamahans born in a respectable Hindu family, left home while 
yet in his teens, in quest of knowledge and higher life. His parents tried to dissuade him 
from the path, he had decided to pursue, but they did not succeed. He came in contact 
with several scholars and great ascetics where he learned Sanskrit and practice Yoga. 
He traveled extensively all over India from Mount Kailash in the north to 
Rameshwaram in the south and from Shillong in the east to western Punjab, but mostly 
in the Himalayas, by the majesty of which he felt deeply impressed. The internal urge 
which he had felt in his early boyhood continued to grow, develop, and devotee himself 
intensively to the study and practice of Yoga and to promote it, he 
established Ashrams at Rishikesh, Uttarkashi, and Gangotri. 

This great Swami was formerly known as ShriVyas Deva. However, in 1962, 
when he was formally initiated into Sannyas he adopted the name of 
ShriYogeshwaranandParamahansa. In 1965, he had resolved not to move farther down 
Rishikesh. During the period, he stayed either at Gangotri, Uttarkashi or Rishikesh. He 
continued imparting knowledge sacred science of Raja Yoga conducting practical in 
Hatta Yoga as well. At humble request of one of his disciples and devotees 
ShriS.D.Tiwari, a multi-millionaire of Surinam (South America). He had undertaken 
three global tours all over the world during the period of 1971-1977 for the propagation 
of Yoga and spiritual culture covering the Middle East, Europe, South America, North 
America, and Japan. 

He keeps himself busy in imparting yogic training to thousands of keen 
aspirants of yoga till the end of his mortal life. He joined the Brahma on April 23, 1985, 
at the age of ninety-nine. As he has personally practiced the various Samadhis and 
complete renunciation on which he had put special emphasis and had visualized soul 
and realized God. No doubt, he was an authority on the subject dealt with in this book. 
His life illustrates that practice is better than precept. 

 
2.3 Structures of Contents of ”Science of Divinity” by Paramahans 

As an analysis of the text, we should grasp the content structures of 
the "Science of Divinity" written by ShriYogeshwaranandaParamahans. Through 
reading, it was found that the structure of this book was constructed of part, chapter, and 
sub-chapter. This book consists of five parts and each part consists of chapters below: 
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PART I consists of six Chapters, namely: CHAPTER I BRAHMA IN 
COSMIC ELEMENTS, consists of 10 (ten) sub-chapters, they are (1) Introduction, (2) 
The Form of Cosmic Elements, (3) Self Control, The Means to Real Knowledge, (4) 
Suitable place for Samyama, (5) Evolution of the Knowledge of Divinity, (6) Nature 
and use of Samadhi, (7) Samprajnata Samadhi, (8) Realization of Super of Supreme Self 
in the Five Cosmic Elements, (9) Who is fit for Realization of the Supreme?, 
(10) Vairagya and the Way to Achieve it. CHAPTER II THE SUBTLE EARTH 
ELEMENT, consists of 20 (twenty) sub-chapters, namely: (1) Knowledge of Brahma in 
its Five Forms, (2) Realization of Brahma in the First Form of the Earth Element (The 
First Form of Earth), (3) The Knowledge of Earth, (4) Why the Earth Revolves?, (5) 
Circumference of the Earth, (6) The Petrol in the Earth, ( 7) The Coal in the Interior, (8) 
Controller of All, (9) Who is entitled to Realize Brahma, (10) A Difference between 
Self-realization and Brahma-realization, (11) Difference between the Realization of the 
Self and the Realization of the Supreme Self, (12) Knowledge of Brahma in Second 
form (Swarupa) of Earth, (13) Knowledge of Brahma in the Third (Subtle) Form of 
Earth, (14) Knowledge of Brahma in its Fourth (genealogical) Form, (15) The Change 
of Condition, (16) Knowledge of Brahma in the Fifth (usefulness) Form of Earth, (17) 
The Power of a Yogi climbing the Sun Rays, (18) Two Intelligent Powers in Human 
Body, (19) The Purpose of the Human Body, (20) The Gate of the Knowledge of 
Brahma. 

CHAPTER III COSMIC WATER MAHABHUTA, consists of 8 (eight) sub-
chapters, namely: (1) Realization in its Five Forms, (2) Knowledge of Brahma in its 
First Form (gross) Form, (3) Knowledge of Brahma in its Second Form, (4) Knowledge 
in its Third Form, (5) The Creation of the Gross World, (6) The Countless of the 
Tanmatras, (7) Knowledge of Brahma in the Fourth Form of Water, (8) Realization of 
Brahma in the Fifth Form of Water. CHAPTER IV COSMIC FIRE MAHABHUTA 
consists of 7 (seven) sub-chapters, namely: (1) Realization of Brahma in its Five Forms, 
(2) Knowledge of Brahma in its First Form, (3) Knowledge of Brahma in its Second 
Form, (4) Knowledge of Brahma in its Third Form, (5) Knowledge of Brahma in its 
Fourth Form, (6) Knowledge of Brahma in its Fifth Form of Fire, (7) Knowledge and 
Worship of the Brahma in Fire. 

CHAPTER V COSMIC AIR MAHABHUTA, consists of 6 (six) sub-chapters, 
namely: (1) Realization of the Brahma in its Five Forms, (2) Realization of the Brahma 
in its First Form, (3) Knowledge of Brahma in its Second Form, (4) Knowledge of 
Brahma in its Third Form, (5) Knowledge of Brahma in its Fourth (Genealogical) Form, 
(6) Knowledge of Brahma in its Fifth Form. CHAPTER VI COSMIC SPACE 
MAHABHUTA consists of 8 (eight) sub-chapters, namely: (1) Knowledge of Brahma 
in its Five Forms, (2) Knowledge of Brahma in its First Form, (3) Knowledge of 
Brahma in its Second Form, (4) Knowledge of Brahma in its Third Form, (5) How to 
Realize Brahma in the AkashaMahabhuta, (6) Knowledge of Brahma in its Fourth 
Form, (7) Knowledge of Brahma in its Fifth Form, (8) Worship and Knowledge of the 
Formless Brahma. 

PART II Consists of seventeen Chapters and each chapter was divided into 
some of the sub-chapters, namely: CHAPTER I COSMIC SMELL TANMATRA, 
consists of 19 (nineteen) sub-chapters, namely: (1) TamasAhankarik Creation, (2) The 
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Composition of the Three Ahankaras in the Tanmatras, (3) The Worship of the Cosmic 
Form of the Brahma, (4) The Theory of the Three Gunas, (5) Realization of Brahma in 
its First Form, (6) Enjoyment of Divya Happiness in Heaven, (7) Jain Idea of 
Liberation, (8) Buddhist Idea of Liberation, (9) Christian Idea of Heaven, (10) Muslim 
Heaven, (11) Heavenly Region,(12) Kaivalya, (13) Greatest Happiness in this very 
World, (14) Knowledge of the Brahma in its Second Form, (15) Knowledge of the 
Brahma in its Third Form, (16) Knowledge of the Brahma in its Fourth Form, (17) 
Knowledge of the Brahma in its Fifth Form, (18) Are the Effects of Deeds Exhausted 
before Liberation, and (19) Activity in the Prakriti even in the Age of Dissolution. 

CHAPTER II COSMIC TASTE TANMATRA consists of 6 (six) sub-chapters, 
namely: (1) The Knowledge of the Brahma in its Five Forms, (2) Realization of the 
Brahma in its First Form, (3) Realization of the Brahma in its Second Form, (4) 
Realization of the Brahma in its Third Form, (5) Realization of the Brahma in its Fourth 
Form, (6) (2) Realization of the Brahma in its Fifth Form. CHAPTER III COSMIC 
FORM TANMATRA consists of 10 (ten) sub-chapters, they are (1) Knowledge of the 
Brahma in its Five Forms, (2) Knowledge of the Brahma in its First Form, (3) Where is 
the Region of the Tanmatra, (4) The Duty of a Yogi, (5) Realization of the Brahma in its 
Second Form, (6) Yogi in the Subtle World, (7) Realization of the Brahma in its Third 
Form, (8) Knowledge of the Brahma in its Fourth Form, (9) Knowledge of the Brahma 
in its Fifth Form, and (10) Siddhas Seen in Meditation. 

CHAPTER IV COSMIC TOUCH TANMATRA consists of 8 (eight) sub-
chapters, they are (1) Knowledge of the Brahma in its Five Forms, (2) Realization of the 
Brahma in its First Form, (3) Difference Between the Gross and the Subtle 
Air Mahabhutas, (4) Realization of the Brahma in its Second Form (Swarupa), (5) 
Realization of the Brahma in its Third Form, (6) Realization of the Brahma in its Fourth 
Form, (7) Realization of the Brahma in its Fifth Form, and (8) Delusion of Materialism. 
CHAPTER V COSMIC SOUND TANMATRA consists of 15 (fifteen) sub-chapter, 
they are (1) Realization of the Brahma in its Five Forms, (2) Realization of the Brahma 
in its First Forms, (3) The Miracle of Yogi, (4) The Non-eternity of the 
Cosmic Akashabhuta, (5) The Six of the Vaisisika, (6) Non-eternity of the Sound, (7) 
Modern Scientist, (8) Undesirable in Different of Yogi, (9) Knowledge of Brahman in 
its Second Form, (10) Knowledge of Brahman in its Third Form, (11) Knowledge of 
Brahman in its Fourth Form, (12) Knowledge of Brahman in its Fifth Form, (13) The 
Creation of the Subtle World, (14) The Production of Subtle Body, and (15) Form of 
Heaven. 

CHAPTER VI RAJAS AHANKARIK CREATION consists of 8 (eight) sub-
chapters, they are (1) Worship of the Brahma in the Five Organs of Action, (2) The 
Object of Spheres, (3) Realization in its Five Forms, (4) Realization in its First Forms, 
(5) Realization in its Second Forms, (6) Realization in its Third Forms, (7) Realization 
in its Fourth Forms, and (8) Realization in its Fifth Form. CHAPTER VII COSMIC 
AHANKARIK GENITAL ORGAN consists of 7 (seven) sub-chapters, namely: (1) 
Experience in its Five Forms, (2) Realization of the Brahma in its First (Gross) Form, 
(3) Realization of the Brahma in its Second Form, (4) Realization of the Brahma in its 
Third Form, (5) Realization of the Brahma in its Fourth (Genealogical) Form, (6) 
Realization of the Brahma in its Fifth Form, and (7) The Main Function of the Genital 
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Organ. CHAPTER VIII COSMIC AHANKARIK FOOT ORGAN consists of 6 (six) 
sub-chapters, namely: (1) Realization of the Brahma in its Five Forms, (2) Realization 
of the Brahma in its Second Form, (3) Realization of the Brahma in its Third Form, (4) 
Realization of the Brahma in its Fourth Form, (5) The Conquest of the Foot Organ, and 
(6) Realization of the Brahma in its Fifth (usefulness) Form. CHAPTER IX COSMIC 
AHANKARIK HAND ORGAN consists of 5 (five) sub-chapters, namely: (1) 
Realization of Brahma in its Five Forms, (2) Realization of Brahma in its First (Gross) 
Form, (3) Realization of Brahma in its Second Form, (4) Realization of Brahma in its 
Fourth (Genealogical) Form, and (5) Realization of Brahma in its Fifth (Usefulness) 
Form.  

CHAPTER X COSMIC AHANKARIK SPEECH ORGAN consists of 6 (six) 
sub-chapters, they are (1) Realization of Brahma in its Five Forms, (2) Realization of 
Brahma in its First (Gross) Form, (3) Realization of Brahma in its Second Form, (4) 
Knowledge of Brahma in its Third Form, (5) Realization of Brahma in its Fourth 
(Genealogical) Form, and (6) Realization of Brahma in its Fifth Form. CHAPTER XI 
SATVIK AHANKARIK CREATION consists of 7 (seven) sub-chapters, namely: (1) 
Five Organs of Perception, (2) Realization of the Brahma in its Five Forms, (3) 
Realization of the Brahma in its First (Gross) Form, (4) Realization of the Brahma in its 
Second (Swarupa) Form, (5) Realization of the Brahma in its Third (Subtle) Form (6) 
Realization of the Brahma in its Fourth (Genealogical) Form, and (7) Realization of the 
Brahma in its Fifth (Usefulness) Form.  

CHAPTER XII SPHERE OF THE COSMIC TOUNGE consists of 6 (six) sub-
chapters, namely: (1) Realization of the Brahma in its Five Forms, (2) Realization of the 
Brahma in its First (Sthula) Form, (3) Realization of the Brahma in its First Form, 
Realization of the Brahma in its Second (Cosmic) Form, (4) Realization of the Brahma 
in its Third (Subtle) Form, (5) Realization of the Brahma in its Fourth (Genealogical) 
Form, and (6) Realization of the Brahma in its Fifth (Usefulness) Form. CHAPTER XIII 
SPHERE OF THE COSMIC EYE consists of 6 (six) sub-chapters, they are: (1) 
Knowledge of the Brahma in its Five Forms, (2) Realization of the Brahma in its First 
(Gross) Form, (3) Realization of the Brahma in its Second (Cosmic) Form, (4) 
Realization of the Brahma in its Third (Subtle) Form, (5) Realization of the Brahma in 
its Fourth (Genealogical) Form, and (6) Realization of the Brahma in its Fifth 
(Usefulness) Form.  

CHAPTER XIV COSMIC TOUCH ORGAN consists of 6 (six) sub-chapters, 
namely: (1) Realization of the Brahma in its Five Forms, (2) Realization of the Brahma 
in its First (Gross) Form, (3) Knowledge of the Brahma in its Second Form, (4) 
Realization of the Brahma in its Third Form, (5) Realization of the Brahma in its Fourth 
Form, and (6) Realization of the Brahma in its Fifth Form. 

CHAPTER XV COSMIC HEARING ORGAN consists of 6 (six) sub-chapters, 
namely: (1) Realization of the Brahma in its Five Forms, (2) Realization of the Brahma 
in its First (Gross) Form, (3) Knowledge of Brahma in its Second Forma, (4) 
Knowledge of the Brahma in its Third (Subtle) Form, (5) Realization of the Brahma in 
its Fourth (Genealogical) Form, and (6) Realization of the Brahma in its Fifth Form. 
CHAPTER XVI SPHERE OF COSMIC MIND consists of 10 (ten) sub-chapters, they 
are: (1) Realization of the Brahma in its Five Forms, (2) Realization of the Brahma in its 
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First (Gross) Form, (3) Necessity of the Mind, (4) Realization of the Brahma in its 
Second (Cosmic) Form, (5) Realization of the Brahma in its Third (Subtle) Form, (6) 
Concentration of the Mind, (7) Realization of the Brahma in its Fourth (Genealogical) 
Form, (8) Realization of the Brahma in its Fifth (Usefulness) Form, (9) Lack of Yogis, 
and (10) Why Reverse Process? CHAPTER XVII THE AHANKARIK CREATION 
consists of 1 (one) sub-chapter, namely: (1) The Individual.  

PART III INTRODUCTORY: THE CREATION OF THE COSMIC MAHAT 
GUNA TRIO consists of five chapters, namely: CHAPTER I TamasAhankara, consist 
of 7 (seven) sub-chapter, namely: (1) The Cosmic Ahankar, (2) Realization of the 
Brahma in its First (Gross) Form, (3) Properties of Tamas Ahankara, (4) Realization of 
the Brahma in its Second Form, (5) Realization of the Brahma in its Third (Subtle), (6) 
Realization of the Brahma in its Fourth (Genealogical) Form, and (7) Realization of the 
Brahma in its Fifth Form. CHAPTER II COSMIC RAJAS SELF-LOVE consists 
of 5 (five) sub-chapters, namely: (1) Realization of the Brahma in its First (Gross) Form, 
(2) Realization of the Brahma in its Second Form, (3) Realization of the Brahma in its 
Third (Subtle) Form, (4) Realization of the Brahma in its Fourth (Genealogical) Form, 
and (5) Realization of the Brahma in its Fifth (Usefulness) Form.   

CHAPTER III COSMIC SATTVIK AHANKARA consists of 5 (five) sub-
chapters, namely: (1) Realization of the Brahma in its First (Gross) Form, (2) 
Realization of the Brahma in its Second (Subtle) Form, (3) Realization of the Brahma in 
its Third (Subtle) Form, (4) Realization of the Brahma in its Fourth (Genealogical) 
Form, and (5) Realization of the Brahma in its Fifth (Usefulness) Form. CHAPTER IV 
SPHERE OF THE COSMIC INTELLECT, consist of 8 (eight) sub-chapters, namely: 
(1) Realization of the Brahma in its First (Gross) Form, (2) Fruits 
of SamprajnataSamadhis, (3) The Attribute of Perception, to whom does it become? (4) 
Difference between Intellect and Chitta, (5) Realization of the Brahma in its Second 
Form, (6) Realization of the Brahma in its Third (Subtle) Form, (7) Realization of the 
Brahma in its Fourth (Genealogical) Form, and (8) Realization of the Brahma in its Fifth 
Form. CHAPTER V SPHERE OF COSMIC CHITTA consists of 8 (eight) sub-chapters, 
namely: (1) Realization of the Brahma in its First Form, (2) The Cosmic Chitta, (3) The 
Self is Knowledge, (4) The Attribute of the Chitta, (5) Realization of the Brahma in its 
Second (Subtle) From, (6) Realization of the Brahma in its Third (Subtle) Form, (7) 
Realization of the Brahma in its Fourth (Genealogical) Form, and (7) Realization of the 
Brahma in its Fifth (Usefulness) Form.      

PART IV THE CREATION OF PRAKRITI WORSHIP AND KNOWLEDGE 
consists of seven chapters and each chapter divide of some sub-chapters. CHAPTER I 
THE COSMIC MAHAT TAMAS consists of 8 (eight) sub-chapters, they are: (1) The 
Three Gunas are Substances, (2) Realization of the Brahma in its Second Form, (3) 
Realization of the Brahma in its Third (Subtle) Form, (4) The Genealogical Form, (5) 
Realization of the Brahma in its Fifth Form, (6) Tamas as Source of all Pleasures and 
Sufferings, (7) The Greatness of Attachment, and (8) Brahma in the Darkness of 
Tamoguna. 

CHAPTER II THE COSMIC MAHAT RAJAS consists 8 (eight) sub-chapters, 
they are (1) Realization of the Brahma in its First (Gross) Form, (2) The Particular 
Attribute of the Three Gunas, (3) Realization of the Brahma in its Second (Natural) 
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Form, (4) God is the Efficient Cause of Creation, (5) Realization of the Brahma in its 
Third (Subtle) Form, (6) Are God and the Self Creation?, (7) Genealogical Form, and 
(8) Realization of the Brahma in its Fifth Form. CHAPTER III THE COSMIC MAHAT 
SATTVA, consist of 16 (sixteen) sub-chapters, namely: (1) Realization of the Brahma in 
its First (Gross) Form, (2) The Four gate-keepers of Salvation, (3) Pleasure and 
happiness Distinguished, (4) Happiness Resides in the Chitta alone, (5) The Greatness of 
Detachment, (6) Realization of the Brahma in its Second (Essential) Form, (7) Deluded 
Vision, (8) The Duty of a Yogi, (9) Perception of the Brahma in the Internal Organ Free 
from Wordly Pleasures, (10) Realization of the Brahma in its Third Form, (11) The 
Brahma and Prakriti Eternally Related, (12) The Genealogical Form, (13) Realization of 
the Brahma in its Fifth (Usefulness) Form, (14) None is Completely happy, (15) Eight 
Kinds of Feelings in a Devotee, and (16) Dry Renunciation.      

CHAPTER IV THE COSMIC TIME consists of 7 (seven) sub-chapters, 
namely: (1) Realization of the Brahma in its First (Gross) Form, (2) Determination of 
Age by the Time, (3) Realization of the Brahma in its Second (Cosmic) Form, (4) 
Realization of the Brahma in its Third (Subtle) Form, (5) Difference between Time and 
Death, (6) Measurement of Sun’s Movement by Time, and (7) Realization of the 
Brahma in its Fifth (Usefulness) Form. CHAPTER V THE COSMIC DIRECTION 
consists of 6 (six) sub-chapters, namely: (1) Realization of the Brahma in its First 
(Gross) Form, (2) Two Kinds of Space, (3) Realization of the Brahma in its Second 
(Subtle) Form, (4) Realization of the Brahma in its Third (Subtle), (5) Realization of the 
Brahma in its Fourth (Genealogical) Form, (6) Realization of the Brahma in its Fifth 
(Usefulness) Form, and (7) Are there Knowledge and Action in God?   

CHAPTER VI THE COSMIC GREAT SPACE consists of 8 (eight) sub-
chapters, namely: (1) Realization of the Brahma in its First (Gross) Form, (2) The 
Creation of the Great Space, (3) Knowledge and Activity during the Period of Pralaya, 
(4) Realization of the Brahma in its Second (Cosmic) Form, (5) Realization of the 
Brahma in its Third (Subtle) Form, (6) Realization of the Brahma in its Fourth 
(Genealogical) Form, (7) Realization of the Brahma in its Fifth (Usefulness) Form, and 
(8) Are there Knowledge and Action in God? CHAPTER VII THE PRAKRITI AS THE 
COSMIC CAUSE consists 10 (ten) sub-chapters, namely: (1) Realization of the Brahma 
in its First (Gross) Form, (2) Rule of the Fruits of Action, (3) Importance of the Brahma, 
(4) Perception of the Formless Brahma, (5) Realization of the Brahma in its Second 
(Cosmic) Form, (6) Perception of the Prakriti in its State of Equilibrium, (7) Third 
Subtle Form, (8) Fourth Genealogical Form, (9) Realization of the Brahma in its Fifth 
(Usefulness) Form, and (10) Extreme Detachment for Salvation.  

PART V LIBRATION OR SALVATION consists of one chapter, 
and 28 (twenty eight) sub-chapters, namely: (1) Views of Teachers, (2) Four Kinds of 
Liberation in the Brahma Loka, (3) Absence of Divine Bliss in Kaivalya, (4) The Non-
eternity of Liberation, (5) The Nature of Liberation, (6) Absence of Bliss in Moksha, (7) 
Absence of Subtle Body in the State of Liberation, (8) The Brahma does not Permeate 
the Self, (9) Difference between the Subtlety of the Self and the Prakriti, (10) Is the 
Prakriti beginning less and terminable, (11) The All-pervasive Conscious Brahma, (12) 
Happiness in the Divine Region, (13) Enjoyment of Bliss in Heaven, (14) Seat of God in 
Heaven, (15) Heaven on the Seven Sky, (16) Liberated Souls on Siddha Shila, (17) 
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Absence of Qualified Monism in the Brahma, (18) Absence of Transformation in 
Brahma, (19) God cannot be both the Efficient and Material Cause of the World, (20) 
Absence of a Sankalpic Body in Salvation, (21) The Real Nature of the Brahma, Self 
and Prakriti, (22) Difference between the Subtlety of the Brahma and that of the Prakriti, 
(23) Defects in the Theory of the Oneness of the Self, (24) Vedic Evidence of the 
Diversity of Souls, (25) Absence of Activity in the Self in Liberation, (26) Return from 
Liberation, (27) The Accumulated Action do not Exhaust till they are Work out, and 
(28) Resume. 

All of the significant discourses in the Science of Divinity by Swami 
YogeshwaranandParamahansa consist of 315 points, all of that points, directly and 
indirectly, can be divided into two parts, namely Parāvidya and Aparāvidya. Each of 
them holds an epistemology framework, Parāvidya utilizes the inner research method to 
microcosm as the representation of macrocosm that applied sixth-senses as the tool, 
while Aparāvidya employs positivistic logic based on the five senses of organs, so it 
used five senses as a tool to find God in the world. Correlated to the method 
of Aparāvidya which is possible to find God in ether, air, fire, earth, then the scholars or 
experts, defined it as pantheism, dynamism, monism, totemism, and sometimes they 
assume it as polytheism. It happens since most of the scholars or the experts who depend 
on their basic knowledge present the result of their study. Their scientific findings are 
not enough to resolve the Hindu revelation. To guide the scholars to reach the essence of 
the Hindu truth, so the "Science of Divinity" written by Swami 
YogeshwaranandaParamahans is highly meaningful.  

 
2.4 The Analysis of ”Science of Divinity” Based on Parāvidya and Aparāvidya 

 The Analysis of "Science of 
Divinity" by Swami 
YogeshwaranandaParamahans linked to 
Parāvidya and Aparāvidya. It should be 
bestowed the form of schematic-tree 
(outline) of the Hindu paradigm of 
knowledge where the source of religious 
scientific text can surely be cited. 
Mundaka Upanishad I.I.4 specifies that: 

two knowledge should be known, as it said: … 
dvevidyeveditavyeiti ha 
smayadbrahmavidovadanti, parācaivāparāca, 
"There are two kinds of knowledge that must 
be known, i.e. one is considered as lower 
knowledge (Aparāvidya) and another one is 
higher knowledge (Parāvidya)" 
(Radhakrishnan, 2010:672). Through the 
sketch from the outline of the Hindu paradigm 
of knowledge, we apprehend very clearly that 
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the construction of the Hindu knowledge contains two parts that should be 
presented.Since most of the Hindu scholars, primarily in Indonesia, do not understand 
the form, structure, and contents of Hindu knowledge, it made them highly dependent 
on a positivistic paradigm which has constructed by Western thought. This reality 
should be taken into account seriously as a huge obstacle for Hindu scholars to explore 
the Hindu knowledge, Hindu science, Hindu technologies, etc. So, firstly the Hindu 
scholars should translate the Hindu scripts which were mostly written in the Sanskrit 
and English. 

Related to the Hindu paradigm of knowledge, the most essential element to 
recognize is that all of the knowledge comes from God and God is the only object of 
knowledge, as specified in Bhagavad Gita IX.17. And the Bhagavad Gita further 
mentioned that God is the source of all things both physical and metaphysical (see in; 
Bhagavad Gita IV.13, IX.4, IX.5, IX.13, IX.18, X.2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 15, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 
29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, XI.7, XIV.3). Correlated to the Veda 
which come from God and as a source of all things, Radhakrishna (2010:23) addressed 
that: The Vedas were composed by the seers when they were in a state of inspiration. He 
who inspires them is God. Truth is impersonal, apuruseya and eternal, nitya. Inspiration 
is a joint activity, of which man’s contemplation and God’s revelation are two sides. 
Radhakrishnan (2010:29) also wrote that: When no books were available memory was 
strong and tradition exact. To impress on the people the need for preserving this 
literature, the Veda was declared to be sacred knowledge or divine revelation. The name 
Veda signifying wisdom suggests a genuine spirit of inquiry. The road by which the 
Vedic sages travelled was the road of those who seek to inquire and understand.  The 
essence of the explanation foregoing is that God is the principal source (prima-cause) of 
all things including all of the knowledge, both spiritual metaphysical (Parāvidya) and 
physical science (Aparāvidya).  

People who demand good life, 
success in the aspect of worldly and 
spirituality should own both of them. 
The keyword to perceive 
both Parāvidya and Aparāvidya is the 
right guru and the pure 
mind. According to the mind, 
(Satprakashananda, 1994:1) describe 
that the nature of the mind is very 
difficult to understand, because the 
mind is very subtle as well as hidden. 
The reason so many want to know about the mind is that they find many of their 
problems arise from a mental condition. And then he also describe that the mind is 
something distinct from the physical body on the one hand, and the spiritual Self on the 
other. He also describes that in Vedanta, the mind called antahkarana (1994:3-6). 
Spiritual development means the development of the mind so that the self-luminous, 
pure, free, spirit, can find more and more expression. Your spiritual Self Belonging to 
Supreme Spirit, whom you call God, who answer all your visions of perfection. You 
meditate on this spiritual Self and the relation of this spiritual with the Devine Being. If 
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you want to stand on your own two legs, practice meditation to develop your true self-
awareness and try to objectify this entire psychophysical system and bring it under 
control. This power of meditation is the source of your knowledge and the source of 
your strength, because, if you want to know anything, you must know it through 
concentration of the mind. The practice of meditation develops the power of 
concentration, which is the great source of knowledge. The practice of concentration 
give you not only the power of concentrating on a particular subject, it also gives the 
power of detachment. The two powers, the power of attachment and the power of 
detachment, must go together (Satprakashananda, 1994:23). Sunlight may appear to us 
through different mediums, and the manifestation of the light depends on the nature of 
the medium. Similarly, in one’s spiritual life, there is no development of the self-
luminous, pure, and immortal, ever free spirit. There is only mental development that 
reveals to the seeker a greater or lesser degree of spiritual light. The mind is said to be 
one’s greatest friend as well as one’s worst enemy. If the mind is fully controlled, then it 
will prove to be your best friend; but if you lose control over the mind; it will prove to 
be your worst enemy. Our strength and weakness, happiness and unhappiness, 
knowledgeable and ignorance, freedom and bondage, all depend on the nature or 
condition of the mind. 

The greatest obstacles to the mind’s development are the impurities of the mind. 
These impurities do not actually inhere in the mind, but they adhere to the mind. All the 
impurities you try to get rid of adhere to the mind, and these impurities cause 
restlessness of the mind. Calmness of mind is not possible when there are impurities in 
the mind (Satprakashananda, 1994:7-26).The "Theory of the Mind" by Swami 
Satprakashananda is particularly relevant to the analysis of "Science of Divinity" written 
by Swami YogeshwaraParamahans, as the following analysis. 

PART I consists of six chapters, namely: Chapter I Brahma in Cosmic Elements, 
it consists of 10 (ten) sub-chapters, Chapter II The Subtle Earth Element consists 
of 20 (twenty) sub-chapters. Chapter III Cosmic Water Mahabhuta consists of 8 (eight) 
sub-chapters, Chapter IV Cosmic Fire Mahabhuta consists of 7 (seven) sub-chapters, 
Chapter V Cosmic Air Mahabhuta consists of 6 (six) sub-chapters, and then Chapter VI 
Cosmic Space Mahabhuta consists of 8 (eight) sub-chapters. These all of the 
explanations and they consist of fifty-nine subjects which are about the gross cosmic 
nature. It is composed of the universe with its contents. This explanation is quite related 
near the science of positivistic logic based on the thesis of A. Comte. Since it is near to 
the positivistic view, hence it is considerably associated with Aparāvidya. 

PART II Consists of seventeen Chapters and each chapter is divided into 
numerous sub-chapters, namely: Chapter I Cosmic Smell Tanmatra consists 
of 19 (nineteen) sub-chapters, Chapter II Cosmic Taste Tanmatra consists of 6 (six) sub-
chapters, Chapter III Cosmic Form Tanmatra consists of 10 (ten) sub-chapters, Chapter 
IV Cosmic Touch Tanmatra consists of 8 (eight) sub-chapters, Chapter V Cosmic 
Sound Tanmatra consists of 15 (fifteen) sub-chapter, Chapter VI 
Rajas Ahankarik Creation consists of 8 (eight) sub-chapters, are: Chapter VII 
Cosmic Ahankarik Genital Organ consists of 7 (seven) sub-chapters, Chapter VIII 
Cosmic Ahankarik Foot Organ consists of 6 (six) sub-chapters, Chapter IX 
Cosmic Ahankarik Hand Organ consists of 5 (five) sub-chapters, Chapter X 
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Cosmic Ahankarik Speech Organ consists of 6 (six) sub-chapters, Chapter 
XI SatvikAhankarik Creation consists of 7 (seven) sub-chapters, Chapter XII Sphere of 
the Cosmic Tounge consists of 6 (six) sub-chapters, Chapter XIII Sphere of the Cosmic 
Eye consists of 6 (six) sub-chapters, Chapter XIV Cosmic Touch Organ consists 
of 6 (six) sub-chapters, Chapter XV Cosmic Hearing Organ consists of 6 (six) sub-
chapters, Chapter XVI Sphere of Cosmic Mind consists of 10 (ten) sub-chapters, 
Chapter XVII The Ahankarik Creation consists of 1 (one) sub-chapter. 

Around 132 subjects were discussed in part III. It was fully revealed the subtle 
nature as pancamahabhuta which are there in the human body as a microcosm. This 
explanation is the science of subtle material for the understanding of similar nature both 
subtle material in the microcosm and subtle material in the macrocosm. When one can 
reach the level of consciousness that the material in both microcosm and macrocosm is 
the same, it is signed that he has reached the cosmic consciousness level. It means that 
he has reached the liberation although he stays in the material world. It the highest 
achievement of the spiritual. 

PART III INTRODUCTORY: THE CREATION OF THE COSMIC MAHAT 
GUNA TRIO consists of five chapters, Chapter I TamasAhankara consists of 7 (seven) 
sub-chapters, Chapter II Cosmic Rajas Self-Love consists of 5 (five) sub-chapters, 
Chapter III Cosmic Sattvik Ahankara consists of 5 (five) sub-chapters, Chapter IV 
Sphere of the Cosmic Intellect consists of 8 (eight) sub-chapters, Chapter V Sphere of 
Cosmic Chitta consists of 8 (eight) sub-chapters. 

In Part III, there are 33 subjects discussing subtle material which are quite the 
same with the subtle material as explained in Part II, while in Part II, it was explained 
about tanmatra material which is there in the macrocosm, in Part III, it was explained 
about the subtle material in the microcosm or human body. This explanation is the 
science of effort for balancing the mind to achieve the feeling that microcosm and 
macrocosm are the same. The difference was just in quantities. It is one stage of 
achievement in Yoga and spiritual practice. 

PART IV THE CREATION OF PRAKRITI WORSHIP AND KNOWLEDGE 
consists of seven chapters and each chapter was divided by some sub-chapters. Chapter I 
The Cosmic Mahat Tamas consists of 8 (eight) sub-chapters, Chapter II The 
Cosmic Mahat Rajas consists of 8 (eight) sub-chapters, Chapter III The 
Cosmic MahatSattva consists of 16 (sixteen) sub-chapters, Chapter IV The Cosmic 
Time consists of 7 (seven) sub-chapters, Chapter V The Cosmic Direction consists 
of 6 (six) sub-chapters, Chapter VI The Cosmic Great Space consists of 8 (eight) sub-
chapters, Chapter VII The Prakriti As The Cosmic Cause consists of 10 (ten) sub-
chapters. 

Part IV contains 63 subjects discussing about the subtle material which composes 
the natural law called rtam (in Sanskrit). The MahatSattva, Mahat Rajas, and 
MahatTamas are the three natures of the universe as the Energy of God which controls 
the entire universe. It is also equal to the Karmaphala Law. Thus, the form of God in the 
universe is a natural law. When natural law is working, it means that God is also 
working. It is quite relevant to Bhagavad Gita III.23-24. The universe or macrocosm is 
physical material, but it can be utilized as a tool for understanding God. It is the 
principal of Aparāvidya. 
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PART V LIBRATION OR SALVATION consists of one chapter and 28 twenty-
eight) sub-chapters. All of them explain the axiological of the "Science of Divinity" for 
those who need liberation or salvation. 

Avalon(2008:476) stated that the Cosmos being the theatre of Divine Play 
provides the arena in which the Centres must interplay and ultimately realise the 
Divinity playing in, and as, them. The scheme of creation and the principles on which it 
is run are calculated to lead progressively to the end or purpose of the world-scheme. As 
the belief in Universal Power has been the basis of all ancient human faith, so a body of 
"mysterious" rites (called "magical") has been at the basis of all ancient human religious 
practices. The nature of "magic" has been commonly misunderstood; but modern 
thought is slowly coming to recognize that it is not "meaningless"; that it is a kind of 
"primitive science" whereby the primitive man, still in the lower grades of culture, has 
essayed to propitiate the powers by which he thinks he is encompassed and turn their 
influence to his own best account. The definition is substantially correct, if we drop the 
terms by which the cult of magic is thus evaluated as "primitive", "lower", and so forth, 
and if we drop also the distinction commonly made between magic which is supposed to 
involve no sense of man's dependence on higher Powers and no element of worship and 
religion which involves both. 

Tantra ritual (whether we call it magic or not) is based upon the Science that the 
World is Power which is the same as the Consciousness-Power in man, that the Cosmic 
Power can be linked up with Man-Power by worship and other means, giving 
effectiveness and success to man in the pursuit of his ends, in the world or as liberation 
thereform.This linking up is held to be possible, for at root man's power is the Cosmic 
Power. The KularnavaTantra says that in Sakta doctrine world-enjoyment may be made 
Yoga. Power may be realized in a two-fold way; man may wish to remain man, to 
perfect himself as man, and to have such worldly enjoyment as he may lawfully desire. 
He then cultivates those powers which are the Mother in Form. Or he may desire to be 
one with the Formless Mother Herself. This end also may, (according to the system) be 
achieved on the path of world-enjoyment provided that it be reahsed that the individual 
life is a part of the divine action in nature and not a separate thing to be held and 
pursued apart for its own sake only.  

In the Vedas enjoyment is the fruit of sacrifice and the gift of the gods. The 
higher sacrifice is to be Mother-Power of whom all deities and all men are inferior 
forms. When this is known and man unifies himself with that Cosmic Power, enjoyment 
becomes Yoga and passage is made to that state in which there is neither sacrifice nor 
sacrificer. This is the Supreme Experience which is the Mother-Power in Her own 
formless nature. As the Creattrix of forms Divine Mother is Maya, and as the produced 
individual form Avidya (Ignorance). As Liberatrix from the Ignorance of the forms 
which are of Her making She in Maha-Maya. In the Shakti Sutras of Agastya all is 
spoken of in term of Power, which is the essence of Reality as World, and which is the 
Real, both as God and God-head.  

Linked to the Mother Earth as the macrocosm, M.N. Rao (1992:177-179) 
described that: Like any other planet, Mother Earth must have been born from a 
nebulous void and perennially revolving cosmic dust. A cosmic globule of water must 
have condensed and then a land mass must have surfaced some two hundred million 
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years ago. In cosmic convulsions, the single land mass Pangoea or super-continent must 
have been torn apart as individual continents. These continents are still drifting and 
mountainous masses are still piling up above and sinking below the sea level. The 
youngest mountain range, the Himalayas, has more mountain tops 24,000 feet or more 
above sea level than the rest of the world. The highest, Mount Everest, is known to be 
growing taller every year. And the deepest ocean trench, more than ten kilometers in 
depth, is getting deeper too. 

Our Mother Earth is the watery planet always shrouded with water vapour 
emanating from the oceans which have more surface area than does the land. The lone 
satellite of the earth, the baby moon is naked, not having the cloudy cloak of its mother. 
Reflecting the hot daytime sunlight as cool moonlight at night, the moon is a darling for 
babies and honey-mooners alike. Though astronaut Neil Armstrong set his American 
foot on the soil of the moon just to pose for a photograph, the moon is not at all 
habitable. It is too hot and too cold. The temperature range of extremes is some 500F. 
Revolving round and round the earth at a speed of some 2,300 miles an hour, it keeps a 
distance of nearly 240,000 miles from the earth. Waxing and waning of the moon has a 
correlation with the tides of the ocean waves. It is also a scientific observation that 
fluctuation in mental physiology and pathology are also correlated with the phases of 
the moon. It is an excellent basic research project for the future scientists of mental-
logy, the basic science of the mind.  

From times immemorial, the Indian almanac names the seven days of the week 
after the seven planets which have bonds (Grahas) with mother earth: Sunday 
(Ādivāramu) after the sun (Ādithya); Monday (Somavāramu) after the moon (Soma); 
Tuesday (Mangalavāramu) after Mars (Kuja or Mangal); Wednesday (Budhavāramu) 
after Mercury (Budha); Thursday (Guruvāramu) after Jupiter (Guru or Bruhaspathy), 
Friday (Sukravāramu) after Venus (Sukra) and Saturday (Sanivāramu) after Saturn 
(Sani). In this naming of the day of the week, the three distant gas giants – Uranus, 
Neptunus, and Pluto are eliminated and the sun and the moon substituted. The sun is the 
energizer for life on earth and the satellite moon energizes the human mind on the earth. 
Rāhu and Kethu, as per Indian astrology, are the intersecting points of the moon’s orbit 
(nodes) and are considered as just shadow planet’ Rāhu is considered so inauspicious in 
South India, that a period of one and and half hours (Rāhukālam) different in each of the 
seven days of the week between 7:30 A.M. and 6 P.M. is taboo for travel or to start a 
project. The basis of astrological sciences, whether practiced in the East or in the West, 
is that man’s life and living can be predicted even at his very birth. The relative location 
of the sun and planets in the twelve signs of the Zodiac at the exact time of man’s birth 
determines human destiny. Astrology is an ancient science but all astrologers today may 
not be so scientific. Even to this day ideal marriages amongst orthodox Hindus with 
conditioned minds could fail at the last minute just because astrological charts of the 
couple as at birth do not match with each other. 

Hence, related to the human body as microcosm M.N. Rao (1992:183) narrated 
that: Neurophysiologists realize that the very cellular base of the human system is a 
marvel of Our God’s creation. The modern super-specialty of nuclear biology unravels 
this marvel. The viruses, the rickettsia and the bacteria are all primitive organisms. They 
are, in evolution, precursors to be nucleated biological cell, which measures about ten 
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microns. There are estimated to be present some 75 to a 100 trillion cells in human body 
– a number followed by 18 zeroes. An astronomical figures indeed, even if you add or 
delete a zero or two. Each of these numerous cell is a living self-contained 
manufacturing unit that can survive on its own and may even reproduce itself, if only 
located in a nourishing tissue culture medium with an appropriate environment.  

The contents of a human cell or protoplasm are made up of the five basic 
elements of water and electrolytes, proteins, fats and carbohydrates. Each cell has a 
membrane separating it from the neighboring cells. It has the cytoplasm and a central 
nucleus with a membrane of its own. Under a microscope, the nucleus shows a dense 
mass, called the chromatic network. This network is along bundled-up skein made up of 
23 pairs of chromosomes in the human species. Each chromosome in its turn is made up 
of innumerable genes, like pearls strung together. These genes are now known to be one 
of the greatest wonders of Our God’s creation. They control heredity from parents to 
their children.   

Along with the description and analysis earlier as well as its connection with some 
references, it is clear that all knowledge is under the umbrella of the terminology of 
Parāvidya and Aparāvidya.. Both of them lead humans to reach their self-divinity 
understanding. The higher our knowledge is, it surely has no function, if it does not lead 
to an understanding of our-self. The science of material physical studied by our five 
senses is just to look at and analyze the material of the universe. It just leads humans to 
know the gross form of God as physical material and cannot feel His Essence. Hardly, 
when the people study to enter their body or inner research, then one can feel that God 
is there inside of anyone, and God also is there outside as the Natural Law and spread 
into the core of the atom of all creations. It is the highest science that should be a point 
of everyone. It is the real term of ParāvidyadanAparāvidya.  

 
III. Conclusion 

Related to the abstract, introduction, and discussion above, it can be inferred that 
all of the human knowledge can be put under the individual unity of knowledge that 
consists of two sorts of knowledge, namely: Parāvidya (metaphysical) and Aparāvidya 
(scientifical). In the Hindu knowledge, the source framework study of metaphysical can 
be ascertained in Brahma Sutra I.1.3:‘sastra yonittvat’: The scripture (alone) being the 
source of right knowledge (with respect to Brahman), (the scriptural text, Taittirya, 
III.1., is the proof of Brahman).  

Then, the framework of scientifical can be discovered in VasistaSmrti: Yukti-
yuktamupādeyamvacanaṁbalakādapianyattṛṇamivatvājyamapyuktampadmajanmanā: 
‘The word even of a child, if it is reasonable, should be accepted. All else should be 
rejected even said by the Creator’ (Radhakrishnan, 2010:133). Both of these 
frameworks of study should be recognized by Hindu scholars.The additional conclusion 
is that all of the significant discourses in the "Science of Divinity" by Swami 
YogeshwaranandParamahansa consist of 315 points, all of that points, directly and 
indirectly, can be classified into two components,namely Parāvidya and Aparāvidya. 
Each of them possesses an epistemology of framework, Parāvidya utilizes the inner 
research method to microcosm as a representation of macrocosm which used sixth-
senses as the tool, and Aparāvidya which applied positivistic logical which based on 
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five senses organs, so it used five senses as a tool to find the essentially God in the 
world. Associated with the method of Aparāvidya which is possible to find God in 
ether, air, fire, and earth, then the scholars or experts, defined it as pantheism, 
dynamism, monism, totemism, and sometimes they assume it as polytheism. It happens 
since most of the scholars or the experts who depend on their basic knowledge made the 
resulting study of their science which was not enough to explain the Hindu truth. To 
guide the scholars to reach the essence of the Hindu truth, so the "Science of 
Divinity" written by Swami YogeshwaranandaParamahans is particularly meaningful.  

The last conclusion is the book of "Science of Divinity" by Swami 
YogeswaranandaParamahabs is substantially identical with the book entitled "The 
World As Power" written by Arthur Avalon (2008), he emphasized that: “there is a 
supreme reality which is eternal and indefinable, it is an absolute, inconceivable, and 
ineffable – the Brahman, unknowable in its utterness, this reality presents itself to us in 
three supreme terms of its truth, an absolute existence, sat; and absolute consciousness, 
etc; and an absolute bliss, ananda. This is the poise of Brahman turned towards self-
revelation.      
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Abstract: 
 
 Present study was intended to explore the level of health consciousness of adolescents 
in relation to their locality.   The total sample for the present study consists of 
400adolescents school teachers with due representation of locality. Whole data was 
collected by using Random Sampling Technique (RST). The data was collected by 
using  “Health Consciousness Scale (HCS)” developed by N.V.V.S. Narayana 
(2009).The data was subjected to statistical treatment by using both Mean, SD, 
Frequency distribute, percentage and independent ‘t’ test. The results of the study 
indicate that impact of localityhas significant on the level of health consciousness of the 
adolescents. Urban adolescents were found with high level of health consciousness as 
compared to rural adolescents. 

 
Key words: Health Consciousness,Rural Adolescents, UrbanAdolescents.  
 
1.1: Introduction: “Health is wealth” as it is a universal trait. The World Health 
Organization (WHO) defines health as a “state of complete physical, mental, and social 
well-being, and not merely the absence of disease. Health contributes to general well-
being and overall lifestyle”. In order to enjoy a quality of life, good health habits must 
be achieved because basic health determines what a person can do. Health 
Consciousness (HC) is a concept reflecting a person’s readiness to do something to 
his/her own health. Health consciousness is the behavioural process and in this process 
individuals are aware of and concerned about their wellness. They are motivated to 
improve and maintain their quality of life by engaging in healthy behaviours and being 
self-conscious about health. Gould, (1990) remarked,   “Health Consciousness (HC) as 
inner status of a person about his/her health. It is a psychological state where an 
individual is aware of and involved in his\her health condition”. Health Consciousness 
(HC) refers to the degree of readiness to undertake health actions previous studies 
proved that Health Consciousness (HC) influences health attitudes and behaviours.   In 
the process of  health conscious persons tend to be more involved with their health, 
which also includes searching for and using health information. Dutta-Bergman (2007) 
had the opinion that seeking and using health information is just the kind of behaviour 
triggered by Health Consciousness (HC). The role of health self-monitoring, which is 
crucial part of Health Consciousness (HC) as it shows the intensity with which 
individuals value healthy conditions. Large number of studies has conducted on health 
consciousness of the adolescents. If we observe the scenario of health consciousness in 
the Union Territory of  Jammu and Kashmir, we observed people are meagrely inclined 
towards health consciousness. Apart from this rural area of Union Territory of Jammu 
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and Kashmir are still lagging in the process of health consciousness. There may be 
hardly any study which has been conducted related to health consciousness in the Union 
Territory of Jammu and Kashmir. At national and international level large numbers of 
studies have been conducted in the field of health education.  However, diversified 
results has been observed on health consciousness of the adolescents, on thesis of 
locality some researchers reveal that locality has significant impact on the level of 
health consciousness of the respondents like, Berkowitz, D., &Turnmire, K. (1994), 
Berndt, T. J.  (1989), Bhat,  B. S. (2015), Becker, M. H., Maiman, L. A., Kirscht, J. 
P., Haefner, D. P.&Drachman, R. H. (1977), Elsevier Gould, S. J. (1988), 
Featherstone, M. (1991) and Rodgers, S., Chen, Q., Duffy, M., & Fleming, K. 
(2007), Danish, A. K., Sahil, B. S. (2010),  Dar, A. B. (2012).In context to same, the 
investigator consider it vital  to explore the study which reads as: 

1.2 STATEMENT OF THE RESEARCH PROBLEM:  The statement of 
research problem  is as under:  

“A Study of Level of Health Consciousness of Rural and Urban Adolescents” 
1.3 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY: The present study consists of below mentioned 
objectives:  

1) To analyse the level of health consciousness of adolescents.  
2) To explore the level of health consciousness of rural and urban adolescents on 

below mentioned dimensions:  
 Self and practice  
 Monitoring 
 Nutrition and satisfaction  
 Energy  
 Cautiousness  

1.4 HYPOTHESIS: The present study consists of below mentioned objectives:   
1) There exists no significant difference between rural and urban adolescents on 

below mentioned dimensions of  health consciousness:   
 Self and practice  
 Monitoring 
 Nutrition and satisfaction  
 Energy  
 Cautiousness  

1.5 OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS OF TERMS AND VARIABLES: The 
operational definitions of terms and variables are as under:  

1) Health Consciousness (HC): Health Consciousness (HC)in the present 
study refers the score obtained by the respondents on Health 
Consciousness Scale (HCS)developed by N.V.V.S. Narayana(2009).  

2) Rural and Urban Adolescents:Rural and UrbanAdolescents in the 
present study refersSecondary school students who are reading in 11th and 
1th classes of selected area. Besides, it refers the dichotomy made on the 
basis of residential background.  

1.6 DELIMITATION OF THE PROBLEM: The present study will be delimited to 
following domains: 
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1) The study will be delimited to only adolescents within the age group of 
14-21.  

2) The study will be delimited 400 secondary school adolescents.  
3) The study will be delimited to selected Districts Union Territory of 

Jammu and Kashmir.  
 
1.7 METHODOLOGY:The methodology of the present study has been stated in the 
following heads-  
 

 Method of the study:  Keeping the nature of the study under consideration, 
the descriptive method will be used by the researcher for the present study.  

 Sample: A representative sample of 600 secondary school adolescents were 
selected by using random sampling technique. These respondents were 
selected from different Higher Secondary School of selected area (Districts).  

 Tools used: In the present study the researcher after securitising number of 
research tools found suitable to use Health Consciousness Scale 
(HCS)developed by N.V.V.S. Narayana(2009).  

 
1.8:  ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA: The data has been 
analysed with the help of descriptive and comparative analysis. However, the statistical 
treatment is given into two below mentioned captions:    
 CAPTION-I: Descriptive Analysis 
 CAPTION-II: Comparative  Analysis 

 1.8.1 CAPTION-I: Descriptive Analysis:  In this caption data was analysed 
with the help of percentage and frequency distribution. More obviously it was 
interpreted as under:  
 
 
Table: 4.2: Showing frequency and percent wise distribution of rural and urban    

adolescents on their health consciousness. (N=200 each). 
 
 

DHC Urban  Adolescents  Rural  Adolescents  
F % F % 

Low consciousness   70 35 100 50 
Moderate  consciousness   40 20 40 20 
High consciousness   90 45 60 30 
Total  200 100 200 100 

 
Index:  

 DHC= Dimensions of health consciousness  
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Index:  

 UA= Urban Adolescents  
 Ra= Rural adolescents  

 
1.8.2 CAPTION-II: Comparative Analysis: In this caption the data was analysed on 

the basis of comparative analysis. The testing of null-hypothesis was done on 
the basis of   ‘t’ value. The respondents were comparatively analysed on the 
basis of gender.  More obviously it has been analysed as under:  

 
 
Table: 4.6: Showing means significance difference between rural and urban 

adolescents on their level of health consciousness.  (N=200 each). 
DHC Urban Adolescents  Rural Adolescents    ‘t’ value  

Mean  SD Mean  SD 
Self and Practice  43.81 11.04 39.96 12.02 3.56@ 
Monitoring  30.15 7.00 25.88 11.17 4.57@ 
Nutrition and satisfaction  22.91 5.07 20.86 9.98 2.58@ 
Energy  15.08 4.13 14.27 4.67 1.96@ 
Cautiousness  12.67 1.52 12.02 1.69 4.02@ 
Composite score  124.62 24.70 115.26 26.79 3.63@ 

 
Index:  

 DHC=Dimensions of health consciousness.  
 @= significant at 0.01 level of confidence  
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Fig: 4.6: Showing graphical representation ofrural and urban adolescents on their 

level of health consciousness. 
1.9:  INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA: The above analysed data has been 
interpreted into two SETs and are given as under:  
1.9.1 SET-I: Descriptive Analysis:  The interpretation made on the basis of descriptive 
analysis is given as under:   
 The perusal of the table 4.2 (Please Refer Chapter IV, Fig. 4.2) gives 

information about the frequency and percept wise distribution of the rural and 
urban adolescents on various levels of Health Consciousness (HC). The results 
reveal that among urban adolescents 35% (F=70) were observed with low level 
of Health Consciousness (HC). In addition to this, 20% (F=40) urban 
adolescents were observed with moderate level of Health Consciousness (HC). 
The results further indicate that 30% (F=60) urban adolescents were observed 
with high level of Health Consciousness (HC). The inception of the same table 
indicate that among rural adolescents 45% (F=90) were observed with low 
level of Health Consciousness (HC). Meanwhile, 50% (F=100) rural 
adolescents were observed with moderate level of Health Consciousness (HC). 
The results further indicate that 30% (F=60) rural adolescents were observed 
with high level of Health Consciousness (HC). Thus, the examination of the 
table indicate that majority among urban respondents are high consciousness 
regarding their health. However, among rural respondents majority of 
respondents are inclined towards low level of Health Consciousness (HC). 

1.9.2 SET-II: Comparative Analysis:  The interpretation made on the basis of 
comparative analysis is given as under:   
 While glancing towards the table 4.6 (Please Refer, Chapter, IV, Table 4.6), 

it gives information about the mean comparison of urban and rural adolescents 
on various dimensions of Health Consciousness (HC). While pondering on the 
first dimension (SELF AND PRACTICE), the calculated results indicate that 
the mean score of urban respondents (M=43.81) is reported high as compared 
to rural  students (M=39.96). The calculated  ‘t’ value came out to be  3.56, 
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which is higher than the table value at 0.01 level of confidence. Thus, the 
results indicate that there is significant difference between urban and rural   
adolescents on first dimension (SELF AND PRACTICE). Urban adolescents 
were reported with high mean achievers on the first dimension (SELF AND 
PRACTICE) of Health Consciousness Scale (HCS). Therefore,  from the 
obtained results, the investigator can generalise that impact of gender is 
significant on the level of self-maintenance  and practice of the respondents. 
Further , urban  respondents were observed that they adapt all changes quickly 
that brings to improve my health. Besides they sleep 6-8 hours every day. They 
consider that their immune system is good to fight any diseases and they were 
observed that they take family support when I become ill. Urban respondents 
were observed that they spend their leisure time going outside the city and they 
always go for walk. Urban  respondents were observed in taking more 
precautionary measure to avoid stress that affects their health as compared to 
rural  adolescents. Besides, they prefer to spend my leisure time with my 
family/friends for more relaxation.   The perusal of the second dimension 
(MONITORING) gives information about the mean comparison of urban and 
rural  adolescents.  The calculated results indicate that the mean score of urban 
respondents (M=30.15) is reported high as compared to rural  students 
(M=25.88). The calculated  ‘t’ value came out to be  4.57, which is higher than 
the table value at 0.01 level of confidence. Thus, the results indicate that there 
is significant difference between urban and rural adolescents on second 
dimension (MONITORING). Urban adolescents were reported with high 
mean achievers on the second dimension (MONITORING)  of Health 
Consciousness Scale (HCS) . Consequently, from the obtained results, the 
investigator can generalise that impact of locality is significant on the level of 
health monitoring level of the respondents. Urban respondents were observed 
to go regular health check-ups. Besides, they regularly monitor their health. 
They avail medical insurance to cover their health expenses. They consult my 
doctor immediately for any illness without much delay.  They   regularly fallow 
health awareness programs. They made enough savings to meet my medical 
expenses.While looking towards the third dimension (NUTRITION AND 
SATISFACTION), it gives information about the mean comparison of urban 
and rural adolescents.  The obtained results indicate that the mean score of 
urban respondents (M=22.91) is reported  high as compared to rural  students 
(M=20.86). The calculated  ‘t’ value came out to be  2.58, which is higher than 
the table value at 0.01 level of confidence. Hence, the results indicate that there 
is significant difference between urban and rural  adolescents on second 
dimension (NUTRITION AND SATISFACTION). Urban adolescents were 
reported with high mean achievers on the second dimension (NUTRITION 
AND SATISFACTION) of Health Consciousness Scale (HCS). Therefore,   
from the obtained results, the investigator can generalise that impact of gender 
is significant on their satisfaction and nutrition level  of the respondents.  Urban 
respondents were observed maintaining regular timings when taking food and 
they try to take nutritious and healthy food. They feel good about my physical 
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fitness. In addition to this, they were observed in maintaining standard weight 
in order to avoid any health problems. Further urban respondents were 
observed more satisfied with their as compared to rural respondents.While 
observing towards the fourth dimension (ENERGY), itgives information about 
the mean comparison of urban and rural  adolescents.  The attained results 
indicate that the mean score of urban respondents (M=15.08) is reported  high 
as compared to rural  students (M=14.27). The calculated  ‘t’ value came out to 
be  1.96, which is higher than the table value at 0.01 level of confidence. Thus, 
the results indicate that there is significant difference between urban and rural 
adolescents on fourth dimension (ENERGY). Urban adolescents were reported 
with high mean achievers on this dimension (ENERGY) of Health 
Consciousness Scale (HCS) as compared to their counterparts. Therefore,   
from the obtained results, the investigator can generalise that impact of gender 
is significant on their level  of energy consciousness the respondents.  While 
pondering towards the fifth dimension(CAUTIOUSNESS), it  gives 
information about the mean comparison of urban and rural  adolescents.  The 
attained results indicate that the mean score of urban respondents (M=12.67) is 
reported  high as compared to rural  students (M=12.02). The calculated  ‘t’ 
value came out to be  4.02, which is higher than the table value at 0.01 level of 
confidence. Thus, the results indicate that there is significant difference 
between urban and rural  adolescents on fifth  dimension (CAUTIOUSNESS) 
of Health Consciousness (HC). Urban adolescents were reported with high 
mean achievers on the this dimension (CAUTIOUSNESS) of Health 
Consciousness Scale (HCS) as compared to their counterparts (Rural 
adolescents). Therefore,   from the obtained results, the investigator can 
generalise that impact of gender is significant on their level curiousness the 
respondents.  Urban respondents were observed in doing regular exercise 
(yoga, walking, jogging, swimming or running) to make themselves  healthy.  
Besides they feel inactive whenever exercise is not done. Urban respondents 
hold the opinion that regular exercise increases my life span. Subsequently, 
they participate in different social activities for being active and healthy. 
Besides, urban respondents feel isolated because of ill health of their family or 
friends and they give importance to my health because of avoiding for suffering 
with chronic disease. For maintaining sound I take all precautions because of 
my family health history.While making comparative analysis of urban and rural 
adolescents on composite score of Health Conclusions (HC), the results 
indicate the significant mean difference between urban and rural respondents. 
The descriptive analysis indicate the mean score of urban respondents 
(M=124.62) is   high as compared to rural students (M=115.26). The calculated   
‘t’ value came out to be  3.63, which is higher than the table value at 0.01 level 
of confidence. Thus, the results indicate that there is significant difference 
between urban and rural adolescents on their composite score. Therefore, the 
inception of the overall analysis indicate that there  is significant mean 
difference between urban and rural  respondents on all dimensions of Health 
Consciousness Scale (HCS) viz. Self and practice, monitoring, nutrition and 
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satisfaction,  energy and cautiousness. Urban adolescents were observed with 
high level of mean achievers as compared to rural adolescents. Thus, the status 
of the hypothesis is reported as under:  

“Hypothesis: “There exists significant difference between urban and rural 
adolescents on their level of Health Consciousness (HC)”. 

“ACCEPTED”: The hypothesis stands accepted as significant difference has been 
reported between urban and rural adolescents.Besides, the results are carried in support 
of below mentioned studies. Therefore, from the above discussion significant difference 
has been observed between rural and urban adolescents on their level of Health 
Consciousness (HC). The results are carried in support of the host of the researcher, 
like:  
 
“Bhat,  B. S. (2015), Dar, A. A. (2018),   Sharma,  P. D. (2018) and Chanda, T.; 
Debnath, G. K.; Hossain, M. E.; Islam, M. A.; Begum, M. K. (2012), Berkowitz, D., 
&Turnmire, K. (1994), Berndt, T. J.  (1989), Bhat,  B. S. (2015), Becker, M. H., 
Maiman, L. A., Kirscht, J. P., Haefner, D. P.&Drachman, R. H. (1977), Elsevier 
Gould, S. J. (1988), Featherstone, M. (1991) and Rodgers, S., Chen, Q., Duffy, M., 
& Fleming, K. (2007), Danish, A. K., Sahil, B. S. (2010),  Dar, A. B. (2012)” 
1.11:CONCLUSIONS OF THE STUDY:Significant mean difference was found 
between urban and rural respondents on their level of Health Consciousness. Urban 
adolescents were found high level of health consciousness on each dimension viz. Self 
and practice, monitoring, nutrition and satisfaction, energy and cautiousness. Thus, 
locality (rural urban dichotomy) was observed significant. The results many attribute to 
this fact that urban areas possess high level of knowledge and awareness regarding 
environment. Subsequently, they provide keen interest regarding their health.  
 
1.12: RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH:  The presents study 
has generated a fund of knowledge for further research, accordingly below mentioned 
study should be conducted:  

1) Present study may be replicated on large sample.  
2) A study may be conducted to explore the level of health consciousness among 

adolescents with special reference to their demographic profile.  
3) A study may be conducted to analyse the level of health consciousness among 

educated and uneducated youth of Kashmir.  
4) A corrective study may be conducted to explore the level of health consciousness 

and physical fitness of adolescents in relation to their environmental ethics.  
5) A study may be conducted to analyses the correlation between health 

consciousness and environmental ethics.  
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Abstract: Indian banking sector is facing a critical problem of NPAs since last 
two decades. The amounts of Non-performing assets of banking sector in India 
are increasing every year. Reserve Bank of India and Government of India takes 
necessary actions and provides guidelines to banks for decreasing the size of 
NPAs. The researcher tries to study on composition of NPAs of selected public 
sector banks in this research. NPAs of priority sector, non-priority sector and 
public sector are analysed in the present research.   
 
Key Words: Bank, Non-performing asset, loan, management.  
 
1. Introduction: 
Indian banking sector facing critical problems of non-performing assets from 
last two decades. Banking sector plays a very important role for the 
development of a nation. Developing countries requires more funds for 
investment in infrastructures and other requirements. A sound banking system 
can fulfil the requirement of Government and other sectors properly. Indian 
banking sector performs its duty nicely since long times. Financial system of 
India contains public sector banks, private sector banks, foreign banks, co-
operative banks, non-banking financial companies and many other small 
financers of the nation. Banks in India provides huge amounts of loans and 
advances to its customers for their requirements. It creates non-performing 
assets.  
 
2. Review of Literature: 
Review of literature gives the information to the researcher about the previous 
researches on this topic and subject. The researcher reviewed many research 
papers and articles for this study. Some of important literature reviews are 
mentioned below: 
1. Dr. Poonam Mahajan (2014) studied on NPA in research paper “Non-
Performing Assets: A study of Public, Private & Foreign Sector Banks in 
India”. In this paper, she made a comparative analysis of banks for the period of 
1998-99 to 2012-13 and found that NPAs of public sector banks are higher than 
private sector banks and foreign banks. Top management of private sector banks 
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and foreign banks are more professional and more competitive than public 
sector banks management in India. 
2. VivekRajbahadur Singh (2016) discussed about NPAs in his research paper 
“A study of Non-Performing Assets of Commercial Banks and its recovery in 
India”. An attempt was made in this paper to understand NPAs, trends of NPAs 
in India and factors contributing to NPAs. He found that public sector bank’s 
NPA are comparatively high than other banks.  
3. Laveena and Kulbeer Singh Guleria (2016) research on NPAs in their paper 
titled “A study on Non-Performing Assets of Public Sector Banks in India”. The 
main objective of the study was to discuss the reasons of NPAs in public and 
private sector banks in India. The authors find that NPAs of public sector banks 
are rising constantly in India.  
4. Dr.Ujjaval M. Mishra and Jayant R Pawaskar (2017) studied on NPAs in their 
research paper “A study of Non-Performing Assets and its impact on Banking 
Sector”. They found that NPAs in Indian banking sector are increasing 
constantly. The authors used various types of ratios for analysing the trend of 
NPAs in this research paper and concluded that the banks need to be careful in 
the sanctioning of loans to the customers.  
3. Meaning of Non-Performing Assets: 
An asset which is not performing for the bank is called NPA. Assets called Non-
Performing when it stops to generates income for the bank. All the debtors of 
banks not repay the loan amount and interest to the bank regularly. It gives to 
the birth of non-performing assets. If a borrower fails to repay the loan amount 
or interest to the bank in ninety days, then it called NPA.  
4. Research Methodology: 
The present study is descriptive and the researcher tries to understand the 
concept of non-performing assets in Indian banking system. The researcher 
wants to analyse the composition of NPAs of public sector banks in India.  
Data Collection: 
The present study is mainly based on secondary data. The researcher has 
collected necessary secondary data from the websites of selected banks and 
Reserve Bank of India. Many other publications are also used for collecting 
various types of information for the study. 
Time Period: 
The researcher selects ten years’ period of 2009-10 to 2018-19 as a time period 
for the study. Ten years’ period is sufficient for draw out trends and conclusion 
from the study.  
5. Non-Performing Assets in Indian banking sector: 
Non-Performing Assets are mainly composing by three sectors as mentioned 
below: 
(1) Priority Sector: 
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Priority Sector is defined as set of industries which requires more fund for 
according to Reserve Bank of India, following sectors are included in priority 
sector. 

1. Agriculture                          2. Micro, Small and medium Enterprises  
3. Export Credit                      4. Education 
5. Housing                               6. Social Infrastructure 
7. Renewable Energy              8. Others 

 
(2) Non- Priority Sector:  
Non-priority sector is defined as the sector towards which banks are always 
ready to give loans. Non-priority sector always attracts financial institutions for 
lending money.  
(3) Public Sector: 
The areas which are not covered under priority sector and non-priority sector is 
called as public sector. Banks gives very less amount of loans to the public 
sector in India. 
 
 

Table no. 1 
Composition of NPAs of Public Sector Banks (Crore Rs.) 

 
Year Priority Sector Non Priority Sector Public Sector Total Amount % Amount % Amount % 
2010 30496.00 50.89 29113.66 48.58 313.86 0.52 59923.52 
2011 40186.00 53.83 34235.45 45.85 242.59 0.32 74664.04 
2012 55780.00 47.57 58826.44 50.17 2656.00 2.27 117262.44 
2013 67276.00 40.91 96030.81 58.39 1154.60 0.70 164461.41 
2014 79899.00 35.16 177234.80 64.79 130.35 0.06 227264.15 
2015 96611.00 34.69 181598.49 65.21 258.92 0.09 278468.41 
2016 125809.00 23.30 414148.00 76.70 3482.00 0.64 539957.00 
2017 160941.60 23.50 523790.71 76.50 15466.02 2.26 684732.31 
2018 187511.00 20.94 708090.00 79.06 17388.00 1.94 895601.00 
2019 197334.47 26.68 542206.53 73.32 13394.66 1.81 739541.00 

 (Sources: RBI’s Report on trend and progress of Banking in India 2018-19) 
 
Table No. 1 displays the data regarding composition of NPAs of public sector 
banks in India for the period of 2009-10 to 2019-20. In the year 2009-10, public 
sector bank’s 50.89 % NPA comes from priority sector, 48.58 % NPA comes 
from non-priority sector and only 0.52 % NPA comes from public sector.  The 
picture is totally changed in year 2018-19. Public sector bank’s 26.68 % NPA 
comes from priority sector, 73.32 % NPA comes from non-priority sector and 
only 1.81% NPA comes from public sector.  
Chart No.1 
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Composition of NPAs of Public Sector Banks in India 

 
 
5.1 Priority Sector:  
Priority sector’s share was 50.89 % in public sector bank’s NPA in year 2009-
10. The proportion comes down in last few years and now it reached at 26.68 % 
in year 2018-19. We can find from the above chart that the ratio of priority 
sector’s NPA is decreasing every year for the study period of time.  
 
5.2 Non priority sector: 
From the above chart, we can clearly see that public sector bank’s NPA 
composition is fully changed in last ten years. Non priority sector’s percentages 
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in the composition of NPAs are increasing every year. We can say that non-
priority sector is the main responsible factor for increasing in public sector 
banks NPA in last few years. Non priority sector’s share was 48.58 % in year 
2009-10 and reached at 73.32 % in year 2018-19. It is one of the most important 
factor for increasing NPAs in public sector banks in India.   
 
5.3 Public sector: 
Public sector’s role is always very limited in bank’s NPA composition. Public 
sector’s proportion never goes up above 2.30 % in the history of Indian banking 
sector. The maximum contribution of public sector in NPA is 2.27 % in year 
2011-12. Public sector’s share is just 0.52 % in NPA composition of public 
sector banks in year 2009-10 and now reached at 1.81 % in year 2018-19.  
 
6. Conclusion:  
The results of the study clearly indicate that Non-priority sector’s share is 
increasing and Priority sector’s share is decreasing in composition of NPA 
every year. We can clearly say that non-priority sector is fully responsible for 
increasing levels of NPAs. Non-priority sector’s share is increasing every year 
and it looks very dangerous for banking system in India. Non priority sector’s 
proportion was more than 70 % in last four years’ time period. Bank should take 
care while sanctioning loan to the non-priority sector. Public sector banks try 
hard to recover NPA amount from non-priority sector.   
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Abstract 
 Philosophy plays a vital role in bringing out the conceptual clarification in any 
area of thought. How does it help us in understanding the significance of social 
development, particularly in the context of Sri Aurobindo’s idea? The question 
is very important because Sri Aurobindo’s idea of social development has been 
loaded with so much of conceptual hurdles that it is very difficult to 
comprehend whether his theory can stand the acid test of the time. Sri 
Aurobindo envisaged an international society based on the relationship between 
matter and spirit, Indian heritage and culture. He welcomes an age of 
Supermind where the realization of good freedom and unity will predominate in 
all social groups. The object of this paper is to highlight Sri Aurobindo’s 
concept of social development which is different from other Indian Western 
philosophers.    
 
 Keywords: The Absolute, Integral knowledge, Spiritual Evolution, Sri 
Aurobindo Society, Subjective Trend.  
 
     Among the contemporary Indian Philosophers Sri Aurobindo positions 
unique as the victor of a new drive in philosophy. Actually Sri Aurobindo was a 
mystic, philosopher, poet and prophet all in one. In the way of his life one can 
plainly see two distinct periods, when he was keenly involved in politics and 
later on when he removed from his life and spent the rest of his time in 
meditation, reflecting on various aspects and opening up new horizons for 
humanity. His major works: The Life Divine, The Synthesis of Yoga, The Ideal 
of Human Unity, The Human Cycle, The Foundations of Indian Culture, The 
Secret of the Veda, Savitrietc. 
Social philosophy is a systematization of facts and values of social 
development. Thus social philosophy deals with mankind as a whole. The social 
philosophy of Sri Aurobindo is based on the integral knowledge of Reality. 
Integral knowledge is the knowledge of all the terms of being, matter, life, 
mind, psyche and self. It is a synthesis of idealism and realism and all other 
perspectives of the integral truth. It is knowledge of our total existence, both 
separately and in the relation of each to all and the relation of all to the truth of 
the spirit. He presents a psychological interpretation of history. In his 
philosophy of History, his vision is firmly centered on the integral principle, 
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working through all the stages of the cycle of social development, as it is that 
integral principle which the social philosopher seeks to grasp, know and utilize 
for the regeneration of mankind. 
     Sri Aurobindo during his whole life has tried to short an underlying harmony 
among men, nature and matter by integrating them. That is why his philosophy 
is called an integral philosophy. To him matter, life and mind are evaluates of 
the involved facets of the Reality called Saccidānanda. As temporal change real 
and inevitable, all objects consisting of matter, life and mind are real. Matter is, 
according to him, a covered sat element of Brahma. In the same way, life is the 
non-manifested form of cit element of Brahman and mind is the inferior 
manifestation of Supermind existing in each and every man. A great 
contribution of Sri Aurobindo lies in the fact that he has brought a great 
harmony between spiritual and material world. Earlier there was a conflict 
between spiritualists and materialists. The former believes in spirit but not 
matter, while the later accepts matter but not spirit. In fact, both matter and 
spirit are the same or two sides of the same coin. In two hemispheres first 
consists of Sat, Cit and Anada and the second Matter, Mind and Life. Both are 
the pictures of the same Reality. Sri Aurobindo has detected the main cause of 
our problems of harmony. 
    The heart of his integral philosophy is all-inclusiveness, and nothing is 
neglected in its systematization. His synthetic approach bridges the gap between 
the individual and society. The goal of a society, community or nation, like that 
of the individual, is to seek its own self, to know the inner law and power and to 
realize all its potentialities. Both individual and society have a body, an organic 
life, moral or aesthetic temperament, mind and a soul. Nation, according to him, 
is a’ group-soul’, which realizes itself in corporate life. In his social philosophy, 
the society is similar to man, not only in essence but also in organization.  
    The social philosophy of Sri Aurobindo provides of notion of equality among 
all men. The attainment of Divine society where there will be no inequality 
among men in respect of dignity, status and honour is the ultimate goal of his 
philosophy. The theory that every man enjoying equal facility and honour will 
be perfect, happy and powerful provides the idea of communism in society. The 
standpoint of Sri Aurobindo that individual freedom is not freedom or salvation 
is really appreciable in the sense that a man cannot live in a society honesty or 
perfectly if others are not honest or perfect. In other words a man cannot enjoy 
his own property or exercise his right if other do not co-operate with him. He 
makes an approach to man who knows the Truth to inspire other members of 
society for realizing the Truth, the route through which the collective freedom 
or salvation can be attained.  
     If the Reality is one, the time is no other than Reality. The identity of time 
with the Real is a necessary presupposition of any Reality, which is self-
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involving. From this it follows that social changes of the world are also be 
movements within the Real. For Sri Aurobindo no social change is final. A 
particular stage of society can be taken as final if there is no possibility for 
further development. Time contains all possibilities of progress. Accordingly, 
that which is temporal is historic and social changes is also historic.  
    In exemplifying and elucidating his social philosophy he was primarily 
inspired by a German historian, Karl Lamprecht.SriAurobindo in his The 
Human Cycle has accepted only the names of five stages of social cycle as 
propounded by Lamprecht. Sri Aurobindo, though he appreciates Lamprecht as 
an original mind, did not use his theory for his own philosophy. He only 
retained the suggestive names of the stages coined by Lamprecht. Sri Aurobindo 
developed a psychological interpretation of human society with its different 
stages (in the first six chapters of The Human Cycle) according to his integral 
metaphysical view, which is quite different from Lamprecht’s interpretation. 
Sri Aurobindo has vividly described five cycles of social change-Symbolic 
stage, Typal stage, conventional stage, Individualistic stage and Subjective 
stage. 
    Let us give a brief account of the five cycles of society as described by Sri 
Aurobindo. 
The Symbolic Stage: In this stage each and every object was looked upon as a 
symbol of the Divine. In the Vedic society all the activities were taken to be the 
symbols of Divine. Even the social institutions like marriage etc. were taken as 
symbols. From this it follows that the whole universe is the abode of Divine. 
The implication of the Mantra is that the whole universe is a sacrifice performed 
by Purusa in which everything is engaged in serving the Divine purpose. 
Different seasons have got different functions in the Divine sacrifice. Given the 
four Varnas, Brāhmana, Ksatriya, Vaiśya and Śūdra have got a Divine origin. 
The Brāhmanas are stated to be originated from the mouth of the Purusa, 
Ksatriya from His hands, Vaiśyas from His thighs and Sudras from His feet. 
The relation between man and woman is looked upon as respectable as the 
relation between Purusa and Prakrti. 
The Typal Stage: The symbolic age of human civilization gives way to Typal 
age. The Varna system which is treated as a Divine symbol becomes 
psychological human type of which each has got a particular ideal. Religion is 
nothing but the sanction of ethical ideals, i.e. Dharma. The idea that all activities 
are Divine becomes gradually lost. The Varna system which becomes 
psychological types gives the idea of social honour after this age. The Brahmins 
are honoured for having wisdom, purity, and disinterested possessions, the 
Ksatriyas for their courage, strength, nobility of character etc., the Vaiśas for 
their good dealings, mercantile facility, liberality etc., and the Śūdras for 
obedience, faithful service, disinterested attachment etc. 
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The Conventional Stage: When the race instead of the inner morality or 
function becomes prominent, the conventional age begins. In this age the son of 
a Brahmin becomes Brahmin, the son of a Ksatriya becomes Ksatriya whatever 
their functions may be. That is, without having education or power a man 
becomes Brahmin or Ksatriya conventionally. An individual’s race is more 
honoured than his duty. At this stage outward expression of the ideal becomes 
more important than the ideal. Birth, economic functions, religious rituals, 
family custom are the criteria for determining the āśrama which is individual 
belongs to.  
   The Individualistic Stage: The conventional stage cannot last for long as 
some individual revolt against it. This individualistic age is otherwise known 
age the age of revolt or the age of self-consciousness. The revolt which is 
supported by reason gives the scope for social progress after providing freedom 
to make members of society. In the individualistic society democracy prevails 
and hence, each and every individual has been given scope to arrange his life 
through his own reason. But in reality a struggle between the rich and the poor 
or a competition between two parties of society is found at this age. For this 
reason a member of the society is not provided even with the vital needs. In 
other remove this situation socialism comes into being. For, Sri Aurobindo 
believes that collective freedom is actual freedom. As no stage is final, 
according to Sri Aurobindo, this stage also gives way to the subjective age or 
the age of Superman. 
The Subjective Stage: In this stage man will come to possess the Supermind 
through which he can know that matter, life and mind are the non-manifested 
forms of sat, cit and Supermind of Brahman respectively. An individual will 
harmonies the hemispheres, one consisting of Matter, Life and Mind accepted 
by the materialists but denied by the ascetics  and another having Sat, Cit and 
Supermind of Brahman accepted by the ascetics but denied by the materialists.  
In this each and every member of society will realize the harmony resulting the 
Age of Divine or spirit which is the ultimate goal of society. In this way, society 
will turn into Divine one where each and every member possesses Divine body. 
It has been state earlier that a man can make his body Divine after bringing the 
Cityapurusa  in front through Yogic process. How can all the member of society 
know the truth?  The man who has realized the truth can, Sri Aurobindo 
suggests, communicate it to others. But another problem will crop up in this 
case. As the common people have got ordinary minds influenced by physical 
and mental selves, they cannot take the image of the Divine though they may 
have faith in the teaching of the man having Supermind. To prepare to make 
them accept the Divine image the Subjectivism of the mental self of a man is 
highly essential. The subjectivism of the mental self is possible only by the 
awakening and bringing forward the Cityapurusa which can master and 
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enlighten the physical, vital and mental selves. When this becomes possible 
through some Yogic process, a man can realize the Divine image and the Age of 
Superman begins.  
      In the SrimadBhāgavata also an account of social has been given. The four 
cycles of society known as Satya, Tretā, Dvāpara and Kali yuga are accepted. In 
the first cycles known as Satyayuga, the pure religion consisting of four pādas, 
meditation, purity, mercy and prevailed. Next yugaTretāonly three elements 
were found to be existing in this age. In the same way, two elements were found 
to be present in the Dvāparayuga and one element in Kali yuga. Both Bhagavata 
and Sri Aurobindo do not accept the occurrence identical ontological scheme in 
each cycle. In Sri Aurobindo’s analysis it is found that some individual will 
revolt against the conventional system in individual age. Bhāgavata also states 
that in Tretāyuga some individual will revolt and try to abolish the non-religious 
institutions. Sri Aurobindo said that after the expiry of the subjective age an 
individual being will form the Vedic society in a new spirit with the help of 
individual reason. The coming of Satytayuga after the expiry of Kali yuga has 
also been foretold in the Bhāgavata. But Satyayuga can be re-established 
through God’s incarnation. The pure religion existing in Satyayuga can be 
regained through Divine interference from which it follows that the individual 
beings cannot re-established Satyayuga with the help of their reason. In the 
Bhāgavata limited potentiality has been accepted in an individual being, while 
Sri Aurobindo’s philosophy the individual person has been accepted as having 
unlimited potentiality. So an individual being can form of the Supra-mental 
society being enlightened through his own reason, but not through Divine 
incarnation. The pattern of Social change as advocated by Sri Aurobindo is 
spiral.  
    In social theory of Sri Aurobindo has shown that each and every man possess 
infinite power by awakening Cityapurusa existing in him, which provides 
honour and respect to mankind. The doctrine that a man is not only above the 
God with help of awakening the Cityapurusa has given highest dignity to 
mankind. From the philosophical thought of Sri Aurobindo, a man will learn to 
honour another man as he is also the abode of infinite, which helps to form a 
maliceless and peaceful society. Sri Aurobindo believes that after the realization 
of the Divine, the phenomenal world i.e., body, ego etc. is not Bādhita or 
contradicted as Advaitins admit. All these are taken as true as the Divine, as the 
reflection of Him lies there also. Hence, all these cannot be ignored thinking 
them as mere unreal or Maya. That the world is as true as the Divine has been 
admitted by Ramanuja. In this system it has been stated clearly that an 
individual, though the part of Divine, cannot be infinite. But in the philosophy 
of Sri Aurobindo a man remains in the middle stage.  
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 Finally, the contribution of Sri Aurobindo lies in the integration of the modern 
scientific world with the spiritualism of the ancient world. Once we realize this, 
a just social order can be created. In view of the disasters faced by our world 
today, a world which has seen two world wars and is not far from the third, the 
increasing terrism, racial, economic, social and political clashes all over, there is 
a necessity for this spiritual reinterpretation and only then can real peace be 
established. The spiritual society considered by Sri Aurobindo, based on the 
notion of unity and harmony may offer a way out of the disaster which is being 
faced by the present civilization. 
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आधिुनक संदभ म ह द  नाटक  का वैिश य 
 

जी. मोहन राव  
शोधाथ  ह द  वभाग 

आ व व ालय 
वशाखाप टणम 

आ देश, भारत 
 
 भारतीय ह द  सा ह य के ग  वधा म नाटक सवािधक परुातन और लोक य वधा है । ह द  
नाटक  क  ारंिभक परंपरा रासलीला एवं रामलीला आ द के मा यम स े गत होता है ।  
वतं ता पवू ह द  नाटक  म भारतद ु ह र  का नाम सव प र है । समाज म फैली अनेक 
वसगंितय  और बुराइय  को आपने नाटक  म दशाया है । इसम आपको अपार सफलता भी 
अ जत हुई । च ावली म ई रो मुख मे और सती ताप म मे का आदश तथा कुछ थान 
पर देशवािसय  पर यं य के वाण खीच ह एव ं ऐितहािसक घटनाओ ंको भी थान दया है । 
भारते द ुके प ात नाटक व ा म य द कसी का सा ह यकार का नाम आज तक ुवां कत है तो 
वह जयशंकर साद जी का । साद के आगमन स े ह द  ना य सा ह य को एक नई दशा 
िमली । आप के पवू के नाटककार  ने व णत वषय – व तु को न ह  म पूव उपल ध कया 
और न उसक  पनुः सजृन क  । उन सबन े मुखतः नाटक  को वचार  या भाव  क  अिभ य  
का मा यम माना ।  
 साद यगु के पवू प  नाटक िलखने का चलन नह  ंथा, इसका शभुारंभ भी आपके क णालय 
नाटक से होता है । इसके बाद मैिथलीशरण गु  का ‘अनघ’ नाटक ग  शलैी म िलखा गया 
जसम पौरा णकता होते हुए भी, गाधंीवाद का भाव है  । साद न े अपन े नाटक  म 
ऐितहािसकता को व य-व तु बनाकर तुत कया है । समकालीन नाटककार  ने नाटक क  
थित को पया  मा ा म प रवितत कया । जहाँ एक ओर पौरा णक और िमथक य चेतना को 

वषय व तु के प म रखा वह ं त कालीन समाज के समसामियक त य  को भी लखेन का 
वषय बनाया । सुरे  वमा कृत ौपद  नाटक िमथक य नह ं है पर तु इसम लेखक ने पा  पर 
िमथक यता का आरोप कया है । इस ना य कृित म सुरे  वमा ने ी – पु ष के जीवन क  
वसगंितय  और ासद अनुभव  का यथाथ  के समानांतर और पूरक च र  के मा यम स े तुत 
कया है । नाटक क  नाियका सरेुखा वय ंको एक ह  पित मनमोहन के य व म पाचँ अलग-
अलग प  को पाती है जो पौरा णक पा   
 
दौपद  के पाँच पितय  क  वडंबना को उजागर करती है । उ च एव ं म यवग य सं कारह न 
जीवन ारा सामा जक यव था के वघटन एवं पथ  होने क  कहानी है – ौपद  । मनमोहन 
और उसके काला, सफेद, लाल, पीला चार नकाबपोशी प  ारा आज के मानव के भीतर चल रहे 
अंतर  क  सफल अिभ य  इस ना य कृित म हुई है । लेखक न ेमहाभारत कालीन ौपद  
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के पाचँ पितय  के िमथक को आधुिनक जीवन सदंभ के अनुकुल ब कुल नये प म तुत 
कया है । नाटककार ने अनके रंग यु य  का योग करके नाटक के मचंीय भाव म वृ  क  
है ।  
 नरे  कोहली का नाम नाटक वशेष  और आलोचक नाटककार क  णेी म नह  ंरखते, पर तु 
कोहली कृत शंबकू क  ह या अित लोक य नाटक है । इसम शव प शंबकू उस स य का तीक 
दखाया गया है जसक  सामा जक यव था िनरंतर ह या करती ह  रहती है । इस ना य कृित 
म शबंूक क  ह या के सदंभ म सामा जक, राजनीितक और शासन इ या द क  समसामियक 
वसगंितया ँसाकार हुई है । लखेक न ेशासन तं  से संबिंधत पा  के मा यम से शासन तं  पर 
कठोर यं य भी कया है । स ा और यव था के इसी अराजकता को िग रराज कशोर ने अपन े
नाटक बादशाह गुलाम बेगम म भी तुत कया है । इसम मु य प स े यव था क  ु रता 
और उसम पसती हुई ववश, असहाय, एकरस ज दगी जीती हुई सामा य जनता एव ं उसके 
कंु ठत आ ोश को मूत कया गया है ।  
 समकालीन नाटककार  म मु ारा स का नाम सव प र है । ते दआु नाटक म आपने मानव के 
पाश वक वृ य  को दशाया है आपने यह दखाने का य  कया है क आज के स य 
सफेदपोश और अिभजात कहे जान ेवाल ेस माननीय य  भी आ ामक और शोषक वृ  के 
होते है ।  आपके दसूरे नाटक योअस फेथफुली म सरकार  कमचा रय  के हडताल और सघंष का 
वणन कया गया है । नाटककार ने प  कया है क सरकार  द तर  म  लालफ ता शाह , 
सं हता अ यव था, दबाव और शोषण के तले मानव क  ासद िनयित वडंबना के साथ सृ जत 
हुआ है । अफसर, लक,  
 
चपरासी, ड पचैर आ द पा  के साथ – साथ टैनो कंचन पा को पा  के प म रखा गया है । 
कंचन पा के साथ ऑ फसर द तर म ह  यौन सबंंध बनाता है, जसक  आ म लान स ेउसके 
पित आ मह या कर लेते ह । लखेक ने यं य कया है क एक सफल दा प य जीवन शासन 
क  भट चढ़ जाता है । वह यव था के नीचे दबकर पीड़ा, घटुन और ववशता क   तीक मा  
बनकर रह जाती  है । ताप सहगल का नाम नाटककार  क  णेी म रखा जाता है । नह ं कोई 
अंत को आलोचक  न ेमनोवै े षक से अिभ हत कया है । आज के िश त और पा ा य जीवन 
शैली से भा वत य  क  सोच म जो बदलाव आया है, उसके चलते एक तो दापं य जीवन 
संबधंी य  क  नीजी मा यताएँ सामा जक आदश  से टकराने लगी ह, दसूरे ी – पु ष संबधं 
भी असहज और तनाव त हो गये ह । इस बदलाव के मलू म य  के अवचेतन क  
स यता भी कम मह वपूण नह  ंहै । इस स यता और इसस ेउ प न य  – जीवन क  पीड़ा 
का कोई अतं नह ं है । नाटककार ने  अजय शमा और उसके जीवन म आनवेाली ना रय  के 
मनो व षेण के मा यम से इस स चाई क  ओर इशारा कया है । नफेा क  एक शाम ( ानदेव 
अ नहो ी) चीनी आ मण और उसक  ित या पर आधा रत रोमांचकार  नाटक है । इस नाटक 
म आंचिलक उप यास  के स य अंचल वशेष के च र  को ह  मुखता िमली है । नफेा अचंल 
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के यु  के वातावरण क  सु दर अिभ य  इस ना यकृित म हुई है । गोगो इस नाटक का 
सवािधक वीर एव ंसश  पा  है । उसका नीजी मे उसके कत य बोध म बाधक न हो कर उस े
संजीवनी श  दान करता है । नीम , मातई, देवल, िशकाकाई आ द पा  नेफा अचंल के यु  के 
वातावरण म गित देते ह तो वागंचू और फंुगशी आ द पा   श ु प  के चीनी खोजद ते  के प 
म अवत रत हुए ह । लखेक ने इसम आ मणकार  श ओुं से िनजात पान ेऔर देश को वतं  
बनाने के माग का अ वेषण कया है ।  
 िन कषतः कह सकते ह क ह द  सा ह य के इितहास म नाटक क  या ा वहृद एवं रोचक रह  है 
। इसका आरंभ पौरा णक त य  के आधार पर हुआ था, जसका व तार साद जी ने ऐितहािसक 
धरातल पर सा रत कया । समकालीन समय म नाटक का ा प िमथक एवं इितहास  
 
तक ह  सीिमत न रहकर सामा जक सरोकार  के साथ स न हत हुआ है । लखेक त गुीन समाज 
के संदभ  को लेकर तथा नवीन पा  और सवंाद के गठन से नतून कोण तुत कया है  
कह सकते ह क वतं यो र ह द  नाटक वषय व तु क  व वधता से समृ  है । भ व य म 
भी नाटक वधा उ जवल है ।     
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Abstract 

The aim of the study was designed to determine the effect of Iron yoga 
and Meditation on Vital Capacity among the College level Hockey Players. To 
attain the purpose, Forty five (N=45) inter collegiate Hockey players who have 
participated in the Anna University Chennai  Zone-16 Hockey tournaments 
during the year 2016-2017 were selected randomly as subjects. Their age ranged 
from 18 to 21 years. The subjects were assigned at random into three groups of 
fifteen each (n=15).  Group-I underwent Yogasana Practice (n=15), Group-II 
underwent Meditation Practice (n=15) and Group-III acted as Control. The 
dependent variable selected for this study was Vital Capacity and it was 
assessed by Spirometer. All the subjects were tested prior to and immediately 
after the training for the selected variable. Data were collected and statistically 
analyzed using ANCOVA. Scheffe’s post hoc test was applied to determine the 
significant difference between the paired means. In all the cases 0.05 level of 
significance was fixed.  The results of the study showed that there was a 
significant difference among all the Experimental groups’ namely Yogasana 
Practices and Meditation Practices. Further the results showed Meditation group 
was found to have greater impact on the group concerned than the Yogasana 
group and Control group in enhancing the performance of Vital Capacity. 

Keywords: Yogasana Practices, Meditation Practices, Vital Capacity 

Introduction 
Yoga is the oldest forms of personal development in existence. Millions 

around the globe are regular practitioners of yoga which, indeed, seems flexible 
enough to meet a variety of needs for a variety of people. There is probably no 
system of physical exercise that can tone muscles and enhance flexibility with 
less pain and strain. Also, there is probably no safer way to relax and calm the 
mind than yogic breathing and meditation. 

Life is a series of constant physical and mental activities. The fast pace 
of life is causing more harm than good. Yoga is an ancient system that seems to 
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be just the right medicine for stressed-out people in the twenty first century. In 
order to lead a happy and prosperous life with utmost harmony in society, yoga 
can play an important role throughout the world in re-establishing a world 
haracterzed with well-being, peace and prosperity (Sharma, 1984). 

The word “meditation” is derived from the Latin word “meditari”, 
which means “to engage in contemplation or reflection.” The word meditation 
comes from both Greek and Latin root word meaning medicine. Further, it 
refers to a family of self-regulation practices that focus on training attention and 
awareness in order to foster general mental well-being and development and / or 
specific capacities such as calmness, clarity, and concentration. 

Meditation healing the body of disease by proper diet, right living, and 
recharging the body with God's all-powerful cosmic energy; removing in 
harmonies and inefficiency from the mind by concentration, constructive 
thinking, and cheerfulness; and freeing the ever-perfect soul from the bonds of 
spiritual ignorance by meditation.  

Meditation is the seventh limb of Astanga yoga. Meditation in yogic 
terminology stands for that state of mind-stuff in which all thinking is pinned on 
the contemplation of the omnipresent and the omniscient Ishwara. 
    Vital Capacity is the greatest volume of air that can be expelled 
from the lungs after taking the deepest possible breath. A person's vital capacity 
can be measured by a wet or regular spirometer other physiological 
measurements, the vital capacity can help make a diagnosis of underlying lung 
disease. Furthermore, the vital capacity is used to determine the severity of 
respiratory muscle involvement in neuromuscular disease, and can guide 
treatment decisions in Guillain normal adult has a vital capacity between 3 - 5 
litres. A human's vital capacity depends on age, sex, height, mass and ethnicity. 
Lung volumes and lung capacities refer to the volume of the air associated with 
different phases of the respiratory cycle. Lung volumes are directly measured, 
whereas lung capacities are inferred from volumes (Tokas and Kadyan, 2016). 
Methodology   

The study was conducted on forty five (N=45) inter collegiate Hockey 
players who have participated in the Anna University Chennai  Zone-16 Hockey 
tournaments during the year 2016-2017 were selected randomly as subjects. 
Their age ranged from 18 to 21 years. The subjects were assigned at random 
into three groups of fifteen each (n=15).  Group-I underwent Yogasana Practice 
(n=15), Group-II underwent Meditation Practice (n=15) and Group-III acted as 
Control. The experimental groups underwent the respective training for a period 
of 12 weeks (3 days/week), whereas the control remain as normal with the 
sedentary life. The dependent variable selected for this study was Vital Capacity 
and it was assessed by Spirometre. All the three groups were tested on selected 
Vital Capacity was analyzed before and after the training period.                                                          
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Analysis of the Data 

 The data collected from the experimental groups  and control group on prior and 
after experimentation on selected variables were statistically examined by 
analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was used to determine differences, if any 
among the adjusted post test means on selected criterion variables separately. 
Whenever they obtained f-ratio value was significant the Scheffe’s test was 
applied as post hoc test to determine the paired mean differences, if any. In all 
the cases 0.05 level of significance was fixed. 

The Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) on Vital Capacity of 
Experimental Groups and Control group have been analyzed and presented in 
Table -1. 

The analysis of covariance on Vital Capacity of the pre, post, and 
adjusted test scores of Yogasana Practices group, Meditation Practices group 
and Control group have been analyzed and presented in Table – 1. 

 
TABLE – 1 
Computation of Analysis of Covariance of Pre Test, Post Test and Adjusted 
Post Test on Vital Capacity of Experimental Groups and Control Group 

 
Test 

Yogasana  
Practices                    
Group-I 

Meditation 
Practices                   
Group-II 

Control 
Group-III 

Source 
of 
Variance 

Sum 
of                
Squares 

df Mean               
Squares 

F  
ratio 

Pre-Test                    
Mean 
 
 

3119.17 3098.73 3060.73 

Between 
groups 21211.21 2 10605.61 

0.23 Within 
groups 1926611.19 42 45871.70 

Post-Test              
Mean 
 
 

3371.02 3261.33 3071.55 

Between 
groups 756591.77 2 378295.89 

10.20* Within 
groups 1557871.12 42 37092.17 

Adjusted 
Post-Test                   
Mean 

3397.35 3267.07 3088.11 

Between 
sets 570611.19 2 285305.60 

25.93* Within  
Sets 451111.47 41 11002.72 

* Significant at 0.05 level of confidence                              
Table value for df (2, 42) at 0.05 level = 3.22 Table value for df (2, 41) at 
0.05 level = 3.23 
(Vital Capacity scores are in ml/kg/min) 
 Table-1 shows that the obtained F-ratio value 0.23 for pre test mean of 
Yogasana Practices group, Meditation Practices group and Control group on 
Vital Capacity is less than the required table value of 3.22 for significance with 
df 2 and 42 at 0.05 level of confidence. 

The obtained F-ratio value of 10.20 for post test mean of Yogasana 
Practices group, Meditation Practices group and Control group on Vital 
Capacity is more than the required table value of 3.22 for significance with df 2 
and 42 at 0.05 level of confidence. 
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The obtained F-ratio value of 25.93 for adjusted post test mean of 
Yogasana Practices group, Meditation Practices group and Control group on 
Vital Capacity is higher than the required table value of 3.23 for significance 
with df 2 and 41 at 0.05 level of confidence. 

 
 The results of the study indicated that there is a significant difference between 
the adjusted post-test means of Yogasana Practices group, Meditation Practices 
group and Control group on Vital Capacity. 
 
 Since, three groups are compared and whenever the obtained ‘F’ ratio for 
adjusted post test is found to be significant, Scheffe’s test is used to find out the 
paired mean difference and it is presented in Table-2. 
TABLE –2 
Scheffe’s Test for the Difference Between Paired  Means on Vital Capacity 
 

Yogasana  Practices                    
Group-I 

Meditation 
Practices                   
Group-II 

Control                
Group 

Mean                   
Difference 

Confident  
Interval Value 

 
3397.35 
 

 
3267.07 

 
--- 

 
130.28 

 
 
 
101.27  

3397.35 
 

 
--- 

 
3088.11 

 
309.54 

---  
3267.07 

 
3088.11 

 
178.96 
 

*Significant at 0.05 level of confidence. 
 
 Table-2 shows that the mean difference values of Yogasana Practices group and 
Meditation Practices group, yogasana practices group and  Control group and 
Meditation practices group and control group are 130.28, 309.54 and 178.96 
respectively, which are greater than the confidence interval value of 101.27 on 
Vital Capacity at 0.05 level of confidence.   
 

The results of the study showed that there was a significant difference 
between Yogasana Practices group and Meditation Practices group, yogasana 
practices group and  Control group and Meditation practices group and control 
group. 
 The above data also reveal that Yogasana Practices group had shown better 
performance than Meditation Practices group and Control in Vital Capacity. 
 The adjusted post mean values of Yogasana Practices group, Meditation 
Practices group and Control group on Vital Capacity are graphically represented 
in the Figure -1.  
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Figure: 1 

 

The Adjusted Post Test Mean Values of Iron yoga  

Practices group, Meditation Practices group and Control  

group on Vital Capacity 

Conclusion 
 
 From the analysis of the data, the following conclusions were drawn. 
 
1. Significant differences in achievement were found between Yogasana 

Practices group, Meditation Practices group, and Control group in the 
selected criterion variable on Vital Capacity. 

2. The Experimental groups namely, Yogasana Practices group, Meditation 
Practices group, had significantly increased in Vital Capacity. 

3.  The Yogasana Practices group was found to be better than the 
Meditation Practices group and Control group in increasing Vital 
Capacity among the Hockey Players. 
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Abstract 
The study aimed to compare the Selected Anthropometric Variables Of Inter 
Collegiate Kho-Kho And Volley Ball Players. A total 80 Kho-Kho players and 
Volley ball playerswere selected who have participated in intercollegiate 
competition in Kashmir division, 40 kho kho and 40 volleyball were selected. 
The Subjects were selected by using simple random  sampling. Only players 
within the age group of 18-28years were taken for the sudy. To analyze Selected 
Anthropometric Variables Of Inter Collegiate Kho-Kho And Volley Ball 
Players., The following tests or equipments were used, Anthropometric 
variables:- Standing Height, it was measured by Stadiometer. Body weight it 
was measured by weighing machine.Calf girth it was measured by steel tape. 
Upper arm girth it was measured by steel tape. The analysis of data was done by 
using statistical technique ‘t’- test for finding the significance difference 
Selected Anthropometric Variables Of Inter Collegiate Kho-Kho And Volley 
Ball Players and the level of significance was set at 0.05 levels (p<0.05). 
Keywords: Anthropometric , Volleyball, Kho Kho, Kashmir 
 
Introduction: One of the fundamentals of this approach is the study of human 
measurements or anthropometry. Anthropometry plays an important role in 
deciding the particular built of the body with various measurements of the body 
segments, suitable for a particular game and sports and essentially helpful to 
excel in that game.  Anthropometry is a branch of ergonomics that deals 
specifically with the measurement of people, particularly with measurements of 
body size, shape, strength and working capacity (Pheasant, S.T., 1998). This 
measurement data is used to describe or paint a picture of the user population 
for a particular measure of the body. By applying anthropometry, we attempt to 
design the working environment around the person, rather than placing 
constraints on them because they have to adapt to what is provided. If 
anthropometric factors are taken into consideration when products are designed, 
the outcome is likely to be increased acceptability, improved ease and efficiency 
of use, and therefore greater operational safety and cost effectiveness. When 
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considering the design and use of equipment, the term ‘average person’ is often 
referred to and used. However, very few people would actually fit such a 
pattern. The body is made up anthropometrically of several functional parts, 
such as sitting height, forward grip reach waist height and head circumference. 
Height is often used as a design criterion, but a ‘tall’ person can either have a 
long or short body and long or short legs. Thus, although many people will fit 
average garments (using clothing as an example), and garments can be sized to 
increase the probability of a reasonable fit, the efficiency of the garment or 
ensemble may be compromised, especially when free movement is further 
influenced by, for example, wearing breathing apparatus and a harness. When 
products are designed around the ‘average person’, many of the population are 
excluded from using them, since they fall well outside of this average. 
Calf Girth: Girths are circumference measures at standard anatomical sites 
around the body. The calf girth measurement is a measure of the circumference 
of the lower leg. See the list of girth measurement locations. 
Purpose: To measure the circumference of the calf, as a measure of the 
underlying musculature and adipose tissue. Girth measurements combined with 
skinfold measurements can give a clearer picture of changes in tissue 
composition and distribution of muscle and fat. 
Body mass index (BMI): Body mass index (BMI) is a value derived from the 
mass (weight) and height of a person. The BMI is defined as the body mass 
divided by the square of the body height, and is universally expressed in units of 
kg/m2, resulting from mass in kilograms and height in metres. 

The BMI may be determined using a table or chart which displays 
BMI as a function of mass and height using contour lines or colours for 
different BMI categories, and which may use other units of measurement 
(converted to metric units for the calculation). 

The BMI is a convenient rule of thumb used to broadly categorize a 
person as underweight, normal weight, overweight, or obese based on tissue 
mass (muscle, fat, and bone) and height. That categorization is the subject of 
some debate about where on the BMI scale the dividing lines between 
categories should be placed. Commonly accepted BMI ranges are underweight 
(under 18.5 kg/m2), normal weight (18.5 to 25), overweight (25 to 30), and 
obese (over 30). 
Procedure and Methodology: Total 80 Kho-Kho players and Volley ball 
player swere selected who have participated in intercollegiate competition in 
Kashmir division, 40 kho kho and 40 volleyball were selected. The Subjects 
were selected by using simple random  sampling. Only players within the age 
group of 18-28years were taken for the study. 
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Equipments Used For Collection of Data: The following tests or equipments 
were used, Anthropometric variables:- Standing Height, it was m 

easured by Stadiometer. Body weight it was measured by weighing 
machine. Calf girth it was measured by steel tape. Upper arm girth it was 
measured by steel tape. The analysis of data was done by using statistical 
technique ‘t’- test for finding the significance difference Selected 
Anthropometric Variables Of Inter Collegiate Kho-Kho And Volley Ball 
Players. 
Table No. 1 
Comparison of Height, Weight, Calf girth, Upper arm girth among Inter 
Collegiate Kho-Kho And Volley Ball Players” 
 

Variables Group Mean S.D. M.D. D.F. O.T. T.T. 
Height Volley Ball 171.3 4.35 2.73 78 2.24 2.02 

Kho-Kho 168.56 5.04 

Weight Volley Ball 70.23 7.12 2.76 78 1.56 2.02 

Kho-Kho 67.46 6.51 

Calf girth Volley Ball 34.23 2.20 0.33 78 0.64 2.02 
Kho-Kho 33.9 1..74 

Upper 
arm girth 

Volley Ball 25.96 2.52 -0.2 78 -0.30 2.02 
Kho-Kho 26.16 2.57 

Graph No. 1 
Graphical Representation of Mean Difference of Height, Weight, Calf 
girth, Upper arm girth among Inter Collegiate Kho-Kho 
And Volley Ball Players” 
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Conclusion: 
Within the limitations of the study and from the statistical analysis 

the following conclusion is drawn.  On the basis of available literature, 
researcher own experience and knowledge of Psychology and Anthropometry, it 
was hypothesized that there will be a significant difference between the selected 
Anthropometric   variables of Kho-Kho and Volley Ball Players of Kashmir 
Division, but after the statistical analysis of data related to the selected 
Anthropometric variables of Kho-Kho and Volley Ball Players it was found that 
in some cases there was found insignificant difference between the selected 
Anthropometric   variables of Kho-Kho and Volley Ball Players of Kashmir 
Division.  Hence the Researchers Pre- assumed Hypothesis is partially accepted. 
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Abstract 
Introduction: Rice is an integral part in the staple Indian diet. It fills in as a 
primary source of dietary energy and carbohydrates for most Asians as it 
constitutes to 50-80% of their total calorie intake. According to the Glycemic 
Index (GI) classification, rice is classified as a high GI food and therefore is 
commonly restricted for a person with type 2 diabetes. 
Purpose: The purpose of the present study was to provide insight into the effect 
of consuming different varieties of rice on GI, glycemic load (GL) and blood 
glucose levels (BGL), as rice being the staple food for Asians, cannot be 
eliminated from the diet of the diabetic population due to its high GI. 
Method: An Analytical (Clinical) Study was conducted in 10 female 
participants of age 19-23 years. The participants received five experimental 
meals (of different rice varieties – Kolam, Basmati, Ambamohare, Brown, and 
Parimal) (in random sequence) separated by atleast one day. Fasting and post 
prandial serum BGL were monitored and GI and GL of the experimental meals 
were calculated. The data collected was then coded using Microsoft Excel and 
suitable tests were applied using SPSS software for Windows. 
Results: The serum (BGL) was higher (Mean=98.30±6.201) in Parimal  rice 
variety when compared with other varieties and was lowest 
(Mean=81.20±4.614) in Brown rice (p<0.000). Basmati and Brown rice were 
found to be of low GI (54 and 55), Kolam of moderate GI (64) whereas 
Ambemohar and Parimal was of high GI (70 and 72). The GL was also 
moderate in Basmati (11.34) and Brown rice (11.55). A positive correlation was 
seen between the GI and GL with the post prandial BGL of the different 
varieties of rice (F=7.785 ) (p<0.000). 
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CONCLUSION: Basmati and Brown rice can be considered as a potentially 
healthier option for rice eating population suffering from type 2 diabetes 
because of its lower GI, moderate GL and  lower ability to raise the serum BGL.      
 
Keywords: Rice, Glycemic Index, Glycemic Load, Blood Glucose Levels, 
Type 2 Diabetes 
 
Introduction 
Diabetes mellitus is a group of metabolic ailments described by incessant 
hyperglycemia coming about because of deformities in insulin secretion, insulin 
activity, or both.[1] Diabetes is fast gaining the status of a potential epidemic in 
India with more than 62 million diabetic individuals currently diagnosed with 
the disease. In 2000, India (31.7 million) topped the world with the highest 
number of people with diabetes mellitus followed by China (20.8 million) with 
the United States (17.7 million) in second and third place respectively. It is 
predicted that by 2030 diabetes mellitus may afflict up to 79.4 million 
individuals in India, while China (42.3 million) and the United States (30.3 
million) will also see significant increases in those affected by the disease. [2] 

The raising diabetes pandemic is generally a result of the move away from 
conventional ways of life and dietary examples to progressively inactive 
practices combined with abundance admission of vitality thick nourishments 
and rising paces of weight. A developing assortment of proof from 
epidemiological and clinical examinations focuses to the unfriendly wellbeing 
outcomes of food and diets wealthy in carbohydrates which are promptly and 
broadly processed [5]. Unthinking investigations exhibit that constantly raised 
blood glucose levels initiate harmful basic changes in numerous tissues of the 
body, specifically the macro and microvasculature [6]. Postprandial glycaemia is 
rising as a clinically valuable autonomous hazard factor for cardiovascular 
ailment in non-diabetics and those with set up diabetes [7]. Starch based food  
which evoke an unassuming metabolic reaction, to be specific slowed or 
delayed postprandial intestinal glucose absorption and consequent insulin 
secretion are probably going to be of advantage for reducing risk of chronic 
illnesses, for example, type II diabetes. There is likewise a developing group of 
information recommending that specific populaces are inalienably progressively 
helpless to creating type II diabetes [8]; for such individuals, dietary choices for 
overseeing blood glucose levels are significant. 
The glycemic list (GI) positions food (and diets) based on their affinity to raise 
blood glucose, subsequently giving an overall proportion of dietary 
carbohydrate quality. A planned accomplice study demonstrated that dietary GI 
and glycemic load (GL = 0.01GI × grams of carbohydrates devoured) were 
emphatically connected with diabetes hazard [15]. Ensuing examination haste 
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affirmed those discoveries and created solid proof from meta-investigation and 
meta-relapse studies exhibiting that low GI diets are connected to improved 
hazard markers for avoidance of type II diabetes and its co-morbidities. Lower 
GI foods and diets incite just transient, moderate postprandial glycaemia and 
improve insulin sensitivity alongside different endpoints of cardio-metabolic 
wellbeing in obese and overweight subjects just as those with sort II diabetes [5]. 
Moreover,low GI diets improve metabolic health indices independent of the 
amount of carbohydrate consumed [9]. Appropriately, bringing down the GI of 
the diet could help in averting the advancement and easing back the movement 
of type II diabetes and along these lines lead to an improvement in public 
health. It additionally may offer a pragmatic method for diabetes sufferers in 
low income countries to more readily deal with their condition without 
expensive medication.  
For most of the total population, polished rice is a dietary staple and has been 
since its domestication many thousands of years ago [10]. It fills in as a primary 
source of dietary energy and carbohydrates for most Asians, and progressively 
for Africans, particularly those in less fortunate urban and provincial networks 
[11] and different rice’s have varying effects on our BGLs. However, prospective 
cohort studies in genetically divergent populations show that white rice 
utilization is related with expanded danger of developing type 2 diabetes 
independent of ethnicity [12].  
Replacing white with brown rice or other whole grains has been prescribed to 
alleviate the adverse metabolic outcomes related with refined rice utilization [12]. 
Nonetheless, utilization of brown rice is exceptionally low with respect to white 
rice. Most Asians, for example, think of it as sub-par compared to white rice due 
to its shorter timeframe of realistic usability, longer cooking time and 
unappealing taste and texture [14]. As needs be, methodologies to support brown 
rice utilization over that of polished rice in order to improve consumer health 
are probably not going to be fruitful at the populace level, though an 
increasingly compelling methodology might be to lessen the glycemic effect of 
polished rice through the advancement and presentation of reasonable low GI 
rice varieties.  
While essential avoidance of type II diabetes through more judicious food 
choices may be the frontline strategy, social change that is supported and of 
meaningful magnitude is hard to accomplish , particularly for short term. 
Bringing down the GI of staple food, for example, rice is probably going to be 
progressively powerful in advancing public health, particularly in networks in 
which rice represents an enormous portion of dietary glycemic load. 
The purpose of the present study was to provide insight into the effect of 
consuming rice preparation prepared using different varieties of rice on the 
glycemic index, glycemic load and blood glucose levels, as rice being the staple 
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food for Asians, cannot be eliminated from the diet of the diabetic population 
due to its high glycemic index. Hence which variety of rice has the lowest 
affinity to raise blood glucose levels and has the lowest glycemic index was the 
main area of research. A secondary objective of the study was to offer an 
insight into the acceptability of the rice preparation using different varieties of 
rice and the general nutritional status of the individuals. 
 
Methodology 
A Purposive Convenience Sampling technique was used to select 10 participants 
of age 19-23 years from Mumbai city. The participants were selected for the 
study based purely on their willingness to participate. The consent from the 
parents of the participants was also taken.  
An Analytical Study Design (Cohort Study) was used, where the data was 
collected from the participants who received 5 experimental meals (in random 
sequence) separated by atleast one day. On the day of the study the participants 
arrived post 10 hours fasting. Fasting serum blood sample (FBGL) was 
collected with the help of a healthcare provider using capillary method. 
Participants were then provided with the experimental meal which was 
consumed within 15 minutes. Post prandial blood samples (PBGL) thereafter 
were taken at 120 minutes and the blood samples were sent to the laboratory for 
testing within 6 hours of drawing the blood samples. 
5 different experimental meals were given to the participants at 5 different days 
using the same procedure. 
Formulation and preparation of experimental meals: 
Experimental meals consisted of freshly prepared rice variety i.e. Jeera Rice 
made from 5 different varieties of rice (30 grams each) including - Kolam rice, 
Ambemohar rice, Basmati rice, Brown rice, and Parimal rice, cooked in 
pressure cooker. 
Ingredients used in the preparation of one test meal of 30 grams rice each were 5 
grams oil, 2 grams cumin seeds, salt as required and 1 green chilli. This same 
method of cooking was used for all the 5 varieties of rice. 
Calculation of Glycemic Index: 
Glycemic Index (GI) of the 5 experimental meals was calculated using the 
below statistical formulae, 
 
            Incremental area under the 2 hrs plasma glucose curve after eating 30 g                           
GI =                             of CHO from the test food                                                              
× 100 
           Incremental area under the 2 hrs plasma glucose curve after eating 30 g 
                           CHO from white bread or glucose 
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Calculation of Glycemic Load: 
The Glycemic Load (GL) of the 5 experimental meals were calculated using the 
below statistical formulae, 
                                 Glycemic index × Total Carbohydrates 
Glycemic Load =                                        
                                                          100 
After data was collected, coding was done using Microsoft Excel. The data 
collected were tabulated, and suitable statistical tests were applied using SPSS 
software for Windows to interpret the results. The common statistical tests such 
as F test, mean ± standard deviation, r (Pearson’s co-efficient of co-relation) and 
p test were applied. 
 
Results and Discussion 
Data on 10 participants who were observed to study the effects with the mean 
age of 21.5±0.527 has been presented in the current study.  
Table 1. Anthropometric Measurements of the  Study Participants 

                 N  Mean Std. Deviation 
         Height (cm) 10 159.20 5.514 

Weight (kg) 10 54.40 7.5111 

BMI (kg/m2) 10 21.7630 3.70868 

From the above table it was seen that the mean height and weight of the student 
participated in the study was 159.20 ± 5.514 and 54.40 ± 7.5111. The mean 
BMI was 21.7630 ± 3.7068 which is normal according to Asian BMI 
classification and revels that the participants belonging to this group of BMI 
were normal. 
Table 2. Co-relation of BMI with Fasting and Post-Prandial Blood Glucose 
Levels 

                                                                   BMI 

 r P 
FBGL (Kolam Rice) .471 .170 
PBGL (Kolam Rice) .499 .142 
FBGL(Basmati Rice) .104 .775 
PBGL(Basmati Rice) .111 .759 
FBGL(Ambamohar Rice) -.129 .722 
PBGL(Ambamohar Rice) -.162 .654 
FBGL(Brown Rice) -.100 .783 
PBGL(Brown Rice) -.486 .154 
FBGL(Parimal Rice) -.495 .148 
PBGL(Parimal Rice) -.147 .684 

From table 2., it is seen that BMI showed no significance with fasting and post-
prandial blood glucose levels of the different varieties of rice, although a trend 
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of negative co-relation was seen with the three varieties of rice i.e. ambamohar, 
brown and parimal rice. Hence, increase in BMI was seen to decrease the 
fasting and post-prandial blood glucose of these three varieties of rice. 
Table 3. Co-relation of Fasting and Post-Prandial Blood Glucose Levels 
within the    Different Varieties of Rice 

Variety of rice Glycemic index Glycemic load Mean FBGL Mean PBGL 

Kolam 64 13.44 87.20 90.99 
Basmati  54 11.34 90.30 87.70 
Ambamohar 70 14.7 84.10 94.10 
Brown 55 11.55 83.80 81.20 
Parimal  72 15.12 85.40 98.30 
F   1.112 7.785 
p   0.363 0.000 

*Note: F- Anova test, p-significance 
The co-relation between the fasting blood glucose levels and different varieties 
of rice is seen to be 1.112 (p>0.05) from the above table. The co-relation 
between the post-prandial blood glucose levels with different varieties of rice is 
seen to be significant. (p<0.005)(F=7.75). The mean fasting and post-prandial 
blood glucose level was seen to be the lowest in brown rice. 
 
Figure 1. Glycemic Index And Glycemic Load Of Different Rice Varieties 

 
 
The above figure 1. shows the glycemic index and glycemic load for various 
varieties of rice. Basmati and brown rice varieties is seen to be a low GI food 
and with moderate GL. Whereas Parimal rice has the highest GI and GL. 
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Table 4. Co-relation of Glycemic Index and Glycemic Load with Fasting 
and Post prandial blood Glucose Levels of Different Varieties of Rice  
 

 Fasting blood glucose levels Post prandial blood glucose levels 

r p r P 
GI -0.130 0.367 0.580** 0.000 
GL -0.130 0.367 0.580** 0.000 

A negative co-relation was seen between the glycemic index and glycemic load 
with the fasting blood glucose level (r = -0.130)(p = 0.367). Whereas the 
co=relation between GI and GL is seen to be significant with the post prandial 
blood glucose level (r = 0.580**)(p = 0.000) 
 
Discussion 
In this observational study on the young adults of Mumbai city, we found that 
regular consumption of other rice varieties was associated with higher risk of 
T2D, whereas brown rice and basmati rice intake was associated with lower 
risk. In addition, our data suggest that replacing white rice intake with the same 
amount of brown rice or whole grains was associated with a lower risk. These 
associations were independent of lifestyle and dietary risk factors for T2D, as 
well as ethnicity. 
Type 2 diabetes is a significant worldwide medical issue and its commonness is 
expanding drastically all through the world, particularly in Asia [3]. By 2030, 
just about 330 million individuals will be influenced by diabetes and the best 
weight of this disease will be borne basically by the financially impeded in low 
and center salary social orders  In those networks, the people has restricted 
access to fundamental wellbeing administrations and the nearness of diabetes is 
regularly possibly found when genuine intricacies emerge, for example, heart 
and kidney disappointment and fringe vascular harm prompting strokes, visual 
impairment and removals of toes, feet and appendages [4].  
78% more noteworthy risk of increased type 2 diabetes mellitus was found in 
those expending in excess of 300 g rice/day in respect to those eating <200 
g/day [13] . While white rice has been appeared to antagonistically influence 
metabolic health, brown rice might be protective. In an investigation of US 
people, a moderate converse relationship between diabetes risk and brown rice 
utilization was observed [12]; notwithstanding, varietal contrasts were not 
considered. Moreover, brown rice admissions were generally low and the 
outcomes may have been jumbled, in that specific populaces of rice eaters 
regularly have more healthier diets and lifestyles. 
What makes these rice’s distinctive in GI is the type of starches they contain 
combined with the state of the grains. The two fundamental starches found in 
rice assortments are amylose and amylopectin. High-amylose assortments of 
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rice, the less clingy long-grain rice, have a much lower glycemic load. It is to do 
with the chemical structure of the starches. Cooked and cooled starches build up 
a crystalline structure which makes them impervious to digestion(resistant 
starch) which brings down their glycemic index. 
Our data suggests that basmati rice which has a high amylase content and is a 
long grain rice has a lower glycemic load as compared to other rice varieties. 
Hence, brown rice and basmati rice are a low GI food which can reduce the risk 
of type 2 diabetes mellitus and can even help people suffering from the same. 
 
Conclusion 
It is concluded that amongst the different varieties of rice, brown rice and 
basmati rice are the potentially healthier option for the rice eating population 
due to its low glycemic index, moderate glycemic load and lesser ability to raise 
the blood glucose. Hence, if included in the diet of the population suffering from 
type 2 diabetes mellitus it is a better option. However the portion size has to be 
controlled because rice being an integral part of the Asian diet cannot be 
eliminated completely from the meals. The general principles of how to reduce 
the GL of foods conveyed through educational programs can be helpful for the 
population suffering from type 2 diabetes mellitus or who are at a risk.  
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Abstract 
 
In the recent judgment of Channu Lal Verma v. State of Chattisgarh1 the 
Supreme Court has once again held that death penalty is constitutional. In the 
midst of awarding of capital sentencing to an accused and his rights, late 
execution of the death penalty as since 2015, there has not been any execution. 
The Hon’ble Supreme Court upheld the decision given in 1980 in Bachan Singh 
v. State of Punjab. On the other hand, the 262nd Law Commission Report has 
suggested the abolition of the capital punishment. This paper deals with the 
constitutionality of the death penalty and whether in today’s time, death penalty 
needs to be retained as form of punishment or not. 
 
Introduction 
Althoughas per Amnesty International, India, as on April 2019, has awarded the 
maximum number of death punishment in last 20 years2yet, there is always a 
debate whether the death penalty should be retained in the Indian Penal Code, 
1860 or not.There has been a constant rift between the death penalty given in 
the statute and the human rights of the criminal which has led various judges to 
deal with the issue of constitutional validity of the death sentencing.As per the 
retentionists, the death penalty creates a deterrent effect in the society as it 
deters the accused from committing a crime in society. On the other hand, the 
abolitionists believe, the death penalty is against the human rights of the 
accused as it infringes their right to life under Article 21 of the Constitution of 
India, 1950. 
 
Death Penalty under Code of Criminal Procedure, 1955 
 The issue for the first time came into consideration in the case of Jagmohan 
Singh v. State of Uttar Pradesh3 wherein it was argued that the award of capital 
punishment to the accused will shatter his fundamental rights guaranteed under 
Article 19 of the Constitution of India, 1950. Moreover, the discretion of the 
judges to decide the death punishment was not based on any sound policy or 
                                                
1 2018 SCC Online SC 2570 
2 Death penalty dramatic fall in global executions also available at https://amnesty.org.in/news-update/death-
penalty-2018-dramatic-fall-in-global-executions/ read on July 22, 2019.  
3 (1973) 1 SCC 20 
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procedure, therefore, a judge has been given too much of a power to decide. As 
his discretion is not guided by any policy and is based on his own volition, 
hence, it even violates Article 14 of the Constitution of India, 1950. It was also 
argued that the Indian Penal Code, 1860 provides for the offences and the 
period of punishment to be givenbut it does not provide for the guidelines to be 
considered while awarding punishment. Therefore, it violates Article 19 of the 
Constitution of India, 1950 as right to live is basic freedom guaranteed by the 
Constitution of Inia, 1950. Moreover, the Code of the Criminal Procedure, 
provides for the procedure of trial and does not provide for the guiding factors 
for the judges to decide about the sentencing of the accused, hence, such 
discretion of judges in sentencing is unguided and uncontrolled.As another 
safeguard the power of clemency has been given to the President under Article 
72(1)(c) of the Constitution of India, 1950.  The Constitution Bench, therefore, 
held that the when the framers of the law were making the law, they had the 
knowledge of the capital punishment as form of punishment that is why Article 
72(1)(c) of the Constitution of India has been provided wherein the President 
has been given the power of clemency. Moreover, Article 21 provides” No 
person shall be deprived of his life except according to the procedure 
established by law.” i.e. the State has the power to deprive a person of his life 
but only according to the procedure established by law. The court even 
discussed that there are procedural safeguards which have been provided by the 
legislature in the Code of Criminal Procedure to ensure the reasonableness of 
the awarding of the death penalty. It was observed that in the Criminal 
Procedure Code the legislature has provided a procedure wherein if the Sessions 
Judge after trial comes to the conclusion that the accused is guilty of murder and 
needs to be sentenced to death, then as per Section 374, the Criminal Procedure 
Code, 1898, the sessions Judge is required to submit the report to the High 
Court . After that, the High court has been given the power to assess the entire 
evidenceand consider the validity of the death sentence passed by the Sessions 
Judge.  Moreover, it has been provided under section 378 that the appraisal of 
the evidence shall be done by a bench of minimum two judges. In case, the 
bench confirms the sentence granted by the Sessions Court, then, the accused 
has a right to file appeal in the Supreme Court. If the Session Judge has 
acquitted the accused and in appeal, the High Court sentenced him to death, 
then even, the accused has a right to appeal. Thus, it can be seen that the 
legislature has provided proper safeguards so that no hurried decisions are taken 
by the court.  
 
Discretion as to punishment 
The Hon’ble court made a distinction between the law applicable in England 
and India in the above mentioned case law. The Court referred to the similar 
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situation mentioned in Halsbury’s Law of England regarding crime and its 
punishments and rather found that the position in India is even same. The 
relevant portion is4 - "DISCRETION OF COURT AS TO PUNISHMENT - In 
all crimes except those for which the sentence of death must be pronounced a 
very wide discretion in the matter of fixing the degree of punishment is allowed 
to the Judge who tries the case.  
 The policy of the law is, as regards most crimes, to fix a maximum penalty, 
which is intended only for the worst cases, and to leave to the discretion of the 
judge the determination of the extent to which in a particular case the 
punishment awarded should approach to or recede from the maximum limit. 
The exercise of this discretion is a matter of prudence and not of law, but an 
appeal lies by the leave of the Court of Criminal Appeal against a sentence not 
fixed by law, and if leave is given, the sentence can be altered by that court. 
Minimum penalties have in some instances been prescribed by the enactment 
creating the offence." 
In India, the legislature provides the punishment to be given according to the 
crime committed. Therefore, the policy is generally to award the maximum 
punishment to the accused. However, such maximum punishment is given to the 
accused in very exceptional cases, that is why the judges have huge discretion to 
award punishment. The court even referred to the suggestions made by the 
Royal Commission, 1949 in its report (para 595) – “It is not questioned that the 
liability to suffer capital punishment under the existing law is rigorous to 
excess. We cannot but regard it as a reproach to our criminal law that this 
excessive rigour should be tolerated merely because it is corrected by executive 
action. The law itself should mitigate it. We have been forced to the conclusion 
that this cannot be done by a redefinition of murder or by dividing murder into 
degrees. No formula is possible that would provide a reasonable criterion 
for the infinite variety of circumstances that may affect the gravity of the 
crime of murder. Discretionary judgment on the facts of each case is the 
only way in which they can be equitably distinguished. This conclusion is 
borne out by American experience: there the experiment of degrees of murder, 
introduced long ago, has had to be supplemented by giving to the courts a 
discretion that in effect supersedes it. Such a discretion, if it is to be part of the 
legal process, and not an act of executive clemency, must be given either to the 
Judge or to the jury. We find that the Judges ’in this country, for reasons we 
respect, would be most reluctant to assume this duty. There remains the method 
of entrusting it to the jury. We are satisfied that as long as capital punishment is 
retained this is the only practicable way of correcting the outstanding defects of 

                                                
4The position in England is stated by Halsbury in Laws of England, Third Edition, Volume 10 at page 486, 
para 888. 
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the existing law.”The court even discussed the judgment in the case of Snowden 
v. Hughes5, in which US court opined that the judicial discretion exercised by 
the judges depend upon the facts and circumstances of each case. The court 
even observed that the Indian judges have been vested with huge discretion for 
deciding the punishment of an accused for which there are no standard 
guidelines to be followed, so, therefore, superior courts can correct the same on 
appeal. The court,hence, suggested, “The exercise of judicial discretion on well 
recognized principles is the safest possible safeguard for the accused.”In this 
case upheld the constitutional validity of the death penalty.  
 
Post Maneka Gandhi case and Death Penalty under Code of Criminal 
Procedure, 1973 
This case was decided before the amendment in Code of Criminal Procedure, 
1973. Section 354(3)6 was later on added by way of an amendment wherein it is 
mandatory for a judge to give special reasons in case he wants to award death 
sentence to the accused. Justice Krishna Iyer observed “Section 302, IPC 
warrants the giving of death penalty but section 354(3), Criminal Procedure 
Code gives the discretionary power to the judges. He quoted “Guided missiles, 
with lethal potential, in unguided hands, even judicial, is a grave risk where the 
peril is mortal though tempered by the appellate process.” The special reasons 
should relate to the conviction of the judge why the accused must be hanged and 
should not be awarded life imprisonment. The court even observed that the 
special reasons while awarding death penalty is not only be limited to crime but 
also should relate to criminal as there might be a possibility of a circumstance 
wherein the accused though committed a ghastly murder but does not deserve a 
death punishment. On the other hand, an accused may be a societal threat, 
therefore, he deserves a death punishment. As the general presumption always is 
that no one is beyond improvement, therefore, the death penalty should be 
awarded in extreme sentences. Justice Krishna Iyer also suggested that the death 
penalty should be inflicted in the case of three categories of criminals - white 
collar crimes, anti-social offences and for exterminating a person who is menace 
to the society, i.e., a hardened criminal.  
Constitutionality of death penalty under Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 
In the case of Bachan Singh v. State of Punjab7 once again the constitutional 
validity of the death penalty was challenged. The main argument laid down was 

                                                
5 (1943) 321 US 1: 88 Law Ed 497  
6(3) When the conviction is for an offence punishable with death or, in the alternative, with imprisonment for 
life or imprisonment for a term of years, the judgment shall state the reasons for the sentence awarded, and, in 
the case of sentence of death, the special reasons for such sentence. 
7 (1980) 2 SCC 684 
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death penalty violates the freedom guaranteed under Article 198 of the 
Constitution of India, 1950 which states about the basic freedom to live and 
enjoy the freedom guaranteed by this Article 19(1). Moreover, as death penalty 
has not yet proven to act as a deterrent and it does not serve any social purpose, 
therefore it should be regarded as an ‘unreasonable restriction’.  
The court observed that Article 19 guarantees freedom of rights in Article 
19(1)(a) to (f) and (g) and Article 19(2)-(6) provides reasonable restrictions on 
the freedom to exercise rights mentioned in Article 19(1) which may even 
extend to prohibition on the exercise of those rights. The essence of the 
provision is that liberty given to an individual should be controlled otherwise it 
will create chaos in the society. Article 19 deals with the freedom of rights in 
case of speech and expression, assembly of persons etc. However, it does not 
deal with right to life which is given specifically in Article 21 of the 
constitution. The court also observed that Article 19(1) guarantees the right to 

                                                
819. Protection of certain rights regarding freedom of speech etc 
(1) All citizens shall have the right 
(a) to freedom of speech and expression; 
(b) to assemble peaceably and without arms; 
(c) to form associations or unions; 
(d) to move freely throughout the territory of India; 
(e) to reside and settle in any part of the territory of India; and 
(f) omitted 
(g) to practise any profession, or to carry on any occupation, trade or business 
(2) Nothing in sub clause (a) of clause ( 1 ) shall affect the operation of any existing law, or prevent the State 
from making any law, in so far as such law imposes reasonable restrictions on the exercise of the right 
conferred by the said sub clause in the interests of the sovereignty and integrity of India, the security of the 
State, friendly relations with foreign States, public order, decency or morality or in relation to contempt of 
court, defamation or incitement to an offence 
(3) Nothing in sub clause (b) of the said clause shall affect the operation of any existing law in so far as it 
imposes, or prevent the State from making any law imposing, in the interests of the sovereignty and integrity 
of India or public order, reasonable restrictions on the exercise of the right conferred by the said sub clause 
(4) Nothing in sub clause (c) of the said clause shall affect the operation of any existing law in so far as it 
imposes, or prevent the State from making any law imposing, in the interests of the sovereignty and integrity 
of India or public order or morality, reasonable restrictions on the exercise of the right conferred by the said 
sub clause 
(5) Nothing in sub clauses (d) and (e) of the said clause shall affect the operation of any existing law in so far 
as it imposes, or prevent the State from making any law imposing, reasonable restrictions on the exercise of 
any of the rights conferred by the said sub clauses either in the interests of the general public or for the 
protection of the interests of any Scheduled Tribe 
(6) Nothing in sub clause (g) of the said clause shall affect the operation of any existing law in so far as it 
imposes, or prevent the State from making any law imposing, in the interests of the general public, reasonable 
restrictions on the exercise of the right conferred by the said sub clause, and, in particular, nothing in the said 
sub clause shall affect the operation of any existing law in so far as it relates to, or prevent the State from 
making any law relating to, 
(i) the professional or technical qualifications necessary for practising any profession or carrying on any 
occupation, trade or business, or 
(ii) the carrying on by the State, or by a corporation owned or controlled by the State, of any trade, business, 
industry or service, whet r to the exclusion, complete or partial, of citizens or otherwise 
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practice the profession. If considered then it suggests that one can practice the 
profession of a hired contract killer or assassin or can form an association of 
people who can conspire to commit a crime. However, this cannot be the 
intention of framers of theConstitution. Therefore, Justice Patanjali Shastri 
opined that the “the lawful deprivation of personal liberty on conviction and 
sentence for committing a crime or by a lawful order of preventive detention is 
not within the purview of Article 19 at all, but is dealt in by the succeeding 
Articles 20 and 21.” 
Justice Fazal Ali observed –“only those laws are required to be tested on the 
ground of Article 19, which directly affect the rights guaranteed under Article 
19(1) of the constitution. Applying the test to the IPC, does not primarily or 
necessarily impose restrictions on the freedom of the movement of accused, and 
it is not correct to say that it is a law imposing restrictions on the right to move 
freely. Its primary object is to punish crime and not to restrict movement. The 
punishment may consist in imprisonment or pecuniary penalty. The punishment 
is correlated with the violation of some other person’s right and not with the 
right of movement of the offender himself.” 
 
Therefore, the court held that the rights mentioned in Article 19(1) do not confer 
on accused the right to commit murder of any person and hence, the Indian 
Penal Code, 1860 do not infringe Article 19(1) as IPC provides punishment for 
the crime committed.  
The court even discussed the constitutional validity of Section 302, IPC with 
respect to Article 21 of the Constitution. In the case of Maneka Gandhi v. UOI9, 
the SC held that under Article 21, the right to life is to be implemented in widest 
possible manner, Rather, the court said that Article 21 should be read as “No 
person shall be deprived of his life or personal liberty in accordance with fair, 
just and reasonable procedure established by valid law”. On the contrary, it can 
be read as, “A person may be deprived of his life or personal liberty in 
accordance with fair, just and reasonable procedure, established by valid law”. 
That means that our Constitution makers also gave the power to the State to 
deprive a person his right of life or personal liberty, however, in doing this, 
State should adopt a fair, reasonable and just procedure which is established by 
law. Our Constitution founders gave many other provisions in the Constitution 
to keep the death penalty as a form of punishment. For example, Article 72 
gives the power to the President of India to commute, remit or suspend the 
sentence of the accused person where he has been awarded the death penalty. 
The similar power vests with the Governor in Article 161 of the Constitution.  
Moreover, Entries 1 and 2 in List III of the VII Schedule refers to the Indian 

                                                
9AIR 1978 SC 597 
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Penal Code and the Code of Criminal Procedure as in force at the 
commencement of the Constitution. Therefore, Section 302, IPC does not 
violate Article 21 of the Constitution.  
Another issue considered was the constitutionality of Section 354(3), Code of 
Criminal Procedure on the ground that it gives wide discretion to court to 
choose between the life and death to be awarded to a particular accused and 
therefore, it is based on arbitrariness as it does not lays down any specific 
guideline for giving a sentence. It was argued that the in Furman v. Georgia10, 
the Supreme Court of United States held that the law which gives absolute 
discretion to the jury or the judges between the capital sentence and 
imprisonment for life, violated the Eighth Amendment. However, this is not 
applicable in India. The social and economic conditions of both the countries are 
different and therefore, the arguments which may be valid in US, might not be 
valid in India. In India, this discretion is exercised by the judges in balancing 
aggravating and mitigating circumstances in a crime. Moreover, the decision 
given by one court is not final, there is always a right to appeal, therefore, if the 
discretion has not been exercised properly by a judge, it can be corrected by the 
superior courts in appeal. The court relied upon its earlier judgment given in the 
case of Balwant Singh v. State of Punjab11 in which it was held that as a general 
rule life imprisonment is to be awarded, it’s only where the court finds that the 
accused need to be awarded the maximum punishment of death, then only the 
court needs to record the special reasons. The court held in majority opinion that 
section 302, IPC and 354(3), Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 are not 
unconstitutional and quoted as under: “We cannot obviously feed into a judicial 
computer all such situations since they are astrological imponderables in an 
imperfect and undulating society.Nonetheless, it cannot be over-emphasised that 
the scope and concept of mitigating factors in the area of death penalty must 
receive a liberal and expansive construction by the courts in accord with the 
sentencing policy writ large in Section 354(3). Judges should never be 
bloodthirsty. Hanging of murderers has never been too good for them. Facts and 
figures albeit incomplete, furnished by the Union of India, show that in the past 
Courts have inflicted the extreme penalty with extreme infrequency - a fact 
which attests to the caution and compassion which they have always brought to 
bear on the exercise of their sentencing discretion in so grave a matter. It is, 
therefore, imperative to voice the concern that courts, aided by the broad 
illustrative guidelines indicated by us, will discharge the onerous function with 
evermore scrupulous care and humane concern, directed along the highroad of 
legislative policy outlined in Section 354(3), viz., that for persons convicted of 

                                                
10 US Supreme Court - 1976 
11 AIR 1976 SC 230 
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murder, life imprisonment is the rule and death sentence an exception. A real 
and abiding concern for the dignity of human life postulates resistance to taking 
a life through law's instrumentality. That ought not to be done save in the rarest 
of rare cases when the alternative option is unquestionably foreclosed.” 
Post Bachhan Singh Case 
The suggestions laid down in the Bachan Singh v. State of Punjab12 were listed 
in the MachhiSingh v. State of Punjab13. The courts also observed that the 
extreme death penalty should be awarded only when the life imprisonment 
would be insufficient punishment for the accused. Therefore, it should be 
awarded only in the gravest circumstances and quoted “Life Imprisonment is a 
rule and death sentence an exception.” The court while considering the 
circumstances of the crime should also consider the circumstances of the 
criminal.  
However, in the case of Swamy Shraddananda v State of Karnataka14, the court 
observed that the death penalty as a form of punishment is completely 
subjective and it depends on the personal beliefs of the judges. Similar view was 
given in Sangeet v. State of Haryana15, the court observed that the aggravating 
and mitigating circumstances approach laid down in Bachan Singh’s case needs 
to be given a fresh look as there is no uniformity in its application and quoted 
“sentencing process becomes judge centric sentencing rather than principled 
sentencing.” 
In the recent judgment of Chhannu Lal Verma v. State of Chattisgarh16, the 
three-judge bench upheld the constitutionality of the death sentence and 
observed “Till the time death penalty exists in the statute books, the burden to 
be satisfied by the Judge in awarding this punishment must be high. The 
irrevocable nature of the sentence and the fact that the death row convicts are, 
for that period, hanging between life and death are to be duly considered. Every 
death penalty case before the court deals with a human life that enjoys certain 
constitutional protections and if life is to be taken away, then the process must 
adhere to the strictest and highest constitutional standards. Our conscience as 
judges, which is guided by constitutional principles, cannot allow anything less 
than that.” (Para 25) 
Need to reconsider the dissenting opinion 
However, one needs to look into the dissenting opinion of Justice Bhagwati in 
the case of Bachan Singh v. State of Punjab17 wherein he quoted, Justice 

                                                
12 Supra Note 7 
13 AIR 1983 SC 957 
14 AIR 2008 SC 3040 
15 AIR 2013 SC 447  
16Supra Note 1 
17Supra Note 7 
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Chandrachud, “Article, 14,19 and 21 constitute a golden triangle.” He opined 
that the Constitution of India does not prohibits the giving of the capital 
punishment. In fact, the Constitution recognises it as one of form of punishment 
which may be imposed according to the law (Article 21r/w 72(1)(c)), however, 
the contrary cannot be presumed. Therefore, the question is can it be said that 
the death penalty is totally accepted by the Constitution? Justice Bhagwati 
examined the constitutional validity of Section 302, IPC and Section 354(3), 
Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973. He observed that Section 354(3), Code of 
Criminal Procedure, 1973, makes it mandatory for the judges to mentions 
special reasons in case they award death penalty to the accused rather than life 
imprisonment. However, the legislature has not given any specific set of 
guidelines which a judge may consider while awarding death sentence. 
Therefore, it is the unguided discretion of a judge which affects the 
constitutionality of the death sentence. Moreover, death penalty is irrevocable. 
He said that the in case, person has been sentenced to life imprisonment, and 
later on if it is found that he was wrongly convicted, then he can still be set free, 
however, if he is awarded death penalty then he cannot be brought back to his 
life. “The execution of the sentence of death in such a case makes miscarriage of 
justice irrevocable. On whose conscience will this death of an innocent man lie? 
The State through its judicial instrumentality would have killed an innocent 
man. How is it different from private murder? That is why Lafayatte said: “I 
shall ask for the abolition of the penalty of death until I have the infallibility of 
human judgment demonstrated by me.”” 
Moreover, he believed that the no matter how many procedural safeguards are 
provided by the law, but there cannot be a certainty that there will not be any 
judicial error, as this error will be fatal to one’s life. Similarly, in the case of 
Swamy Shraddananda v. State of Karnataka18, the court observed that the death 
penalty as form of punishment is based on the subjective element and hence is 
based on the personal dereliction of the Judges constituting a Bench.  
Once again, in the case of Sangeet v. State of Haryana19, the Hon’ble Supreme 
Court once again took into the consideration the guidelines laid down in Bachan 
Singh v. State of Punjab and observed that they uncertain guidelines and thereis 
no uniformity in the applications of these guidelines and rather quoted, “the 
sentencing process has become more judge centric”. Moreover, in the case of 
Shankar KishanraoKhande v. State of Maharashtra20, the court held that the 
death sentence awarded by the courts is also influenced by the will of the 
society i.e. the depravity of the crime, shocked conscience of the society etc.  

                                                
18Supra Note 14 
19Supra note 15 
20 (2013) 5 SCC 546 
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In Santosh Kumar Satish Bhushan Bariyar v. State of Maharashtra21, the court 
observed that the guidelines laid down in the Bachan Singh’s case has been 
applied by the various high Courts in arbitrary and unguided manner. In Sangeet 
v. State of Haryana22, the court observed that there is unevenness in the 
awarding of death penalty. In the 262 Law Commission Report23, it was 
suggested that the death penalty does not serve any penological goal of 
deterrence. It fails to achieve any constitutionally valid penological goals. There 
exists no principled method to remove such arbitrariness from capital 
sentencing. It is difficult to distinguish cases where death penalty has been 
imposed from those where the alternative of life imprisonment has been applied. 
In the decision of Channu Lal Verma v. State of Chattisgarh24, the Supreme 
court referred to the 262nd Report of Law Commission of India, in which it was 
suggested that the death penalty no longer servers the penological purpose of 
deterrence any more than life imprisonment. The notion of an eye for an eye, 
tooth for a tooth, has no place in our constitutionally mediated criminal justice 
system. And therefore, the capital punishment fails to achieve the 
constitutionally validated penological goals. 25Moreover, the Supreme Court 
time and again has expressed its opinion on arbitrariness in sentencing policy in 
capital punishment. According to the various judgments given by Hon’ble 
Supreme Court, the guidelines given in the Bachan Singh’s case are unevenly 
being applied which has resulted into vagueness in awarding the capital 
sentencing, hence it is against the constitutional due process and equality 
principle.” The procedure of capital sentencing revolves around crime and 
criminal. It does not include victim compensation scheme or witness protection 
scheme.  
 
Conclusion 
The 262ndReport of Law Commission of India has recommended that the death 
penalty should be abolished for all the crimes other than terrorism and waging 
war against the State. As it can be seen that by the expansion of right to life and 
strengthened due process requirements, the gap between the state and the 
individual has reduced, now what prevails is constitutional morality and human 
dignity. Hence, the view of the abolitionist is taking a precedence over the 
retentionists. In the recent decision of Ravi v State of Maharashtra26, the court 
observed – “52. The Sentencing Policy, therefore, needs to strike a balance 

                                                
21 (2009) 6 SCC 498 
22 (2013) 2 SCC 452 
23 Supra Note 1 para 7 
24 Supra Note 1 
25 Para 25, Channu Lal Verma v. State of Chattisgarh 
26 Decided on October 3, 2019 
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between the two sides and count upon the twin test of(i) deterrent effect, or (ii) 
complete reformation for integration of the offender in civil society. Where the 
Court is satisfied that there is no possibility of reforming the offender, the 
punishments before all things, must be befitting the nature of crime and 
deterrent with an explicit aim to make an example out of the evil-doer and a 
warning to those who are still innocent. There is no gainsaying that the 
punishment is a reflection of societal morals. The subsistence of capital 
punishment proves that there are certain acts which the society so essentially 
abhores that they justify the taking of most crucial of the rights – the right to 
life.” 
However, at present, by virtue of the Bachan Singh’s judgement the death 
penalty is constitutional. But,how far can it continue to maintain its 
constitutionality is still a debatable question.  
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Introduction 
The concept of disability is too difficult to understand. That is why, it is often 
remarked that to have a deeper understanding of disability and its implications, 
one should have it or one should live a longer period with the people having 
disabilities. Yet the concept of disability has been defined in terms of its 
implications. Obviously, disability denotes any relatively severe and chronic 
impairment of function. When a person is unable to perform one or more 
activities, which are generally accepted as essential components of daily living 
such as self-care, social relationship and economic productivity, such condition 
is suggestive of disability.1 There is no doubt that disability denotes an 
impairment of a function, that is, the condition on which a person is unable to 
perform a normal function. This impairment often results from disease, apart 
from accident or other causes. It is because of the association between 
impairment and disease, disability is often confused with disease. But disease is 
different from disability even though both of them involve or produce 
impairment. The Oxford English Dictionary defines disease as “a condition of 
the body or some part or organ of the body in which its functions are disturbed 
or damaged”. Webster defines disease as “a discomfort in which bodily health is 
seriously attacked, deranged, or impaired, a departure from a state of health, an 
alteration of the human body interrupting the performance of vital function.”6 
There is a relationship between disease and disability. Disease is not a static 
entity; it is a process with a dramatic or insidious onset, a short or prolonged 
course and ending in recovery, death or disability. Disability is the inability to 
perform a function due to an impairment of organ systems. So disease is a cause 
and disability is the effect. Disease is the condition and disability is the 
functional limitation imposed by that condition. In this paper an attempt has 
been made to elucidate the conceptual framework of differently abled persons 
under headings disability contrasted with impairment and handicap, categories 
of disability, classification on the basis of duration, employees’ state insurance 
act 1948, Workmen’s Compensation Act 1923, Internal Labour Organization’s 
Classification, World Health Organization’s categorization, government of 
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India’s classification, physical handicap, visual handicap, speech and hearing 
handicap, locomotor handicap, mental handicap and other handicaps. 
 
Disability Contrasted with Impairment and Handicap 
In the Year 1980, the World Health Organization has proposed the conceptual 
framework for the consequences of disease or accident by the term 
‘impairment’, ‘disability’ and ‘handicap’. Their inter-relationship is shown as 
follows.7  Impairment is any loss or abnormality of psychological, physiological 
or anatomical structure or function. Disability is any restriction or lack 
(resulting from an impairment) of ability to perform an activity in the manner 
within the range considered normal for a human being. Handicap is a 
disadvantage for a given individual resulting from impairment or a disability 
that limits or prevents the fulfillment of a role that is normal (depending on age, 
sex and social and cultural factors) for that individual. All handicaps arise from 
impairment; but not all impairments result in handicap. Definition of ‘handicap’ 
by contrast has an exclusive human application. The term ‘handicap’ means 
disadvantage more specifically related to one’s social context.8 The distinction 
between ‘disability’ and ‘handicap’ for the purpose of selective placement can 
be explained as follows: to a building construction worker, the loss of a finger 
would be inconvenient; but would not constitute a substantial occupational 
handicap. To a musician, it would well mean the end of his professional career. 
In this case the same disability has produced a severe occupational handicap.9 

Categories of Disability 
Disabilities are classified in different ways. One way is on the basis of effects of 
the disability on the individual. Disabilities have different effects on the 
individuals. Depending upon the nature of effects, disabilities may remain 
permanent or temporary; partial or total; fixed or changeable. Some disabilities 
are trivial or have no apparent effect on the working life of the persons 
concerned. Others have more profound effects. 

Classification on the Basis of Duration 
Another way of classification of disabilities is the duration of the subsistence of 
disability. On such basis, the Government of India Ministry of Welfare has 
divided disabilities into three periods.10 Temporary Total Disability is that 
period in which the affected person is totally unable to work. During this time 
he may receive orthopedic, ophthalmologic, auditory or speech or any other 
medical treatment.  Temporary Partial Disability is that period when recovery 
has reached the stage of improvement so that person may begin some kind of 
gainful occupation. Permanent Disability applies to permanent damage or loss 
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of use of some part/ parts of the body after the stage of maximum improvement 
from any medical treatment has been reached and the condition is stationary. 
 
Employees’ State Insurance Act 1948 
The Employees’ State Insurance Act 1948 also on the said lines, has classified 
the disabilities into three periods. They are temporary disablement, permanent 
partial disablement and permanent total disablement. The Act defines temporary 
disablement as “a condition resulting from an employment injury which 
requires medical treatment and renders an employee, as a result of such injury, 
temporarily incapable of doing the work which he was doing prior to or at the 
time of injury”.11 For permanent partial disablement, the Act’s definition is 
“such disablement of permanent nature, as reduces the earning capacity of an 
employee in every employment he was capable of undertaking at the time of the 
accident resulting in the disablement”. Permanent total disablement, according 
to this Act, is “a disablement of a permanent nature, as incapacitates an 
employee for all work which he was capable of performing at the time of the 
accident resulting in such disablement”. 

Workmen’s Compensation Act 1923 
The Workmen’s Compensation Act 1923 classifies disabilities into four periods. 
They are partial disablement, temporary partial disablement, permanent partial 
disablement and permanent total disablement.  The Act defines the partial 
disablement as follows:14 Partial Disablement means any disablement, which 
reduces the earning capacity of a workman as a result of some accident. Partial 
disablement may be temporary or permanent. Temporary Partial Disablement 
implies any disablement as reduces the earning capacity of a workman in any 
employment in which he was engaged at the time of accident which resulted in 
such disablement. Permanent Partial Disablement is one, which reduces the 
earning capacity of a workman in every employment, which he was capable of 
undertaking at the time of injury. Permanent Total Disablement means such 
disablement, whether of temporary or permanent nature, as incapacitates a 
workman for all work which he was capable of performing at the time of 
accident resulting in such disablement.15 

International Labor Organization’s Classification 
The International Labor Organization has attempted an elaborate classification 
of disabilities. On the basis of origin, disability has been classified into 
congenital or early childhood disability, war disability, industrial accident or 
occupational disease, accident in street, at home, at play and illness and disease.                
On the basis of nature, the disability has been classified into orthopedic cases, 
blind, deaf, those with speech defects, those suffering from nervous disorders 
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and the paralyzed etc., By percentage of loss disability has been classified into 
function, working capacity and invalidity etc.  By considering the effect of the 
disability on the working capacity of the individual whether or not it is a 
handicap to employment. From the vocational rehabilitation point of view the 
only satisfactory method is the consideration of the effect of disability on the 
working capacity of the individual.16 For the general purpose and for the 
common understanding, the classification according to clinical lines i.e., 
according to the nature of disability is widely used. Therefore, the classification 
according to clinical lines is considered as the most important one. 

World Health Organization’s Categorization 
The World Health Organization categorizes the disabilities into Loco motor 
handicap, visual handicap, communication handicap, visceral handicap, 
intellectual handicap, aversive handicap and sensorial handicap17. 

Government of India’s Classification 
In India, the concern is restricted only to four main disabilities, namely visual, 
speech and hearing, loco motor, and mental handicaps.18 The first three are 
covered under an umbrella term; ‘physical handicap’ while the last one is 
retained as such. 
 
Physical Handicaps 
The physical handicaps include Visual handicap, Locomotor handicap, Speech 
and hearing handicap and Mental handicap. Each category of physical 
handicaps has been divided into four groups viz. mild, moderate, and severe and 
profound/ total. It has been decided that various concessions/benefits would in 
further be available only to the moderate, severe and profound/ total groups and 
not to the mild groups. The minimum degree of disability should be 40% in 
order to be eligible for any concession benefits.19 
Visual Handicaps 
The report on Blindness in India (1944) says, “A person is blind who cannot 
count the fingers of an outstretched hand held at a distance of 2 meters with 
both eyes.” We can say that a blind person is one whose vision is of no practical 
value to him for the purpose of education or in the general business of living. In 
other words the blinds are those who suffer from either of the following 
conditions: (a) Total absence of sight (b) Visual acuity not exceeding 6/60 or 
20/200 smelled in the better eye with correcting lenses. (c) Serious limitations in 
the field of vision generally at an angle of 20 degrees. Partially sighted persons 
are those who can see only big objects with the help of powerful lenses during 
daytime or against light.20 
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Speech and Hearing Handicaps 
The various terminologies used in reference to these handicaps define ‘the Deaf’ 
as a person in whom the sense of hearing is non functional for ordinary 
purposes of life. He does not hear and understand speech at all even with 
amplified speech. Regarding the definitions of Dumb, the rules of Government 
of India are silent, but that of Government of Rajasthan states “a person 
suffering from aphasia (complete loss of speech) or whose speech is not clear 
and/or normal is a Dumb/Mute.” The speech that deviates from the speech of 
other people interferes with normal communication or causes its possessor to be 
socially maladjusted is said to be defective or not normal.21 
 
Locomotor Handicaps 
An orthopaedically handicapped or a person with locomotor handicap is one 
who has a defect, which causes a deformity or interference with the normal 
functioning of the bones, muscles or joints. It may also be defined as those 
persons who are handicapped because they lack the normal use of skeleton or 
skeletal muscles. Congenital diseases, accident, cerebral palsy, infantile 
paralysis, bone joint, tuberculosis, arthritis and postural deformities are the chief 
causes for locomotor handicaps. 
 
Mental Handicaps 
Mental retardation or mental handicap refers to a condition that slows down 
mental and physical growth. A mentally retarded child is slow or lacking in the 
development of mental functions when compared to those children of his age 
level. The American Association on Mental Retardation refers mental 
retardation to significantly sub-average general intellectual functioning resulting 
in or associated with concurrent impairment in adaptive behaviour and 
manifested during the developmental period (Gross Man 1983)22 There are 
different methods of classification of mental retardation. They are medical, 
psychological and educational. The medical classification is based on the cause. 
The educational classification is done as Educable group, Trainable group and 
custodial group. The psychological classification is very important which is 
based on the level of intelligence. They are mild mental retardation IQ 50 – 70, 
moderate mental retardation IQ 35 – 49, severe mental retardation IQ 20 – 34 
and profound mental retardation IQ under 20.23 
 
Other Handicaps 
In developing countries, children with learning disabilities, emotional 
disturbances or multiple handicapped are classified separately and appropriate 
measures are taken for their rehabilitation.  In advanced countries people having 
impairments of internal organs are also classified as disabled and necessary 
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rehabilitation measures are extended to them. For example, in Japan, people 
having impairment of functions of the heart, kidney, respiratory organs, bladder, 
rectum small intestine that are permanent and acknowledged as being of a 
degree to cause extreme limitations in daily living are categorized as physically 
disabled.24 However, the problem of chronic and intractable diseases has 
always been a controversial one in discussion of the range of physically disabled 
persons as defined in the Japanese law of the physically disabled persons, 
pointing to the need for further classification of the concept of disease and 
disabilities. The major problem remaining to be solved in the future would be 
clarification of the concepts of impairments and disabilities relative to various 
diseases of internal organs, dermal and hermal diseases, all in the context of 
what has been established as categories of impairments and disabilities.25 
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Abstract 
Man has the fundamental right to freedom, equality and adequate conditions of life, in 
an environment of a quality that permits a life of dignity and well being and he bears a 
solemn responsibility to protect and improve the environment for present and future 
generations. Therefore, the Indian constitution explicitly enunciated the national 
commitment to protect and improve the environment under DPSP and Fundamental 
Rights. Right to wholesome environment is a fundamental right protected under Article 
21 of the Constitution of India. Henceforth, the judicial interpretation of the courts has 
strengthened this constitutional mandate. In this article the author tries to reflect the 
International and national norms to identify the concept of Sustainable Development 
and the principles which are prescribed by these norms are properly implemented or not. 
 
Key Words: Environment, sustainable Development, Right to Life and Personal 
Liberty, Brutland report. 
 
Introduction: 
In recent times there has been an exponential expansion in environmental degradation 
mainly because of industrial growth and overpopulation. Throughout the years, 
indiscriminate exploitation of natural resources has severely affected the environment 
and as a consequence there has been extensive deforestation, depletion of wildlife and 
other adverse environmental consequence. 
Right to wholesome environment is a fundamental right protected under Article 21 of 
the Constitution of India. But the question is, can the environment be protected at 
present times when almost all the countries in South-East Asia are still at their 
developing stages? Development comes through industrialization, which in turn the 
main factor behind the degradation of environment. To resolve the issue, the experts 
worldwide have come up with a doctrine called 'Sustainable Development', i.e. there 
must be balance between between development and ecology.1 
The United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development in Rio de Janeiro in 2012 
laid down seventeen Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) to encounter the urgent 
environmental, economic and political challenges being faced by the world. Seventeen 
goals were set: to end poverty; zero hunger; quality education; gender equality; clean 
water and sanitation; affordable and clean energy; decent work and economic growth; 
industry innovation and infrastructure; reduced inequalities; sustainable cities and 

                                                
1 Soura Subha Ghosh, “Sustainable Development and Indian Judiciary - Article 21 “, Published in 
Legalservice India 
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communities; responsible consumption and production; climate action; life below water; 
life on land; peace, justice and strong institutions and partnership for the goals.2 
For the first time, the doctrine of "Sustainable Development" was discussed in the 
Stockholm Declaration of 1972. Thereafter, in 1987, the World Commission on 
Environment and Development submitted its report, which is also known as Bruntland 
Commission Report wherein an effort was made to link economic development and 
environment protection. In 1992, Rio Declaration on Environment and Development 
codified the principle of Sustainable Development.3 
The concept of 'Sustainable Development' is not a new concept. The doctrine had come 
to be known as early as in 1972 in the Stockholm declaration. It had been stated in the 
declaration that: 
" Man has the fundamental right to freedom, equality and adequate conditions of life, in 
an environment of a quality that permits a life of dignity and well being and he bears a 
solemn responsibility to protect and improve the environment for present and future 
generation " 
But the concept was given a definite shape in a report by world commission on 
environment, which was known as ' our common future'. The commission, which was 
chaired by the then Norway Prime Minister, Ms. G.H. Brundtland defined 'Sustainable 
Development' as: 
Development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of 
the future generations to meet their own needs. 
The report was popularly known as 'Brundtland report' the concept had been further 
discussed under agenda 21 of UN conference on environment and development held in 
June 1992 at Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.  
Research mrthodology: 
Objectives of the study: 
 To know the Meaning and Concept of Sustainable Development. 
 To know about the Brundtland report. 
 To analyze the approach of Indian judicial system. 
 To study the principle based approach of sustainable development in environmental 

jurisprudence.  
 To know the constitutional and legal framework in relation to Sustainable 

development. 
 
Methodology: 
This article is based on doctrinal research. The methodology applied in this article is 
mostly empirical, analytical and Historical because we have gathered primary and 
secondary sources of datas regarding sustainable development and have tried to analyse 
the problem and legal provisions for its development and have reached at the conclusion 
that sustainable development is mostly need at this time. 
 

                                                
2 Pragya Ohri, “India: Need For Sustainable Development” published in www.Mondaq.com/india/x/559702 
 
3 Pragya Ohri, “India: Need For Sustainable Development” published in www.Mondaq.com/india/x/559702 
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Data collection : 
The data analysed in present research work is based on primary data source and on 
secondary data source.  
(a) Text books. 
(b) Published research materials. 
(c) Journals and magazines.  
(d) Judicial decisions. 
(e) India constitution.  
(f) International conventions. 
(g) Internet sites. 
 
Salient Principles of Sustainable Development :4 
The principle of sustainable development which received international recognition as a 
result of Brundtland Commission Report (1987) was overwhelmingly supported by all 
the nations. Some of the salient principles which underlie the concept of sustainable 
development were spelled out in the Rio Declaration, 1992 and Agenda 21. Therefore, 
these principles have got to be necessarily followed in order to achieve the objective of 
sustainable development. These principles are as follows:  

(1) Inter-generational equity;  
(2) Use and conservation of natural resources;  
(3) Environmental protection;  
(4) The precautionary principle;  
(5) The ‘Polluter Pays’ principle;  
(6) Principle of liability to help and co-operate;  
(7) Poverty eradication; and  
(8) Principle of ‘public trust’. 

(1) Inter-Generational Equity.- The principle of inter-generational equity pre-
supposes the right of each generation of human beings to benefit from cultural and 
natural resources of the past generation as well as the ‘obligation’ to preserve such 
heritage for future generations. The principle emphasises on conservation of biodiversity 
resources and of the renewable sources like forests, water, soil etc. 
In A.P. Pollution Control Board v. M.V. Nayudu, the Apex Court observed that 
where the State Government makes an attempt to balance the need of the environment 
and need of the economic development, it would not be proper to prohibit it from doing 
so. In such a case, it would be safer to apply the ‘protective principle’ and the ‘principle 
of polluter pays’, keeping in mind the principle of sustainable development and the 
‘principle of inter-generational equity! 
 
 
2. Use And Conservation of Natural Resources: This principle requires that earth's 
natural resources should be carefully used in such a way that they may be conserved and 
enhanced for the future generation. It must be borne in mind that natural resources are 

                                                
4 Kavitakait, An Article titled, “Sustainable Development, Guiding Principles And Values”, Published in 
Legal service India. Com. 
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already depleting due to poverty, over- population, urbanisation, industrialisation etc. 
and there is likely to be acute shortage of these resources in future. Therefore, there is 
dire need to develop techniques and technologies which may need minimal utilization of 
natural resources. 
The Supreme Court applying the principle of careful use and conservation of natural 
resources, observed in the case of A. Jagannath v. Union of India, that activities of the 
industries violative of this principle and of, environmental legislations must be 
discouraged. 
In Indian Handicrafts Emporium v. Union of India, the indigenous ivory or ivory articles 
were prohibited from being exported as it impugned Wild Life (Protection) Act, 1972 
and was also against the moral claims embodied under Article 48-A of the Constitution 
and principle of conservation of natural resources. 
 
3. Environmental Protection : Environmental protection is an integral part of 
sustainable development. A number of nations have enacted environmental protection 
laws to ensure sustainable development within their territories respectively. In order to 
reinforce sustainable development, an effective environmental protection mechanism is 
needed. It is generally seen that inadequate protection of environment or its degradation 
affects the poorest sections of the society most as they draw a large part of their 
livelihood from unmarked environmental resources such as forests, water from hand 
pumps, air polluted and noisy slum dwellings etc. Therefore India has adopted, the 
Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 which is the central legislation. Besides, there are 
more than 200 other pollution control and prevention legislations and States have also 
framed their own anti-pollution laws according to their local requirements. The ultimate 
object is to ensure sustainable development for protection of environment from being 
degraded or polluted. 
 
4. Precautionary Principle - The precautionary principle pre-supposes that onus of 
proof is on the industrialist to show that his action is benign, that is not harmful to 
environment. 
The precautionary principle in the context of environmental protection is essentially 
about the management of scientific risk. It is a component of the concept of ecologically 
sustainable development and has been defined in Principle 15 of the Rio Declaration, 
1992.”  
The precautionary principle has received legal recognition in almost all the international 
instruments and has now become an integral part of the United Nations Environmental 
Programme. The European Community has adopted the principle in the Bergen 
Declaration on Sustainable Development, 1990 and reiterated that environment related 
actions should predict, prevent and ‘suppress environmentally harmful factors’. 
Beginning with Vellore Citizens’ Welfare Forum v. Union of India,5 the  
Supreme Court explicitly recognised the precautionary principle as a principle of Indian 
environmental law in a number of subsequent cases. Justice Kuldeep Singh of the 

                                                
5 AIR 1996 SC 2715 
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Supreme Court in Vellore Citizens case laid down the following rules with regard to 
precautionary principle :-  
 
(1) The State Governments and local authorities are supposed to anticipate and then 
prevent the cause of environmental degradation. They are supposed to check the activity 
which is damaging for environment;  
(2) Merely because there is a lack of scientific knowledge as to whether a particular 
activity is causing degradation, it should not stand in the way of the Government;  
(3) The onus of proof is on the actor (i.e. person who does the activity) or the 
developer/industrialist to show that the action was environmentally friendly.  
In order to achieve the above, the following precautions are supposed to be taken:  
(i) The decision should be based on best possible scientific information and analysis of 
risk;  
(ii) Where there is uncertainty but potentially serious list exists, even then precautionary 
measures are supposed to be taken;  
(iii) Ecological impacts should be given paramount consideration, more so when 
resources are non-renewable or where the result is irreversible;  
(iv) The indication of the cost should be made known directly to the person who if does 
not take precaution, can be called upon to meet the expense – a subject which may fall 
under the head “polluter pays Ii principle.” 
In Narmada Bachao Andolan v. Union of India, the Apex Court explained that “when 
there is a state of uncertainty due to lack of data or material about the extent of damage 
or  pollution likely to be caused, then in order to maintain ecological balance, the burden 
of proof that the said balance will be maintained, must necessarily be on the industry or 
the unit which is likely to cause pollution.” 
 
5. “Polluter Pays” Principle -All the member countries participating in the 
Organisation For Economic Co-operation and Development (O.E.C.D.) agreed to 
incorporate in their environmental policies the principle of 'polluter pays' so as to 
discourage subsidies that could be detrimental for trade. They deemed this necessary for 
the protection of environment and save the country from threats posed by environmental 
pollution in modernised industrial societies. “Polluter Pays” principle was considered to 
be one of the best method for prevention of environmental pollution. But there were 
practical difficulties in working out an exact definition of the principle as there could be 
dispute as to the limits on payment for damages caused and exact scope of the 
applicability of principle. 
The principle was incorporated in Article 130 R (2) of the action programme which 
reads as follows :- 
  
(i) Preventive action is always preferable to remedial action;  
(ii) Environmental damage should be rectified at source;  
(iii) The polluter should pay the costs of the measures taken to protect and preserve the 
environment;  
(iv) environmental policies should be a component of the European Community’s other 
policies. 
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The Supreme Court in M.C. Mehta v, Kamal Nath, observed that ‘polluter pays 
principle has been recognised as fundamental objective of Government's environmental 
policy to prevent and control pollution. The Court in this case observed that the 
calculation of environmental damages should not be on the basis of claim put forward 
by the party, but it should be on the basis of examination of the situation by the Court, 
keeping in view the factors such as deterrent nature of the award. 
In Vellore Citizens’ Welfare Forum v. Union of India,6 the Supreme Court directed 
the Central Government to constitute an authority under Section 3 (3) of the 
Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 and confer on this authority all the powers 
necessary to deal with the situation created by tanneries and other polluting industries in 
the State of Tamil Nadu. The authority so constituted shall implement the 
‘precautionary principle’ and the ‘Polluter Pays Principle.’ 
 
 
6. Principle of Liability to help and Co-operate –This principle has been specifically 
incorporated in Rio-Declaration (1992) as Principle 9 which provides that the States 
should co-operate to strengthen indigenous capacity building for sustainable 
development by improving scientific understanding through exchanges of scientific and 
technological knowledge and by enhancing the development, adaptation, diffusion and 
transfer of technologies including new and innovative technologies. 
Principle 10 of the Rio-Declaration further provides that environmental issues are best 
handled with the participation of all concerned citizens at the relevant level. 
Emphasising the need for mutual cooperation in environmental matters, Principle 12 
requires the States to cooperate to promote a supportive and open international 
economic system that would lead to economic growth and sustainable development in 
all countries, in order to address the problem of environmental degradation in a better 
way. 
Finally, Principle 27 of the Rio Declaration expects people and the States to co-operate 
in good faith and in a spirit of partnership in the future development of international law 
in the field of sustainable development. 
 
7. Poverty Eradication -Poverty is perhaps the worst contributing factor for polluting 
the environment and causing its degradation. Smt. Indira Gandhi, the Late former Prime 
Minister of India, addressing the Stockholm Conference on Human Environment in 
1972 said, “of all pollutants we face, the worst is poverty”. The Brundtland Report 
(1987) also attributed poverty as a potential cause of environmental degradation as it 
reduces people’s capacity to use resources in a sustainable manner, which eventually 
brings more pressure on environment and results into its deterioration. Most of the 
developing countries’ are facing the problem of poverty which is adversely affecting the 
environmental quality. 
The Earth Summit, 1992 also projected that elimination of poverty was utmost 
necessary for achieving the goal of sustainable development, particularly m the 
developing countries. 

                                                
6 AIR 1996 SC 2715 
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India being a developing country, its more than 30 per cent people are living below the 
poverty line. The pitiable condition 'of slum-dwellers, scarcity of food, fuel, kerosene 
oil etc. are serious threats for environment. Due to lack of residential, houses crores of 
poor men, women and children are compelled to live in slums and even on road-side 
temporary hutment in most unsanitary conditions without sufficient food and water. 
Thus, they have to live in unwholesome environmental conditions. Therefore, India 
needs cooperation and assistance from the developed countries to help and support the 
poverty alleviation programme and maintenance of wholesome environmental 
conditions. 
 
Basic objectives of Sustainable Development:7 
The principle of sustainable development seeks to achieve the following three basic 
objectives:  
(1) to maintain production of goods and services for development and efficiency;  
(2) conversation and management of neutral resources including preservation of bio-
diversity and maintenance of biological integrity;  
(3) maintenance and enhancement of the quality of life adopting the principle of 
equitable distribution of wealth and material resources.  
These objective may respectively be called as economic, environmental and social 
objectives of the principle of sustainable development.  
From the environmental point of view, the objective of the principle of sustainable 
development centres round three issues, namely, (i) to maintain essential ecological 
processes, (ii) to preserve genetic diversity; and (iii) to secure sustainable utilization of 
species and ecosystems. 
 
Indian constitutional and legal framework: 
In the post-independence period Indian environmental law was mainly restricted to 
claims of tortuous nature such as nuisance or negligence. There was no environment 
specific legislation to address the problems of environmental degradation. Most of the 
scholars trace the growth of Indian environmental jurisprudence to the United Nations 
Conference on the Human Environment held at Stockholm in 1972.  India was a 
participant to this conference and this conference underlined the need of India and other 
states to adopt environmental measures which would be essential to deal with the 
environmental hazards that would be an inevitable consequence of development. In light 
of India’s international obligations arising from the Stockholm Conference, the Forty-
Second Amendment to the Indian Constitution in 1976 introduced explicit principles of 
environmental protection.8  
The terms “protection and improvement” implies the improvement of the natural 
environment and the improvement of quality of life. In dealing with the environmental 
                                                
7 Kavitakait, An Article titled, “Sustainable Development, Guiding Principles And Values”, Published in 
Legal service India. Com. 
 
8 An article Titled, “Environmental Protection and Sustainable Development” Published in Law Teachers; 
www.Law Teachers.net 
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cases, the courts discovered new dimension for a healthy environment under the right to 
life under article 21 of the Indian Constitution. Old doctrines were chiselled and new 
ones were created to support the fast changing strides in sustainable development. 
However, it took long time for the apex court to pronounce explicitly that the right to 
have a healthy environment, although high courts had gone ahead much earlier. There is 
a Constitutional imperative on the Central Government and the state governments and 
the bodies like municipalities, not only to ensure and safeguard proper environment, but 
also an imperative duty to take adequate measures to promote, protect and improve 
environment- man made as well as natural environment. 
  
In, the Supreme Court considered construction of the dam as a symbol of wholesome 
development, and held that the right to sustainable development as a fundamental right. 
The concept cannot be singled out, and it is to be treated as integral part of right to life 
under Article 21. Article 21, though couched in negative language, confers on every 
person the fundamental right to life and personal liberty. The foreigners are as much 
entitled to these rights as the citizens. The “right to life”, under Article 21, means a life 
of dignity to be lived in a proper environment free from the dangers of diseases and 
infection. 
Article 32 and 226 of the constitution empowers the Supreme Court and the High 
Court’s respectively to issue directions, orders or writs, including writs of habeas 
corpus, mandamus, prohibition, quo warranto and certiorari. The writs of mandamus, 
certiorari and prohibition are generally resorted to in environmental matters. Taking suo 
motu action Supreme Court of India has imposed exemplary damages on the 
multinational companies such as coco cola and pepsi for damaging the ecology in the 
states of Himachal Pradesh and Jammu and Kashmir by painting advertisements on the 
rocks. The Supreme Court of India directed the companies to remove the advertisements 
without further polluting the environment. 
Articles 48A and 51A(g) of the Constitution enshrined these environmental protection 
measures. Article 48A, part of the Directive Principles of State Policy, obligated the 
State to protect and improve the environment. On the other hand, Article 51A(g) 
obligated citizens to undertake the same responsibilities. This constitutional recognition 
of environmental protection was also followed by a number of important legislations 
geared to deal with specific environmental problems. The Water (Prevention and 
Control of Pollution) Act of 1974 was the first example of a legislation specifically 
geared towards environmental protection. Other major enactments which followed in 
the followed included The Forest (Conservation) Act), 1981 The Air (Prevention and 
Control of Pollution) Act, and 1986 (The Environment (Protection) Act. 9 
 
Judicial trend: 
Judiciary in India, more precisely, the Supreme Court and the High Courts has played an 
important role in preserving the doctrine of ' Sustainable Development '. Parliament has 
enacted various laws to deal with the problems of environmental degradation. In such a 

                                                
9 Pragya Ohri, “India: Need For Sustainable Development” published in www.Mondaq.com/india/x/559702 
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situation, the superior courts have played a pivotal role in interpreting those laws to suit 
the doctrine of ' Sustainable Development'. 
It is also to be remembered that most of the environmental cases have come before the 
court through PIL (public interest litigation) either under Article 32 or under 226 of the 
constitution. 
The first case on which the apex court had applied the doctrine of ' Sustainable 
Development' was Vellore Citizen Welfare Forum vs. Union of India10. In the instant 
case, dispute arose over some tanneries in the state of Tamil Nadu. These tanneries were 
discharging effluents in the river Palar, which was the main source of drinking water in 
the state .The Hon'ble Supreme Court held that: 
We have no hesitation in holding that the precautionary principle and polluter pays 
principle are part of the environmental law of India 
The court also held that: Remediation of the damaged environment is part of the process 
of 'Sustainable Development' and as such polluter is liable to pay the cost to the 
individual sufferers as well as the cost of reversing the damaged ecology. 
But before Vellore Citizen's case, the Supreme Court has in many cases tried to keep the 
balance between ecology and development. In Rural Litigation and Entitlement Kendra 
Dehradun vs. State of Uttar Pradesh, which was also known as Doon valley case, 
dispute arose over mining in the hilly areas. The Supreme Court after much 
investigation, ordered the stopping of mining work and held that: 
This would undoubtedly cause hardship to them, but it is a price that has to be paid for 
protecting and safeguarding the right of the people to live in healthy environment with 
minimal disturbance of ecological balance and without avoidable hazard to them and to 
their cattle, homes and agricultural land and undue affection of air, water and 
environment." 
However in 1991, in the Rural Litigation and Entitlement Kendra vs. State of U.P. the 
Supreme Court allowed a mine to operate until the expiry of lease as exceptional case 
on condition that land taken on lease would be subjected to afforestation by the 
developer. But as soon as the notice was brought before the court that they have 
breached the condition and mining was done in most unscientific way, the Supreme 
Court directed the lessee to pay a compensation of three lacs to the fund of the 
monitoring committee. This has been directed on the principle of 'polluter pays'.11 
Likewise, various forests have also been protected. In a landmark case Tarun Bhagat 
Singh vs. Union of India, the petitioner through a PIL brought to the notice of the 
supreme court that the state government of Rajasthan though empowered to make rules 
to protect environment, failed to do so and in contrary allowed mining work to continue 
within the forest area. Consequently, the Supreme Court issued directions that no 
mining work or operation could be continued within the protected area. 
But it would be unwise to hold that the courts always favour environment without 
giving any significance to the development aspect when dispute arises between 
environment and development. 

                                                
10 AIR 1996 SC 2715 
11 Pragya Ohri, “India: Need For Sustainable Development” published in www.Mondaq.com/india/x/559702 
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In M.C.Mehta vs. Union of India the Supreme Court issued directions towards the 
closing of mechanical stone crushing activities in and around Delhi, which was declared 
by WHO as the third most polluted city in the world. However it realised the importance 
of stone crushing and issued directions for allotment of sites in the new 'crushing zone' 
set up at village Pali in the state of Haryana. 
The Hon'ble Supreme Court of India in Narmada Bachao Andolan vs. Union of India 

12observed that "Sustainable Development means what type or extent of development 
can take place, which can be sustained by nature or ecology with or without mitigation". 
In T.N. Godavaraman Thirumulpad vs. Union of India13, the Hon'ble Supreme Court 
said "as a matter of preface, we may state that adherence to the principle of Sustainable 
Development is now a constitutional requirement. How much damage to the 
environment and ecology has got to be decided on the facts of each case"? In Indian 
Council of Enviro-Legal Action vs. Union of India 14, the Apex Court held: "while 
economic development should not be allowed to take place at the cost of ecology or by 
causing widespread environment destruction and violation; at the same time, the 
necessity to preserve ecology and environment should not hamper economic and other 
developments". Hence, importance has been given both to development and 
environment and the quest is to maintain a fine balance between environment and 
economic development. 
The Supreme Court of India emphasised on the need to set up specialised environment 
courts for the effective and expeditious disposal of cases involving environmental 
issues, since the right to healthy environment has been construed as a part of right to life 
under Article 21 of the Constitution. 
 
Establishment of the National Green Tribunal 
Keeping in mind the risk to environment and human health due to unchecked and 
rampant industrialisation and the decisions taken at the United Nations Conference on 
the Human Environment held at Stockholm in June, 1972, as well as United Nations 
Conference on Environment and Development held at Rio de Janeiro in June, 1992, to 
both of which Conferences India was a party, the legislature enacted the National Green 
Tribunal Act, 2010 (Act). Vide the Act, the National Green Tribunal (NGT) was 
established for effective and expeditious disposal of cases involving multi-disciplinary 
issues relating to environment.15 
 
Powers of National Green Tribunal: 
Under Section 19 of the Act, NGT has been empowered to hear all the civil matters 
related to environment. Significantly, the NGT is not bound by the procedures of the 
Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 and is bound by the principles of natural justice.16 While 
deciding a case, the NGT should apply the principles of Sustainable Development, the 

                                                
12 (2000) 10 SCC 664 
13 (2008) 2 SCC 222 
14 1996 (5) SCC 281 
15 Pragya Ohri, “India: Need For Sustainable Development” published in www.Mondaq.com/india/x/559702 
16 Section 19(1), The NGT Act,2010 
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precautionary principle and polluter pays principle.17 In furtherance of its duties, the 
NGT has furthered the crusade of environment protection basis the doctrine of 
Sustainable Development. The NGT in the case of Prafulla Samantray vs. Union of 
India18 (POSCO Case), ordered suspension of the establishment of the POSCO steel 
plant in Odisha, as in the opinion of the NGT, though there is a need for industrial 
development, and employment opportunities created by projects such as Posco's steel 
plant, but at the very same time such development should be within the parameters of 
environmental concerns and should satisfy the principles of sustainable development. 
The Hon'ble Tribunal in the case of Sarang Yadhwakar and others vs. The 
Commissioner19, held, "the principle of sustainable development takes within its ambit 
the application of the 'principle of proportionality' and the 'precautionary principle'. In 
other words, one must, while permitting development, not only ensure that no 
substantial damage is caused to the environment but also take such preventive measures, 
which would ensure no irretrievable damage to the environment even in future on the 
premise on intergenerational equity". 
Even though the Tribunal has time and again stoutly applied the doctrine of Sustainable 
Development and valued the local population over economic benefits from a project, the 
NGT has also passed judgments in favour of industries when the economic development 
surpasses the environmental costs. The NGT in various cases has held in favour of 
project/ industries where an industry/project has taken adequate preventive steps, 
mitigatory measures and are armed with detailed Environment Management Plan backed 
by scientific studies. In Sterlite Industries (India) Pvt. Ltd. vs. Tamil Nadu Pollution 
Control Board and ors.,20 the NGT while giving certain directions held in favour of the 
industry and stated, "The environmental restrictions must operate with all their rigour 
but no action should be suspicion-based which itself is not well-founded. Precautionary 
principle should be invoked when the reasonable scientific data suggests that without 
taking appropriate preventive measures there is a plausible indication of some 
environmental injury or health hazard."21 
Thus it is quite obvious that the courts give equal importance to both ecology and 
development while dealing with the cases of environmental degradation. 
 
Conclusion and Suggestions: 
Environment and development are two sides of the same coin. Any one of these cannot 
be sacrificed for the other. On contrary, both are equally important for our better future. 
Thus the responsibility lies on the Supreme Court and the various High Courts to deal 
with these cases with caution of high degree. Then only, we will achieve our goal i.e. to 
secure a pollution free developed country for our next generation. 
The judicial pronouncements made by the higher judiciary are the trend setters. Judicial 
activism towards environmental justice has kept its pace at par with the right to 
development through Judicial interventions by directing a balanced approach. On one 

                                                
17 Section 20, The NGT Act,2010 
18 Appeal No. 8 of 2011, NGT 
19 Appeal No. 2 of 2013, NGT 
20 Appeal No. 57 and 58 of 2013, NGT 
21 Pragya Ohri, “India: Need For Sustainable Development” published in www.Mondaq.com/india/x/559702 
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hand the principles like polluter pays have aimed to restore the damaged environment to 
its previous position by imposing absolute liability on the defaulters whereas on the 
other hand application of precautionary principle has been a mitigating step in the 
direction of preventing environmental disasters. The Trust doctrine has been checked by 
the judicial interventions so that community may have access the natural resources. The 
promises made at Stockholm and Rio declarations are being given a practical shape by 
application of various principles by the Indian judicial systems. The environmental 
jurisprudence has developed through the judicial decisions holding up international 
commitments made during various international meets. Sustainable development and its 
component principles have been accepted as the law of land and has been applied under 
various situations so as to check and balance the development. 
 The government should take very active initiative through its machinery to protect 

the environment. 
 The peoples’ awareness should be given priority towards preservation and 

protection of environment. 
 The international agencies should funded to underdeveloped countries to meet the 

needs of hour. 
 The Environment related subjects should be taught in school curriculum. 
 The Judiciary should take further active role in regard to curb the environment 

pollution. 
 The government should make special courts exclusively for environment related 

litigations. 
 Stringent Penal provisions should be imposed towards the wrongdoers. 
 Every government should make separate budget exclusively for preservation and 

promotion of ecology. 
 The NGOs should play pro active role in protection of right to life and personal 

liberty, which can be only achieved through pollution free environment. 
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Abstract   
The present paper reports the ethnographic profile of a Particularly 
Vulnerable Tribal Groups (PTGs)tribe namely AluKurumbas living in 
Niligiridistrict ofTamil Nadu, a southern Indian state. The data were collected 
using a set of ethnographic techniques viz., observation, informal interviews 
with the villages and in-depth interviews with the key informants in the 
community. AluKurumbas occupy lower status in the tribal social hierarchy. 
These tribes widely vary in several aspects. The characteristics and factors that 
have contributed towards the relative statuses of Alu kurumbas as Particularly 
Vulnerable tribe. 
 
Key words: Tribes; Particularly Vulnerable tribe; Ethnography; India 
 
Introduction 
Ethnography is the scientific study of human social phenomena and 
communities, through means of various anthropological research methods. 
Ethnography aims to answer central anthropological questions concerning the 
ways of life of living human beings. Ethnographic questions generally concern 
the link between culture and its processes over time. Ethnography is usually a 
description of the social life or cultural phenomena of a society or a community 
of researchers’ interest. Sometimes this description is made in the background 
of a specific context or situation. Usually, ethnographers seek to gain emic 
perspective, or the native's point of view. The emic perspective may be different 
from the etic or outsider's perspective and it is the unique feature of the 
ethnography. The present study is an attempt to understand and highlight the 
characteristics and factors that have and are being contributing to the respective 
primitive and statuses to Alu kurumbas tribes of Tamil Nadu, a Southern Indian 
state. 
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Geographical Area: 
 The present dissertation is based on the work done from the Alukurumbas  
settlement  of  Banangudi solai. They are lived in the area of 300 sq meters. In 
the Jakkanaraipanchayat, KothagiriTaluk, Nilgiri district of Tamil Nadu. 
Climatic Conditions: 
Kothagiri district is amongst one of the scenic hills station cradled within the 
stunning Nilgiri hills. It is the height of 1793 meters, above mean the sea level. 
Kothagiri is known for its excellent weather and named as the hill stations with 
the second best climatic conditions in the world. It is positioned in such a way 
that the Doddabetta, mountain range protects this hill station from the heavy 
south-western monsoons thus manages to contain the most living weather for all 
season. In the month of November, December, January, February is very cold 
climatic condition compare with other months. 
 
Topography: 
The village Banagudisolai is situated top of the hill and is surrounded by the 
side by side Tea plantations, coffee trees, plants and dense forest and forest trees 
entire the settlement. This region had red soil and black fertile soil it is useful 
for shifting cultivation in the hills. There was dense forest near the village from 
where the tribal’s collect honey, fruits, tubers, and herbs. 
 
Methodology 
The present study primarily aims to study and understand the institution of 
family and kinship among the Alu Kurumba tribal community in the Niligiri of 
Tamil Nadu.All the important Anthropological techniques such as observation. 
The key informants played a significant role in building rapport with the Alu 
Kurumba population in Panagudi solai. The population was scattered in the 
whole district of Niligiri. The key informants helped us to reach the sample   
population.  
The data were collected using anthropological tools such as focus group 
interview, direct observation, census schedule etc. Simple average and 
percentages were used to analyze the data from qualitative to quantitative form, 
which helped in designing various tables.Anthropological methods were 
employed to collect the data from Kurumba tribe, where researcher has made 
field work at Niligiri district of Tamil Nadu. Observation was made and 
interviews were taken from the help of key informants.  
Participant observation is one type of data collection method typically done in 
the qualitative research paradigm. It is a widely used methodology in many 
disciplines, particularly cultural anthropology. Its aim is to gain a close and 
intimate familiarity with a given group of individuals (such as a religious, 
occupational, sub cultural group, or a particular community) and their practices 
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through an intensive involvement with people in their cultural environment, 
usually over an extended period of time. The method is originated in the field 
research of social anthropologists. 
The traditional fieldwork has strongly influenced the content of the present 
study. The researcher employed several research tools in the collection of data 
such as participant observation, interviews. Further, the researcher's formal the 
help of tribal Interpreter. In the study area facilitated in establishing good 
rapport with the population, target on helps in obtain necessary information.  
The data collection for the study starts with the household census and the 
fieldwork was carried out at Niligiri. Firsthand information on the demographic, 
educational background, and socio-culture aspects. Participant observation is a 
key social science research approach. It involves observing and interacting with 
the subject of interest while actively participating in the setting as well as 
getting very close to research participants and gaining an intimate knowledge of 
their practices through intensive immersion in the field of study. There are types 
of participation observations, direct and indirect participation. There are 
anthropological methods are case study, interview, focus group discussion. 
 
AluKurumba 
The word Kurumba means “doer of mischief”. Member of Kurumba practice 
socery and witchcraft tand  hence this name. The various sub-groups among the 
Kurumba are the Mullu Kurumba, Pal Kurumba, Betta or KattuKurumba, Jenu 
or Jen Kurumba and vraliKurumba.The pal or aluKurumba were once sheep 
rearing group and depended on sheep’s milk for their living. They are called as 
Pal Kurumba. Pal an Alu Kurumba denote milk in Tamil and Kannada language 
respectively. 
 
Orgin: 
The Alu Kurumba have their own mythical legand regarding of their 
community. Which are widely narrated by them is given below: 
One they had seven great grandfathers. Once upon a time those seven brothers 
were fed together at a place. But at the last occasion during the common feast. 
The youngest one delayed for a long time so rest of them had their share. Later 
the youngest one came shortly after them eal was over. It had a lead to a quarrel. 
This incident made them to get separated and each one had to go in different 
direction  of nilgiris andhence seven brothers started to stay at different places 
but continue to come together once in a year for a yearly festival  where they 
offer meal . This story is reportedly connected with the establishment of seven 
areas of Alu Kurumba. Which they call as seemays.they also believe that all the 
seven Alu Kurumba area are named after those ancestors whom they call as 
their great grandfathers. They are 1.)Banandi 2.)Gambala 3.) Kukkiri,4.) 
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Belunga 5.)Incha, 6.)Semmiand 7.)Ega(todukki). They call those male ancestors 
as Patta(grandfather) and the names of then wives namely patti(grandmothers) 
as Baradipatti, Gambalapatti. The Alu Kurumba divide the whole nilgirs into 
seven regional namely elurusemai. Those seven region are grouped under two 
category namely mel denote the west and east directions. 

MelseameyKeelseemay 
1)Anavay          5)Barradi 
2)Kunda            6)Gambala 
3)Mekkumad     7)Bayappna 
4)Toda Nadu 

All the Alu Kurumba settlementsare scattered across these seven areas. The 
mythological story reveals that the present day AluKurumba are grandchildren 
these seven great grandfathers. The seven brothers started to live in different 
places but continued to gather during the yearly function for sharing the 
common meal in the form of offering. This story reportedly connected with the 
establishments of seven elurcimei.e seven areas of their distribution in the 
Nilgiris. 
 They are traditionally hunting and gathering tribe and they used to live in caves 
and dense forests. Later they have come out of the forest and settled near to the 
places where other communities also live. They also used to graze cattles in 
huge numbers and they used to give milk to the neighboring settlements where 
the Badagas live. They have a strong economic and social relationship with 
Badaga Community through which they could get their necessary needs to lead 
their life. 
Both men and women cultivate in the fields and both of them go as laboures in 
the tea estates Due to their ignorance and illiteracy the landlords estates owners 
and mediators exploit them they are good in basketry as well on good in rearing 
of cattle. 
 
Conclusion 
The AluKurumba Settlement of Banangudi solai was selected for the study. In 
order to achieve the object of understanding the structure and function of the 
basic social institution, family, kinship and social organization the traditional 
anthropological method were employed in holistic perspective.  
Family and Kinship are the social institutions that go together and neither of 
them can be understood fully well without the understanding of the other. The 
family structures its function, Kinship terminologies’ and the associated aspects 
of their social organization and social structure reflect their culture from an 
overall perspective. 
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The nuclear family is predominated among the Alu kurumbas. The nuclear type 
of family is opposed to be a better adoption to the Pal Kurumba social, 
economic condition of their present day life style. 
The AluKurumbas exogamous at the community level. No dowry is found 
among them. The thali is tied in neck of the girl by the bride groom. Both wife 
and husband are free to separate at their will widow and widower remarriages 
are allowed . Father is head of the family. Avoidance relationship exists 
between mother in law and son in law and between daughter in law and father in 
law 
The AluKurumbas groups maintain distinctive ethnic identity and it is reflected 
in their social organisation. The Alu Kurumbas are divided into two moiety 
divisions, which are further divided into number of exogamous clans.  
The AluKurumba groups perform life cycle rituals involving more deep social 
meaning and functional utlities.  The AluKurumbaallocates power and authority 
to hereditary members to maintain order, and conformity in a society. Though 
their tribal council andhierarchical traditionalpanchayat is still strong in 
decision-makingthe role of kinship in them is found to be weakening. Their 
belief system is a cognitive system of perception shared by the members of the 
group. The Kurumbas known for their sorcery. Their oral tradition is flowing 
through Kurumba their legends, songs, stories, music and dance. 
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Fig.1: A View of AluKurumba’s Settlement 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.2:A View of AluKurumba’s Street 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.3:A view of AluKurumba’s Temple 
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Fig. 4: Painting’s made by Alu Kurumba’s 
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Existentialism is a philosophy of irrationalism because it gives 

prominence to Man’s passionate and esthetic nature, his feelings of anguish, 
love guilt and the sense of inner freedom, romanticism etc. it conceives truth as 
a free commitment on the part of the individual and the product of resolute 
decision. In other sense Existentialism is a philosophy disillusion and despair; it 
is a philosophy of nihilism which literally reduces all human endeavors to 
naught. 

Jean Paul Sartre is one of the important philosophers of Existentialism 
in modern times. He proclaimed the freedom of man to be absolute and he 
wanted to establish that in Man’s life existence preceeds essence.  

Sartre’s existentialist theory of man departs from an examination of 
consciousness. Consciousness is always of something and in being conscious of 
anything. Self-conscious is simply the Universal Concomitant of the 
apprehension of objects, Knowledge is described by Sartre  as in the terms of a 
distinction between the conscious subject with its attendant self consciousness, 
and the object of consciousness which means phenomenal appearance and not 
as a transcendent object behind appearances. The conscious subject is referred 
as pour soi, if exists for itself in every act of reflective self consciousness. The 
object is designated as ensoi. The basic polarity between pour soi and the en-soi, 
is the factor of negation which is responsible for the feelings of tension, 
isolation and frustration which characterize human existence. It is also 
responsible for human freedom. The life of man is a perpetual striving for unity 
of the pour-soi and the en soi, which is inherently unattainable and it prescribes 
the inescapable condition of human knowledge, choice and action. 

The freedom of man consists in his conscious separation from the ensoi, 
his choice of an ideal for himself and his self-projection into future. He aims at 
the Union of the pour soi and en-soi an attempt which fore doomed to failure. 
Man’s exercise of liberty is inescapable ‘Man is condemned to be free’.  

‘Bad faith’ is one of the best known themes of existentialism. Acting in 
bad faith is a consequence of turning away from the anguish of realizing that 
one is utterly free and that one does not choose one’s being on the basis of this 
or that matter but out of nothing.  Hence bad faith is the habit that people have 
of deceiving themselves into thinking that they do not have the freedom to make 
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choices for fear of the potential consequences of making a choice.  Bad faith is 
an attempt to evade the responsibility of discovering and understanding one’s 
authentic self- Bad faith is there by an attempt to escape the freedom that Sartre 
believes in an inherent feature of our lives. To him it is the phenomenon in 
which human beings, under pressure from social forces, adopt false values and 
disown their innate freedom, hence acting in authentically. Bad faith refers to a 
certain fact or phenomenon of human experience. 

 Bad faith has many forms one manifestation of it occurs in a person 
where the person who lives a role or life style that is a mere stereotype. The 
responsibility of choosing a meaning and a value for his life, a person may find 
an escape and a superficial comfort in adopting a readymade role which 
provides him with a meaning he does not have to make for himself. Instead of 
living as a subject who experiences his freedom he treats himself as an object or 
thing that has a designated function to fulfill. For Sartre, Man is both facticity 
and transcendence at the same time Facticity consists of certain characters 
which pertain it us in a factual way. It includes what is happening to us.  We are 
more than our body, our past, or our environment. Transcendence is our 
possibility and that possibility can be used in two sense. In one sense it is what 
we might be doing or what might be happening to us. The second sense is what 
we actually doing, though it is not necessary for us. Transcendence is a 
believable way of behaviour. Sartre think that we keep bad faith in existence by 
reducing facticity into transcendency and transcendy site facticity.  

One can escape bad faith if one’s notion of facticity and transcendence 
are co-ordinated validly. An authentic individual will thereby understand that 
these two dimensions need to co- exist. Bad faith occur when an individual does 
not recognize the combined value of these two dimensions of consciousness so 
there is a self deception involved regarding one of these two dimensions that 
paves the way for bad faith. There are two ways by which one can have bad 
faith. The first way is through affirmation of one’s facticity and the denial of 
one’s transcendence.  Sartre’s most famous example concerns a waiter “Let us 
consider this waiter in the Café. His movement is quick and forward, a little too 
precise, a little too quick… his voice his eyes express an interest a little too 
solicitous for the order of the customer … he gives himself the quickness and 
pitiless rapidity of things…. The writer in the café plays with condition in order 
to realize it”. (Sartre, Being and Nothingness 59) 

The second way to arrive at bad faith is through the affirmation of one’s 
transcendence and the denial of one’s facticity. This is the way to be in bad faith 
is to deny what one actually is perhaps by vowing to change one’s bad habits or 
to give up heavy drinking or an idle life and in believing each time one makes 
the resolution that one will actually held to it. Yet, never doing so, Sartre 
provides an example involving a homosexual man to explain this form of bad 
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faith. The homosexual man acknowledges his sexual preference for man in the 
past. In Sartre’s words, “Here is assuredly a man in bad faith who borders on the 
cosmic since, acknowledging all the facts which are imputed to him, he refuses 
to draw from them the conclusion which they impose”. So he denies his 
homosexuality. Even if this man has a new homosexual experience he would 
refer to it as an ‘exception’ or a ‘difference’ and would immediately assert that 
this mistake was in the past. He likes to believe that he is ‘perpetually born a 
new’ and wishes to ‘avoid the terrible. Judgment of collectivity  so by refusing 
to accept his  homosexual nature the man is clearly denying his facticity  and is 
in bad faith.  In  bad faith we deceive ourselves. It is a deception of a 
particularity complicated kind. In order to know the truth, otherwise what one 
does is not a deception but an error or something done is ignorance. Thus bad 
faith is a form of lying to one self. It is difficult to see how it is possible, within 
the Unity of a single consciousness, both to confront a truth and to deceive 
oneself about it. Yet this is something which shows that human beings 
commonly engage in an ignoring or fleeing from something recognized as a 
truth and a holding fest to an illusion.  

According to Sartre to act or live in bad faith is to turn away from one’s 
freedom and from making a meaning for oneself. To live in bad faith means is 
to exist as an object and to be, like an objects determined by law of nature and 
convention rather than choosing in freedom. Yet the choice of entering into bad 
faith is just as free as any other choice. It is a choice of being in the world in a 
particular way. We get the impression that  bad faith is morally bad; that to live 
in  bad faith, is to abdicate  human responsibility, to deny the freedom that 
constitutes what it is like to be a human being and to shirk the business of 
making our own ascriptions of meaning and  value. Sartre clearly states that his 
enquiry is intended as a description of human existence. His primary concern is 
not to say what human beings out to be like but what they are like. He does not, 
for instance, say that we ought to make free choices but that the conditions of 
human existence are such that we cannot avoid making them.  He never did 
write a book on philosophical ethics but in his famous work ‘Being and 
nothingness’; there is a rather enigmatic footnote about his discussion of bad 
faith. He suggests that there is the possibility of escaping from it. He says “this 
supposes a self-recovery of being which was previously corrupted. This self 
recovery we shall can authenticity the description of which has no place here”. 
(Sartre Being and Nothingness 70) 

Sartre described the person who acts in bad faith as living in the spirit 
of seriousness’. Seriousness has two main characteristic. The first one is it takes 
values to exist quite independently of human beings. Secondly it sees values as 
somehow embodied in things. For instance take nourishment to be actual 
elements in the constitution of bread. It accepts stereotyped values and meaning 
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somehow believing them to be objectively there. In short it takes them 
seriously. It perceives nothing of the absurd contingency of all things and his no 
sense of the emptiness that invites us to make meanings. In the presence of work 
of  art for example, if I am serious-minded, I will ignore my freedom to me my 
own judgements of the works and instead will search assiduously for values. I 
take to be embodied in them. 

Sartre maintains that we turn away from freedom because in 
recognizing if we experience anguish. Anguish is felt because where there is 
nothing to determine choice, anything is possible. It is possible that one might 
choose but in the next moment something appalling and terrible, from the 
thought of which one now turn away in horror. He gives the example of 
negotiating a path that runs along the edge of a precipice. Inspite of all the care 
taken in such situation the foresight and calculation of the difficulties and one’s 
cautions and controlled movements, there is still the possibility not simply of 
the occurrence of mishap or accident, but of one’s choosing to be reckless or 
wild, of choosing to jump over the edge. Although there may be nothing 
conducive to doing this although there is no reasons for such a choice, although 
is prospect is horrifying, yet one might do it. Sartre in his work says, “I am in 
anguish precisely because any conduct on my part in only possible, and conduct 
on my part is only possible, and this means that while constituting a totality of 
motives for pushing away that situation. I at the same moment apprehend these 
motives as not sufficiently effective. At the very moment when I apprehend my 
being as horror of the precipice, I am conscious of that horror as not determinant 
in relation to my possible conduct. In one sense that horror calls for prudent 
conduct, and it is in itself a pre outline of that conduct; in another sense, it posits 
the final development of that conduct only as possible, precisely because I do 
not apprehend it as the cause of these final developments “ (Sartre Being and 
Nothingness 31). 

The notion of anguish or dread has become something of a trademark of 
existentialism, but of course, anguish is by no means the only, or even a 
necessary, consequence of the realization of freedom. A sense of total freedom 
may well generate exhilaration and adventurousness, liberating one from a 
restless search for meaning in things. Existential thought should certainly not be 
construed as springing solely from despair in the face of absurdity. Sartre 
himself in defending his ideas against imputations of pessimism, his said that it 
cannot be regarded so, ‘for no doctrine is more optimistic – the destiny of Men 
is placed within himself’. (Sartre, Extentialism and Humanism 44)  

Good faith and bad faith arise from the same disintegration of 
consciousness. An awareness of what-we are not and are not what-we-are. In 
both  there is lack of identity with consciousness. In good faith one have a 
realization of freedom and understand that we can exist only by trying to 
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become by free choice. Both faith are refer ‘relatively transitory behaviour and 
they slide to each other. Sartre rapidly stiles that good faith is an attempt to face 
one freedom but bad faith is an attempt to  from it. It starts with a conception of 
a given self which is endowed with certain capacities and tries to interpret its 
freedom in the right of those capacities. It pretends to escape the bond of a 
nature if has created.   
 Sartre’s Philosophy concerned entirely with the nature of human life and the 
structure of consciousness. His view can be seen as concerned to rebut the 
charge of idealism as it is laid at the door of phenomenology. The agent is not a 
spectator of the world, but like everything in the world, constituted by acts of 
intentionality and consciousness. Thus the self constituted is historically 
situated but as an agent whose own mode of locating in the world makes for 
responsibility and emotion. Responsibility is however a burden that we 
frequently cannot bear and bad faith arises when we deny our own authorship of 
our actions, seeing them instead as forced responses to situations of our own 
making.  
 For Sartre the essential nature of human existence is the capacity for choice. 
The choice must be equally incompatible with determinism and with the 
existence of Kantian Moral law, which implies a synthesis of consciousness 
being for itself and the objective being in itself that is forever unstable. The 
unstable and constantly disintegrating nature of free will generates anguish. 
Sartre’s ontological works is an attempt to work out the implications of his view 
for the nature of consciousness and judgement.  
 For Sartre freedom is inherent to human beings. However this freedom comes 
with a set of responsibilities. So this absolute and complete freedom becomes a 
burden for human being  reject responsibility and artificially deny his freedom 
or deceive himself about the idea of his freedom. This is probably why Sartre 
refer to bad faith as an ‘immediate permanent threat to every  project of the 
human being.’   
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 Abstract 
Women from the Dalit community in Tamil Nadu over the years have learnt to 
resist issues of discrimination, malnutrition, unemployment, poverty and others 
rising out of attitude, caste, culture, economics, ethics, education, gender, 
geography, politics, psychology, sociology, religiousdifferences which give 
birth to suppressed and oppressed lives and livelihoods. P. Sivakami and Bama 
Faustina Soosairajare two women writers who have expressed resistance to the 
above list of issues through their works in Tamil. While Lakshmi Holstrom has 
translated Bama’s works into English, P Sivakami chose to translate them on 
her own. Both works have been well recognized and many individual reports, 
papers and thesis apart from comparison of their work have been published. 
This paper compares and grades the level of resistance to each aspect of caste, 
religion, gender discrimination, and poverty expressed by both these women 
writers. 
 
Keywords: Dalit Women, Resistance to Oppression, Expression of Resistance  
 
Introduction 
P Sivakami 1957 and Bama 1958, both writers were born around the same 
time. Both their works are from the post-independence Indian era in Tamil 
Nadu, with details of classism, casteism and Patriarchy in the modern era.  
Both their works have been part of academic studies in various nations under 
Dalit Literature, Women Studies, Feminism and Casteism. This paper 
highlights the Expression of Resistance towards suffering, sorrow, anxieties, 
agonies, and bitter experiences of injustice as discussed by both the women in 
their respective works.  
 
Bama Faustina Soosairaj 
Faustina Mary Fatima RaniSoosairaj was born at Pudhupatti near Madurai, 
Tamil Nadu in the year 1958. Fathima as pronounced in Tamil is Bathima and 
from this word she derived her pen name as Bama. Her first work was 
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“Karukku” in 1992, which is autobiographical. Lakshmi Holstrom translated itin 
the year 2000. It won the Cross Word award in that year 2000. This made her a 
noted writer. Her other works are Sangati (1994), Kusumbukkaran (1996), 
Vanmam (2002), Oru Tattavum Erumaiyum (2003). 
 
P. Sivakami 
Sivakami Palanimuthu.She was born in 1957. After completing her education, 
cleared the Indian Administrative Services exams, and worked in several 
capacities, District Collector of Tuticorn and Vellore, Additional Secretary 
(labour), Director of Tourism (GoI) and Secretary, Adi-Dravidar and Tribal 
Welfare, Special Commissioner, Directorate of Stationary and Printing for 
Tamil Nadu Govt. She has regularly kept in touch with editing and has actively 
contributed to the monthly magazine Puthiya Kodangi since 1995. She has a 
significant presence on social media through her twitter account. Her body of 
work comprise Pazhayani Kazhidalum ("The Grip of Change", 1988), 
Pazhayani Kazhidalum Asiriyar Kurippu ("Author's Notes for The Grip of 
Change", 1995), Kurruku Vettu (1999), Ippadiku Ungal Yadharthamulla (1986), 
Nalum Thodarum (1989), Anandhayitranslated by Pritham K 
Chakravarthy(1992), Kadaisi Mandhar (1995), Kadaigal (2004)Kadhavadaippu 
(2011),Udal Arasiyal ("Body Politics", 2013-2014) 
 
 
A Quote from the work of Bama Expressing Resistance 
"We who are asleep must open our eyes and look about us. We must not accept 
the injustice of our enslavement by telling ourselves it is our fate, as if we have 
no true feelings; we must dare to stand up for change. We must crush all these 
institutions that use caste to bully us into submission, and demonstrate that 
among human beings there are none who are high or low. Those who have 
found their happiness by exploiting us are not going to go easily. It is we who 
have to place them where they belong and bring about a changed and just 
society where all are equal." — Bama in Karukku (2012) 
 
A Quote from the work of Sivakami Expressing Resistance 
“When I believe in monogamy and refinement does my emancipatory modernity 
then seek to civilize Kathamuthu? In doing so what are Gowri’s prejudices? On 
the other hand haven’t upper caste women always taken up modernity as an 
issue? Or when Gowri refuses to get married is it because she is a victim of her 
mother’s experience? Or is it a brave assertion that she is walking away from 
the victimhood of her mother? Or is it merely independence? (Sivakami in 
Pazhayani Kazhidalum "The Grip of Change", 1988) 
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A critical examination of Expression of Resistance 
Under the topics 

1.Birth of a girl child  
2.Patriarchy 
3.Human and Societal Issues 
4.Religion 
5.Language and Obscenities 

 
1. Birth of a girl child and the attitude of society towards them.  
Both writers discuss female foeticide and the concept of assured female 
infanticide if it is the third time girl in the family. Both writers have explained 
how the family treats the birth of a girl child and finally it is only the girl child 
who takes care of the parents when they are very ill and economically in poor 
condition. 
 
2. Patriarchy 
Both writers don’t like discrimination in the upbringing of the girl child. Both 
have expressed resistance to girls being trained in household work, cooking and 
caring younger siblings, eat last and the left overs, cannot go to college which is 
expensive and unsafe. They have to study from home by distance education 
mode.  
 
3.Human and Societal Issues 
Girls cannot dress showing their legs, armpits and belly button.Girls/women 
cannot attend the panchayat meetings. Girls are not allowed to visit touring 
talkies or movie screening locations in villages. Girls cannot sleep late into the 
morning.Dalit women have to follow the religion and political inclination as per 
the men in their house or village. These girls have to invariably work in other 
people’s land and house where their men are already working.  
 
4. Religion 
Women and dalit are two layers of oppression, which operate at the religious 
locations whether it is temple or church. In both these places there are 
procedures for women and specific for dalit women. As both writers where hurt 
by the same they have expressed resistance to both religions Hinduism and 
Christianity. 
 
5. Language and Obscenities 
Women are addressed as “it” third person singular, however elder they are. 
Women are abused by men as their personal property and always addressed by 
bad words. They are beaten and scolded by any and every drunken men in the 
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family. But in both their works these women either taunt the men or they too 
abuse and hit back their men. Women for themselves and for others stand up in 
defense but it is unrelated to getting freedom.  
 
Conclusion 
The influence of the society, culture, economy and both religion on dalit 
women, as portrayed by these women writers explain that the cause of 
degradation of dalit women is more due to inherent poverty. Poverty 
compelswomen to depend on men in their family. All the men in the family 
assume that what the men earn is for their own-selves and what the women earn 
is for running the family, so dalit women have to invariably work and 
earn.Indian Dalit Women are being treated as second-class citizens as written by 
both these writers. A few women have somehow brokenglass ceilings and walls 
and have come out successful, inspiring and motivating trendsetters like both 
these writer women. This is and was possible only due to getting education, 
whether by attending school/college (regular or distance).The ways modes and 
method of resistance the women adopted in tackling discrimination, 
malnutrition, unemployment, poverty and other issues, are by going to schools 
with free food, going to common gatherings exclusive for women. Being 
sponsored by temple/church/religious entity or Non Governmental 
Organization. 
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Women are one of the most vulnerable groups among the human fraternity. 
From the ancient period, they have been facing lots of problems and have to live 
with fear in most of the steps of their life. Slowly and gradually, the status and 
dignity of the women in world as a whole are growing day by day.  Many laws 
have been enforced to protect the women rights and to make them free from fear 
and violence. But in real sense, all this enforced law yet not able to protect the 
women from the violation and fear which have been faced by them. The women 
of Assam are also not out of this scenario. Many approaches are coming out to 
solve the problems of women to safeguard their rights by eliminating any kind 
of discrimination and violation of their rights. It has been assumed that putting 
into practice the new realistic approach through which women can protect their 
rights, able to achieve good status or get dignity and can live in peace without 
any fear of facing violation particularly in Assam and in the nation as a whole. 
The paper is basically based on secondary data that has been collected from 
various books, journals and internet sources. 
 
Approaches to the study of Women Rights: 
1. Radical Feminism: Simone de Beauvouir, Mary Dale, Andrew Dworkin, 

Kate Millet, and Juliet Mitchel mainly advocate this approach. This 
approach is basically the believers to the elimination of male supremacy in 
vary aspects of the human life and society. It believes that human society 
basically a patriarchal dominated society where women have to live with 
oppression, domination and frustration. Radical feminist are in favour of 
equality of men and women. All the women related violence is treated by 
them as the creation of patriarchal society.  

2. Marxist Feminism: These group of thinkers believed that women have to 
live under oppression, discrimination and domination not for patriarchal 
nature of the society but due to economic reason. They sketch that due to 
capitalism and private property concept have brought the women under the 
controlled of men. It is the economic factors that determine the right, 
liberty, equality of women in society. Marxist analysis advocates that all the 
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social movements are primarily based on the concept of class.1 Notable 
advocators of this approach are Karl Marx, Friedrich Engels, Angela Davis, 
Raya Dunayevskaya, Silvia Federici, Shulamith Fierstone, Clara Fraser, 
Evelyn Reed, Chizuko Ueno, Claudia Jones etc. 

3. Liberal Feminism: Frances Wright, J S Mill, Harriot Taylor, Susan B 
Anthony, Betty Friedan, Rebecca Walker, Naomi Wolf etc. are the 
prominent supporters of this approach. This approach believes that the 
women empowerment and liberty basically depend upon upon their 
efficiency, quality of action and choice. It blames that the society wrongly 
assume that women are not equal physically and mentally capable as men. 
Thus, this approach tries to reform the misconception towards the capability 
of women and believes that both men and women are equal physically and 
intellectually. Female have to live under the control of men because of the 
existing customs and traditions based on illogical concept. It believes that 
through various positive and affirmative measures it is possible to make 
women equal to men. 

4. Third World Feminism : The main advocators of this approach are Audre 
Lorde, Chandra Talpade Mohanty, Vandana Shiva, Uma Narayan etc. The 
third world feminist believe that the idea of feminism of third world 
countries have not borrowed from the west but it has its roots on its own 
ideology, culture and society. It opposes the notion forwarded by the Anglo-
American Cultural feminism that women can form a “global sisterhood,” 
based on common interests, common agendas, and common oppressions. 
Instead of this, third world feminism believes that there is no single global 
patriarchy but it is divergent and conflicting. It suggests that the colonialism 
had divided the women of third world in one hand and women of first world 
on the other.2 

 
Status of Women in Assam: As per the latest data of National Crime Records 
Bureau (NCRB), Assam has recorded the second highest crime rate against 
women in India in the year 2016.  The Bureau exhibits that among the states in 
India crime against women is highest in Delhi where it has found 160.4 crimes 
which is followed by Assam with 131.3 crimes against one lakh population. 
Nagaland has recorded lowest rate of crimes against women in the country (9.2 
crimes) ranking 36th in the table. NCRB data reveals a very dark side about 
crimes against women in Assam. In the year 2016, total 21738 persons were 

                                                
1 Shah, G., Social Movement in India, Sage Publication, New Delhi, 2001, p.17 
2 Grewal, Inderpal and Kaplan, Caren (2005): Postcolonial Scholarship published in the 
book A Companion to Gender Studies edited by Essed, Philomena et al. Blackwell 
publishing, p-56 
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arrested in Assam for committing crime against women but only 11589 were 
charge-sheeted which translates into 53% of the total arrests made. This might 
be the very significant reason why crime against women is on the rise in Assam, 
as nearly half of the total numbers of persons arrested were not charge-sheeted. 
At the national level, 411170 persons were charge-sheeted in 2016 against the 
total 495236 persons arrested which translates into 83% of all the arrests. In 
crimes against women in Assam, most of the crimes reported were of 
Kidnapping and Abduction to compel women for marriage. Out of 20879 IPC 
crimes against women reported in Assam in 2016, total 1779 cases were of 
Rape. Moreover, even when we take a closer look at the rate of overall IPC 
crimes reported in 2016, Assam ranks third only after Madhya Pradesh and 
Haryana. The All India Average Rate of Crimes (Per lakh population) is 233. 6 
and Assam has recorded 313.9. The highest rate of crimes was recorded in 
Madhya Pradesh which is 337.9 followed by Haryana with 320.6 crimes per 1 
lac population. In North-East Nagaland has recorded the lowest rate of overall 
IPC crimes 2016 which is just 57.6. In 2016, a total of 2975711 crimes were 
recorded in India while total 102250 crimes were recorded in Assam which was 
followed by Tripura 3933, Meghalaya 3366, Manipur 3170, Arunachal Pradesh 
2534, Mizoram 2425, Nagaland 1376, and Sikkim 809.3 The heartrending 
nature of the crime against women in India and Assam can be realized very 
clearly from the National Crime Records Bureau Report 2018. According to this 
report in 2016, 2017 and 2018, the total number of crime against women in 
India recorded as 338954, 359849 and 378277 respectively.4 In case of Assam it 
was 20869 in 2016, 23082 in 2017 and 27728 in 2018 numbers of cases 
registered relating to crime against women.5 Besides, having various 
international and national laws for the protection of women rights still all 
measures have not able to reach the goal. For example, a large number of 
International Labour Organisation’s conventions provide for special condition 
for women when they would be endangered by exposur to particular substances 
or situations in the workplace; and others provided for social security protection 
for women in pregnancy and child bearing.6 The factors responsible for such 
type of tragic scenario of Assam in particular and in India as a whole have been 
found by various scholars by blaming the patriarchal tradition, 
institutionalization of sexual inequality, social and traditional existing value, 
economic inequality or discriminative concept of property right, gender 

                                                
3 https://www.time8.in/assam-ranks-second-in-crimes-against-women-in-country-only-
53-charge-sheeted 
4 Crime in India, 2018 published by NCRB, Ministry of Home Affairs p-195 
5 ibid 
6 Vijapur, Abdulrahim P (2010): Human Rights in International Relations p-319 
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discrimination in social and political field, jealously among the second gender, 
immoral urges and materialistic and hedonism behavior of the existing society. 
In the analysis of the fact of discrimination going on against women has been 
observed that the women in India is sanctified by tradition and seldom 
challenged by the law. In fact, women have very feeble voice in the formation, 
implementation and interpretation of laws.7 For the protection of women rights, 
Fundamental Rights and Directive Principle of State Policy of Indian 
Constitution provides it guarantee but failed to ensure it and remaining mere 
pious words.8 In the time of independence of India, Women failed to being 
empowered because of their illiterate nature. In 1952, 72 Chamars (71 men and 
one woman) were literate out of a population of 583 who were above five years 
of age.9 On the other hand, “studies of empowerment of women all over the 
world have revealed that the effort towards their empowerment succeeds only 
when attention is invited by women through their self-managed and self- 
sustained organizational and movement-oriented activities.”10 On the basis of 
this analysis the following new realistic approach is trying to prescribe for the 
proper empowerment of women and for the protection of the rights of women 
against the crimes faced by them. 
Application of New Realistic Approach: New Realism or Structural Realism 
approach is basically applicable to study the International Relations. The core 
issue of New Realistic Approach is the Power Kenneth Waltz first framed this 
approach in in 1979 in his book “Theory of International Politics” Neorealism 
can be divided as defensive and offensive realism. In this regard it can be 
quoted form his book, “because of their vast superiority, the United States and 
the Soviet Union were nevertheless able to limit their defensive weaponry. To 
the extent that the United States and the Soviet Union have to worry about the 
military strength of others, their ability to reach bilateral agreements lessens. So 
far those worries have been small.”11 As like the International relations, in case 
of human relations also there are some actors basically two Male and Female 
who are struggling for power and till now the male group are in persuasive side 
and female are trying to be equal or struggling to safe their interest, rights and 
power. Like the International Relations, this group may protect, promote and 
preserve their rights by offensive, defensive or with both ways. For the 
protection of women rights how this approach may be fruitful are discussed in 
below. 

                                                
7 Desai, Neera and Thakkar, Usha(2009): Women in Indian Society p-122 
8 ibid 
9 Srinivas, M N (2015): Social Change in Modern India.p-68 
10 Singh, Yogendra:(2000): Culture Change in India:Identity and Globalisation, p-125 
11 Waltz, Kenneth N: (1979): Theory of International Politics, p-174  
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Defensive Way to Protect Women Right: 
Like in International Relations, the primary actor of the Society who tries to 
protect from the violation of rights must have to concentrate on maintaining 
their own security.  It means, like a football game to protect own side, the group 
must first try to strengthening their defense so that others can’t break their wall 
to defeat or harm them. 

• The factors that may help to protect their right through following 
defensive ways- 

 Creating Unity among the Women 
 Well aware  and must have the capacity to achieve the justiciable rights 
 Gathering Power with acquiring scientific knowledge and techniques to use 

it for their protection 
   Must be alert in every moment so that others can’t get chance to harm 

anyone 
 Growing the sensitivity to maintaining good co-ordination, co-operation and 

forwarding help and assistance among the group 
 Must have self-confidence or must gather it to protect own self from the 

other side 
Offensive way to protect the Women Right: 
• Following offensive ways may be prescribed to protect the rights of women 
 Maximizing the power not only to protect but also to apply to defeat others 

when necessary 
 Take all the justiciable chances and opportunities to attack the other so that 

they never get courage to affect or violate the rights 
 Use all legal and scientific means to fulfill the common interest 
 Think and act more for the reality (Scientific value) rather than traditional 

norms or superstition. 
 Make sure to be successful with own side, not from the chances given by 

the counterpart. 
 

On the basis of above discussion, it can be summed up that putting into practice 
the new realistic approach for the protection of women rights can play an 
important role. Both defensive and offensive ways are essential for the 
protection of life and liberty of the women as a whole. Women awareness on 
their rights will be fully grown and able to play positive role for its protection 
and preservation. Practicing the new realistic approach will increase the self-
confidence of the women to protect and avail their human rights. Practicing the 
new realistic approach in realisation and availing of the women rights will able 
to expanding the scientific temperament not only among the women but also in 
the society as a whole. 
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Abstract  
Ayurved is one of the traditional medicinal systems evolved and flourished in 
India. It has its existence since the ancient vedic period. It involves all the 
natural products without any side effects. Hence it is considered the safest 
medicinal system for any kind of aliments including fever to cancer. As India is 
well known for its spirituality, residents of India are still using Ayurvedic 
medicines faithfully. There are certain Ayurvedic remedies those include animal 
derived products. Cow is very important in the life of the Indians from both 
economic and spiritual point of view. Panchagavya are obtained from cow 
including milk, curd, ghee, urine and dung. These are very important ingredients 
in preparing Ayurvedic remedies. In the current study we have analysed by X-
ray florescence spectrophotometer for the elementary composition of 
panchagavya and it is also tried to correlate them with different aliments for 
which they have sure impacts.     
 
Keywords: Ayurved, Panchagavya, X-ray florescence. 
 
Introduction 
Since prehistoric times five products derived from the cow such as; milk, urine, 
dung, curd and ghee are being used by the Hindu religion as holy products. In 
Ayurveda these products are described as “Panchagavya”. It has also been 
reported that these are quite helpful in treating life threatening aliments, singly 
or combined with several organic or inorganic products. Panchgavya is 
economically decisive to cattle based rural economy as it surely an important 
factor to upgrade the financial condition of farmers and landless people [1,2]. 
Because of the nourishing nature like mother, in India, cow is considered as 
mother and called “Gaumata”, the provider of riches as its milk to humanity. 
Each solo component of Panchgavya has distinctive properties and uses in quite 
a lot of aspects. It has been written in historical scripts that, Maharshi Vasishtha 
was worshiping the godly cow “Kamdhenu” and Panchagavya was presented by 
Maharshi Dhanvantari presented, a god gifted medicine to mankind[3,4].  
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Panchgavya therapy is otherwise called “Cowpathy”. It has three significant 
properties such as immune-stimulatory, immune-modulatory and anti-
inflammatory activity [5]. A study on Albino rats has revealed that Panchagavya 
has its impact on central nervous system and muscle pain [6]. This therapy is 
fetching attention worldwide as it is considered safe at present due to the 
harmful side-effects of allopathic medicines  [7]. 
 
Materials and Methods 

In the current study we have tried to analyse the elementary composition of 
different components of Panchagavya and to relate their unique compositions 
with the aliments they are used to treat. The study was undertaken from the 
month of September, 2018 to June, 2019 in the laboratory of Zoology 
department in Centurion University of Technology and Management. Enlisted 
panchagavya were analysed through XRF spectroscopy in the laboratory of 
Centurion University of Technology and Management, Odisha, India. XRF 
analyses almost all chemical elements of periodic table present in the sample 
from atomic number 11(Sodium) to 92(Uranium) and detected the trace 
elements present in the drugs [8]. 

 
Procedure of sample collection 

For XRF analysis, samples were kept on a measuring cup, which was 
supported film and measured the reading in XRF spectrophotometer. This 
spectrometer has designed to measure samples in a cup with circular disks 
having radius between 5 to 50 mm. In early morning, the first urine and dung of 
cow was collected by using plastic vials. Fresh milk sample was collected from 
the same cow in plastic vial and after collection those were stored in the ice 
boxes and then transferred to laboratory for XRF analysis. For XRF analysis 10 
ml of each sample were transferred into measuring cups, with supported films 
and the readings were obtained from the XRF spectrophotometer. For XRF 
analysis, cow-dung was dried and crushed by using mortar and pestle. Through 
XRF analysis, the major, minor and trace elements present in the samples were 
detected. After analysing, the readings were recorded in the system. 

 
Results and Discussions 

This preliminary ethno-zoological study was undertaken in the tribal region 
of Mayaurbhanj District. This study was including local tribal people and 
Ayurvedic physician. According to them, they have been continuing the uses of 
traditional medicines from their ancient generations. There are some ethno-
zoological practices which have been continuing from their ancestors to till now 
[9].Different concentration of elements has been detected in panchagavya. The 
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analysis of multi-element composition of these products have presented in table-
1. 

 
Milk 
Cow milk contains Calcium, proteins,micro-nutrients,vitamins and carotenes 
etc. It is digested at ease and has bio-protective role. It has anti-ageing 
property[10]. Milk of cow can also be used as a fungicide[11,12]. It has 
antimicrobial properties as it contains IgA, lactoferrin, lysozyme, 
lactoperoxidase etc. [13,14]. Carotene of milk contains Vitamin A that enhances 
visual strength. Cow milk reduces acidity. It has good sugar for diabetic 
patients. Cow milk is best for infants with all essential nutrients. It also contains 
vitamin K to prevent anaemia in haemorrhagic disease of newborn. Fat content 
of cow milk prevents chances of colon, breast and skin cancer. Spread of cancer 
cells is suppressed by conjugated linoleic acid (CLA)[15]. Cow milk is utilized 
both in medicinal and spiritual purposes [16]. 
 
Urine 
Cow urine as a components of panchagavya, is a universal remedy for several 
aliments. Cow urine increases immunity and is hence considered as water of life 
or “Amrita”.Urine has antimicrobial property. Intense use of allopathy is now 
being replaced by cow urine: a natural product [17]. It enhances immune 
responses. Cow urine contains about 24 types of salts which are used in 
medicines to cure several diseases [18]. It can cure human aliments like 
constipation, piles, acidity, ulcer, diabetes, arteries blockage, blood pressure, 
cardiovascular disorders, asthma, eczema, cancer, AIDS, tuberculosis, bacterial 
infection, several gynecological problems, parkinson̕s disease, arthritis etc. 
Antibiotics resistance in microbes can be inhibited by administrating Gomutra 
along with antibiotics. It also helps in repairing of damaged DNA. Gomutra 
shows vital antifungal charterestices as it comprises quinolones and 
flavoquinolones. Cow urine is an anti ageing factor, prevent illness, hairloss and 
also used for skin and nail problem of the feet. Cow urine concoction (CUC) is 
useful for hypoglycaemia, liver disorder, anaemia, bacterial and fungal 
infections etc.[19,20]. 

The cow urine also has utilised in agricultural field.Cow urine is comprised 
of about 95% water, urea, minerals and salts; hormones (2.5%) and enzymes 
(2.5%); cytokine and lactose etc. Beside these it includes phosphorous, calcium, 
nitrogen, ammonia, manganese, potassium, urea,uric acids,carbonic acid; 
potash, and amino acids etc.. Copper is widely used as an antidote to destroy 
diseases. Amino acids and cytokines have significant potential in boosting 
immunity hence cow urine can balance several physiological disorders. Ark 
prepared by distilling urine and collecting vapour is used to prepare ayurvedic 
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remedies[21]. Ark has significant effect on cancer. This therapy is cost-effective 
and devoid of any side effects. 

 
Cow dung 
Cow dung has antibacterial and antiseptic properties. It also has antifungal 
activity [22,23]. It is most effective for skin when mixed and crushed with neem 
leaves. It is also effective in toothaches and in destroying causative agents of 
infection. Fresh cow dung is pure but once it has been laid on the ground 
awhile, it starts to change its characteristics [24].  
 
Ghee 
Ghee is very useful for skin. Immuno-stimulant property of cow ghee has been 
specified by rise in neutrophil adhesion, delayed type hypersensitivity (DTH) 
and haemagglutination (HA) responses in mice [26]. It is combined with 
specific herbals to cure skin diseases and healing of wounds when mixed with 
honey [27]. Panchagavya ayurvedic formulation containing E. officinalis, 
G.glabra, and ghee is sensitive in nature. Ghee also shows hepatoprotective 
activity in rat liver against tetra chloride poisoning [28]. Caraka described 
Amrta Cow ghee as “ambrosia for curing all types of poisons”. Cow ghee has 
some unique characteristics that is vital for human heath such as it stimulates 
cellular regeneration and immune system, stimulates the brain, reduces hair loss, 
used in chronic cough, eye disorders, in epilepsy, several neurological disorders, 
to check nose bleed, improves health of teeth and gums, etc. [29].  
 
Table 4 XRF analysis of Panchagavya 
 
Elements 

Constituents of Panchagabya 
 
Milk urine curd ghee Cow dung 

P 0.160% 543.3ppm 0.145% 256.1ppm  
S 648.0ppm 254.5ppm 329.8ppm 90.8ppm  
Cl 0.248% 0.709% 0.167% 5.1ppm 2.166% 
K 0.183% 1.310% 0.218%   
Ca 0.196%  0.180% 89.0ppm  
Mn 2.3ppm 0.0ppm  0.0ppm  
Fe 22.6ppm 17.3ppm 22.6ppm 19.3ppm  
Co 0.0ppm 0.0ppm 8.7ppm 0.0ppm  
Zn 4.0ppm  4.6ppm   
Br 7.4ppm 8.9ppm 4.3ppm  40.5ppm 
Rb 4.5ppm 17.8ppm 6.2ppm   
Sn 24.2ppm  46.0ppm 35.3ppm  
Eu 24.7ppm 20.3ppm  0.0ppm  
Er 62.2ppm 68.4ppm  84.9ppm  
Gd    13.4ppm  
CH2    99.941%  
Re 0.7ppm  0.8ppm   
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H2O 99.133% 97.887% 99.247%   
Dy  14.3ppm    
CuO     970.8ppm 
ZnO     0.111% 
Al2O3     3.897% 
Nio     7.0ppm 
As2O3     3.4ppm 
Rb2O2     183.1ppm 
Sro     147.2ppm 
Y2O3     8.8ppm 
ZrO2     371.7ppm 
Eu2O3     0.168% 
Yb2o3     5.0ppm 
OSO4     0.0ppm 
PbO     23.5ppm 
CO2     0.0ppm 
SiO2     57.551% 
P2O5     8.858% 
SO3     3.531% 
V2O5     255.9ppm 
K2O     5.822% 
CaO     10.225% 
TiO2     0.634% 
Cr2O3     195.9ppm 
Fe2O3     5.827% 
MnO     1.029% 
 
Curd  
Curd acts as blood purifier and is very essential for haematological problems. It 
is also called “Tridoshnashak”, “Vatanashak”, “Pittanashak”, and most effective 
in gastrointestinal disorders like piles. Cow curd is an efficient probiotic often 
considered as digestive, nutritive and useful in gastrointestinal disorders by 
observing the growth of harmful entities. There are lots of lactic acid producing 
bacteria present in curd that produces antifungal metabolites viz. cyclic 
dipeptides, phenyllactic acid as well as proteinaceous compounds and 3-
hydroxylated fatty acid [25]. 
Panchagavya products 
Medicines prepared from Panchgavya enhance immune resistance and to fight 
against various diseases. Many general remedies are derived from panchgavya 
like massage oil,hair oil, shampoo,soap, tooth paste and various cosmetics etc.  
Currently, these are providing safety use of cosmetic products over the toxic 
chemical products being used. Many of these also increase immune 
competence. It is considered that the substitute therapeutic approaches like 
cowpathy should overcome the adverse effect of antibiotics, drug resistance 
improvement and existence of antibiotic residues in food chain [30]. 
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Efficiency of panchagavya therapy  
Cowpathy is an alternative therapeutic approach for safeguarding human health. 
Panchgavya has some significant impacts on immune system as it enhances 
cellular and humoral immune responses and acts as anti-aging factor by 
repairing the damage DNA. Cowpathy can maintain the human health in the 
scenario where the immunity is reducing drastically because of environmental 
pollutants present in the food chain. Its antifungal properties can be useful for 
the soil fertility [31,32]. 
 
 Conclusion 
Now people are using panchagavya or cowpathy to get safe and better outcome 
over allopathy. It is the best therapy for curing different diseases as its non-toxic 
and can be easily obtained from indigenous domestic cow. This therapy needs 
more attention for researchers, physicians as well as the public in current 
practices.From the XRF analysis it is concluded that the components contained 
in these products are very useful in treating life threatening disorders. These 
products are being used by the ayurvedic specialists since thousands of years. 
Modern man after using lots of artificial chemical products now is getting 
attracted towards these precious natural products. Scientific validation is 
required for the pharmaceutical study. This therapy is widely accepted not only 
in traditional people but also in advance scientific society. Therefore, it is 
necessary to integrate advance science with ancient vedic science to promote the 
applications of cowpathy for challenging the investigations.  
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Abstract 
The study sought to study the benefits of reading habits among students of 
Residential Schools. DEAR is the Telangana Social Welfare Residential 
Educational Institutions Society's (TSWREIS) new curricular activity to 
inculcate reading culture among students. The TSWREIS believes in seamless 
experimentation and syncing with the emerging trends in the education space.  
DEAR is a phrase that stands for Drop Everything And Read.  During DEAR 
time, students have to stop whatever they are doing and read for 20 minutes on 
hearing a long bell during school hours. This time used for reading something 
other than textbooks, like newspapers, novels, or magazines. All the 
stakeholders from principal to Day watchman in the school must participate in 
this program. Residential schools are providing high quality holistic and value-
based education to marginalized children on par with the other advantaged 
children in the country. This society is passionately working to place the poorest 
among the Scheduled Castes in the prosperous orbit through quality education 
for the last 35 years. This TSWREIS, with 268 institutions with 150000 
students, has been providing quality education in English medium up to 
graduation. The TSWREIS believes that education is the right medium by 
which the lives of marginalized children can be transformed in social and 
economic spheres, thereby cultivating a new generation of marginalized 
students in Telangana, who can lead the country in the 21st century.  
 
Key Words:  TSWREIS, DEAR, Students, Residential School, Reading. 
 
Introduction 
Drop Everything And Read time, known as DEAR time, is a time regularly set 
aside in the classroom schedule for both students and their teachers to "drop 
everything and read."  Dear time conducted every Saturday, about 20 minutes 
from 12.10 PM to 12.30 PM.  DEAR is a co-curricular activity that supplements 
the regular reading program by encouraging independent reading. It is an 
integral part of the daily classroom schedule.  It is scheduled for the same time 
each day; thus, students recognize that DEAR time is a priority and can look 
forward to this particular period.  It becomes a regular part of the classroom 
activity; each student should bring a book from home or select a book from the 
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library before DEAR time begins.  When the time arrives, every student should 
prepare to pull out a pre-selected book and begin to read immediately. Students 
have to write recommendations for their books and post these in the DEAR 
binder so that other students may read the book reviews.  These reviews will 
help current and future students in their book selections.   
DEAR is the time in school where virtually everyone, including the principal, 
teachers, and students, picks up their books and begin to read for 20 minutes. 
Reading is primary to functioning in today's society. It is a crucial skill required 
for success and accomplishment. Reading is valued because it aids the growth 
and development of the human mind. It is like any other muscle in our human 
bodies. Our body needs regular exercise. Starting this training from an early age 
will not only help develop the imagination and language skills, but it allows a 
child to discover new things, ideas, and build on their word bank. Reading 
assists children to improve vocabulary and is instrumental in how words can be 
used in different contexts. Good readers will have a positive self-image and be 
confident in how they conduct themselves in different social settings. 
 
Literature Review 
Reading is a password to success. Ernest Hemingway stated that there is no 
friend as loyal as a book.  Marilyn Jager Adams (1990) stated in her synthesis 
of reading research that if we want children to read well, we must find a way to 
induce them to read lots. Palani (2012) revealed that reading habit is an 
essential and vital aspect for creating a literate society in this world. Reading 
habit shapes the personality of individuals, and it helps them to develop proper 
thinking methods and creates new ideas. Bhan and Gupta (2010) examined 
study habits and academic achievement among the students belonging to 
scheduled caste and non-scheduled caste groups. The results pointed out that 
sex has no significant impact on the study habits and academic achievement of 
students. Singh (2011) worked on academic achievement and study habits of 
higher secondary students, and the result indicates that girls and boys differ 
significantly in their study habits and academic achievement.  
 
Dadzie (2008) said that Reading is the ability to understand words contained in 
a document and make use of the knowledge for personal growth and 
development. Green (2001) writes that Reading habits formed at an 
impressionable young age in school, but once formed, it can last one's lifetime. 
Shafi & Loan (2010) explained that the reading habit influences the promotion 
of one’s personal development in particular and social progress in general. Lone 
(2011)  made clear that Regular and systematic reading sharpens the intellect, 
refines the emotions, elevates tastes and provides perspectives for one's living, 
and thereby prepares a person for active participation in the social, religious, 
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cultural and political life. Satija  (2002)  expressed that "A dumb person 
becomes a communicator and a lame climbs mountains of knowledge through 
reading,"  and  Reading fires the imagination of a person and adds new sight to 
one's eyes and new wisdom to the mind.   

Research Questions 
The present study answers the following questions 
1)  What are the benefits of the DEAR program to the residential students? 
2) What are the facilities available for implementing the DEAR program?  
3) What is the feedback of students?  
 
Objectives of the Study  
This paper addressed the following objectives 
1)  To explore the benefits of the DEAR program to the residential students  
2) To find out the facilities available for implementing the DEAR program 
3) To highlight the feedback of school students. 
 
Methodology 
 It is Qualitative research and followed the Descriptive Survey approach. 
Students, Teachers, Principals, and Non-teaching staff are the participants of the 
study. The research sample selected randomly from the population. 
Data for the study collected from three sources, they are 
 (1)      Documents available in the Welfare Residential Schools  
(2)       Responses of 120 Teachers, Principals and Non-teaching staff with   the 
help of Interview schedule 
(3)       Feedback and response from the 200 students with the help of a 
questionnaire and an Interview schedule 

Results and Discussion 
All the stakeholders of institutions, they are principals, teachers, students, and 
office staff, including office subordinates, are participating in the DEAR time. It 
is conducted every Saturday from 12.10 pm to 12.30 pm. During 20 minutes of 
DEAR time, every person in the school, from the principal to the class IV 
employee, had to drop everything and read. The society established a well-
equipped library in each school with all sort of books. Storybooks, newspapers, 
magazines, literature books are available in the library. In school, each 
classroom has its classroom library. The class teacher collects the details of 
favorite reading books from students. On Saturday, kids' favorite books are 
available in the classroom library. During DEAR time, the student picks up his 
favorite book from the classroom library and reads for 20 minutes. Students 
have to read any book other than textbooks. The benefits of self-reading are 
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bountiful: students develop extensive vocabularies, build stamina, acquire 
problem-solving skills, and understand how reading works. Students are writing 
recommendations for their books and post these in the DEAR binder so that 
other students may read the book reviews. These reviews are helping students in 
their book selections. 
 
Self-reading or independent reading is essential for multiple reasons.  The 
TSWREIS Children are exposing to thousands of words by merely reading 20 
minutes a week. They are learning and picking up new vocabulary. This reading 
time is helping the students to get success in different ways. The students are 
improving critical thinking skills, writing skills by making them get exposed to 
new authors and new books. The DEAR time is an integral part of the daily or 
weekly classroom schedule time and supplements the regular reading program 
by encouraging independent reading.  It is scheduled for the same time each 
week so students recognize that it is a priority and so that they can look forward 
to this particular period. 
 
Residential school students are reading a wide range of print books to build an 
understanding of texts, of themselves, and the cultures of India and the world; to 
acquire new information; to respond to the needs and demands of society, and 
for personal fulfillment. Among these texts are fiction and nonfiction, classic 
and contemporary works. The Society students are reading a wide range of 
literature to build an understanding of philosophical, ethical, aesthetic 
dimensions of human experience. Students apply a wide range of strategies to 
comprehend, interpret, evaluate, and appreciate texts. School students 
participate as knowledgeable, reflective, creative, and critical members of a 
variety of literacy communities. Students use language to accomplish their 
purposes, for learning, enjoyment, persuasion, and the exchange of information. 
 
Teachers are improving the reading habit of the students and turning them into 
lifelong learners, and it is quite crucial for building a knowledge society. 
Reading books is essential because it equips students with the necessary 
knowledge and understanding, not only for building their own life but also for 
contributing positively to the socio-economic development of the nation. Based 
on the results of the study, the following recommendations made to improve the 
reading habit of school students. Various extension activities such as book week 
celebration, the formation of readers clubs, reading and writing workshops, 
book talks, quizzes, and other competitions can efficiently be conducted in the 
schools in order to attract more students to the reading. The involvement of 
different subject teachers can also be sought for these activities, and it is 
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essential to think of improving the reading habits of the students. Various 
library extension activities will be of great help to this regard. 
 
Every second Saturday, the school management holds a Parents Committee 
meeting, and it leads to disruption, this meeting should be conducted on other 
days. A significant number of students and parents thought that Drop 
Everything and Read should be organized every day rather than once a week. 
Reading will continue on all weekdays because of the research showing that 
students who read more, do better academically in all subject areas. Some 
teachers and students asked for a better selection of books, especially in the 
higher classes. The majority of school children (over 85%) know what Drop 
Everything And Read is quite useful and understand the thinking behind it: that 
frequent reading improves the life chances and emotional intelligence of our 
children. A significant number of parents reported that their children have 
started to read more since the society started Drop Everything and Read 
program in schools. Significant numbers of reluctant readers have been 
switched on to reading. They are not very intrigued by books, but since 'DEAR,' 
they have started reading books that suit them well. Most students think that the 
first period is the best time for Drop Everything and Read activity to take place. 
 
Benefits of DEAR: 
 Students who read often and widely get better at it: Practice makes 

perfect in almost everything humans do, and reading is no different. 
 Exercises children’s brain: Reading is a complex task for the human brain 

rather than watching TV. Reading strengthens brain connections and builds 
new connections.  

 Improves concentration: Children have to sit still and quietly so that they 
can focus on the story when they are reading. If the read often, they will 
develop the skill to do this for longer. 

 Teaches the student about the world around them: Through reading a 
variety of books, children learn about people, places, and events outside of 
their own experience. 

 Improves vocabulary and language skills: DEAR time provides the 
opportunity to learn the meanings of many new words in context. Children 
can excitingly discover word definitions and learn new words as they read. 
They absorb information on how to structure sentences and how to use words 
and other language features effectively in their writing and speaking. 

 Develops a student's imagination: As children read, their brains translate 
the descriptions they read of people, places, and things into pictures. While 
they are engaged in a story, they also imagine how a character is feeling. 
Young kids then bring this knowledge into their everyday play. 
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 Helps children to develop empathy: As students develop, they begin to 
imagine how they would feel in that situation.  

 It is fun: Reading can be relaxing, funny, exciting, thrilling, and much, much 
more. Students who read tend to have a more varied range of words to 
express how they feel and to get their point across. Students who read for 
pleasure make progress in academics over time. Reading for pleasure brings 
a broader vocabulary and enables the child to take on new concepts. 

 Achieve better in school: Reading promotes achievement in all subjects, not 
just examinations. Students who are good readers tend to achieve better 
across the curriculum. 
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Abstract 
Cultural translation is a discipline that includes various facets of translation 
studies that consider cultural contexts between people, their way of living, 
language, food, medication, and so on. The flowering of regional literatures and 
their translations has produced an influx of new scholarly creations in Kerala 
especially among the minority sections. This study aims to analyse the cultural 
practices of a tribal community as portrayed in Narayan’s Kocharethi, the first 
tribal novel that focuses on the life, beliefs and culture of the ‘Malayarayar’ 
tribe. The indigenous Malayarayan tribes are deeply rooted in their culture. 
Their unique practises, the ways of living and their silent resistance are made 
known to a wider audience through various nuances of translation. While the 
original source of Kocharethi is in Malayalam and also includes the 
Malayarayan slang, it is translated into English for making it accessible to the 
non- native readers. The present paper critiques the cultural practices of the 
Malayarayan tribe which is better understood through translation and checks 
how far the translated version has retained the essence of the original text.  
 
Keywords: Cultural translation, Tribes, ‘Malayarayan’, Cultural 
untranslatability. 
 
Introduction 

The increasing popularity of regional literatures and their translations 
has produced an influx of new scholarly creations in Kerala especially among 
the minority sections comprising the dalits, tribes and adivasis.  The state of 
Kerala consists of thirty-two different kinds of tribal communities or adivasis 
spread throughout the Western Ghats. The Adivasis are a group of indigenous 
people who live in close communion with nature. Among the different varieties 
of adivasi tribes, the ‘Malayarayans’ occupy an important position because of 
their unique cultural practices, beliefs and ways of living. Traditionally the 
Malayarayans are the inhabitants of the hilly areas and they are also termed as 
‘arachar’ which means ruler. There are several writers who represented the 
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tribal life through their works but most of them were not able to voice the trials 
and tribulations of the tribal lives in their true sense. Most of the research 
studies done on adivasi and tribal literature focus on the anthropological, 
folkloric and marginalised aspects and no extensive studies have been done to 
analyse the language and cultural practices of these tribes employing the 
theoretical standpoints of cultural translationalists. The present paper adopts the 
standard techniques of textual analysis as a mode of research strategy. The 
chosen text for study is Narayan’s Kocharethi  and its English translation. 
Drawing deeply from oral traditions to underscore the earthly tensions of an 
adivasi society, Narayan’s Kocharethi unfolds the Malayarayars’ changing 
perceptions of  land, their possessions and dispossessions to the challenge of 
preserving myths, custom and belief system. While the original source of the 
text is in Malayalam and also includes the Malayarayan slang, it is translated 
into English by Catherine Thankamma as Kocharethi: The Araya Woman for 
making it accessible to the non-native readers. In this view the present paper 
attempts to critique the cultural practices of the Malayarayan tribes  and checks 
how far the translated version has retained the essence of the original text. 

 
Cultural Translation: An Overview 

Translation of regional literatures into English is a very important trend 
in the twentieth century as it reveals the political, social and local issues and is 
expressed on the global platform. During the contemporary times, people 
migrate for socio-economic or geo-political reasons wherein a number of 
cultures meet with each other resulting in a multicultural coexistence. 
Therefore, Cultural translation is a discipline that includes various facets of 
translation studies that consider cultural contexts between people and their 
livelihoods. It is one such area that can facilitate relocations and familiarise 
people by bridging cultural gaps and ensure peace and harmony. Translation, 
when analysed from the perspective of cultural studies is the mediation between 
plurality of cultures and the unity of humanity. This plurality between cultures 
can be mediated through a cultural negotiation between the source language 
culture and target language culture with respect to a given source text. During 
the course of such a negotiation, the translator should faithfully adhere to the 
demands of the target readers in maintaining the essence of the original text. To 
maintain this essence, a translator employs equivalent words if he or she cannot 
come up with a perfect substitute for a term in the source text. The non-
equivalence factor of the source text paves the way for a cultural negotiation 
between the source and target language. Apart from lexical concerns, cultural 
issues are also equally important for translation studies. Anthropologists 
emphasise that culture is a social construct and it is not biologically transmitted. 
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Culture is shared among members of a community who coexist with each other 
and it is not restricted to individuals alone.  

Being a social construction, it is observed that the culture of the 
mainstream people dominate the minority population. This same domination 
was very well evident in the colonisation of India by the British when they 
forced their so called ‘civilised’ culture into Indian mindset. They considered it 
as the White Man’s Burden to civilise the natives. Thus India faced the problem 
of multicultural identity which was constructed for them. Language is the most 
important system within culture as it is through language people interact with 
each other. The flowering of regional works is an inspiration for the writers, 
especially from the minority section to voice out their concerns. The subaltern 
should be heard for which they have to speak for themselves through literary 
works. Translation has resolved the differences of language barriers through a 
cultural negotiation wherein the source language text is translated into the target 
language for providing easy access to the non-native audience and for unveiling 
the anonymity of the marginalised tribes. 

 
Malayarayans and their Cultural Practices 

Narayan, a tribal writer who hails from the Malayarayan community 
and the first tribal novelist in Malayalam literature has gained immense 
popularity with his narration of the life and cultural struggles of these tribes. His 
debut novel Kocharethi depicts the history, traditions and travails of the 
Malayarayans of Kerala in the twentieth century. The novel also serves as a 
testimony to the sufferings and hardships that this community underwent with 
the advent of modernisation. G.S.Jayasree, in her introduction to Kocharethi 
describes Malayarayans as: 

A class of hill tribes, who are little more civilised than the Mannans, 
and have fixed abodes in the slopes of high mountain ranges. Their 
villages are fine looking, with trees and palms all around. (xix)  

Through Thankamma’s English translation of the novel, the Malayarayan 
community was better understood by a wider audience. In the translator’s note, 
Catherine Thankamma writes,  

In today’s world of shrinking boundaries, people are under 
constant pressure to confront difference and negotiate with the 
reality of difference. By making an alien and unfamiliar socio-
cultural terrain accessible to the target reader, translation 
performs a vital mediatory function between two cultures. (ix) 

Narayan also does the same thing while writing Kocharethi, he vividly relies on 
his memory to translate the experiences of the tribe into a book. The novel 
explores the innocence of the Malayarayans who did not consider land as a 
‘property’, and they did not understand the notion of individuals possessing 
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lands under their names. The words like ‘you’ and ‘me’ which represents an 
‘advanced’ society was absent in their community.  G.S.Jayasree states: 

It is always us, a feeling of being one with the hills and waters, 
animals and men. He does not own any land, but the land is his, 
as much as it belongs to anyone else in the community.(xvi)  

The people who are outside this canon calls them ‘uncivilised’ as they 
are not aware of the primordial customs of the Malayarayans and their liaison 
with nature. This connection was distorted when external capitalist forces came 
to do business in the Arayan settlement. They get easily cheated in the hands of 
traders and were subjected to other modes of exploitation in the form of 
religious conversions. Christian and Muslim traders evaded the dwellings of the 
Malayarayans when they get information about the ripening of pepper or 
cashew nuts. Moreover, the Arayans ignorance in financial matters also makes 
them highly vulnerable. The sophistication that the Christians and Hindus 
offered them in the form of education was readily accepted by the tribe for 
developing their living standards. “If Christianity made overt attempts to win 
over the souls of the Malayarayars, Hindu orthodoxy was not far behind in its 
attempts at ‘civilizing’ them” (xxvi). Thus at the material level all these 
religions offered access to education and thereby helped them to handle trade 
and commerce in a better way. This form of compartmentalization was 
unknown to them as they couldn’t understand institutionalized concept of 
religion.  

Speaking of the varied cultural practices of Malayarayans that make 
them separate from other tribes is the unique codes that they follow like bodily 
codes, verbal codes, commodity codes, behavioural codes and so on. For the 
faithful adherence of these codes, they have their own defined rules and 
regulations. If any member of the tribe breaches any of the laws he or she would 
be considered as an outcaste by the entire Malayarayan community. Rituals are 
also ingrained in their day to day lives and are passed on from one generation to 
the other. The women community or ‘Kocharethi’ as they are called followed 
social taboos related to menstruation which was highly essential for them. Each 
hut had an eettappera or a period house into which a woman is sent during her 
menstruation and also during her childbirth. A girl during the time of her 
menstruation is supposed to remain inside this period house without venturing 
outside, entering kitchen or touching anyone. Another myth related to 
menstruation was the crying of theendari bird. Kunjipennu, the female 
protagonist of the novel hears the cry of the theendari bird and realises that she 
has been matured into womanhood. All these practices and their faithful 
observances mark their unique identity. The translator has tried to retain these 
culture specific words like ‘eettappera’, ‘theendari’ by not translating them as 
they have deep cultural references. The aesthetic charm of these words cannot 
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be retained if translated to English as the target audience follows a different 
culture and such practices may be unacceptable for them. The cultural 
untranslatability of such words has been taken care with an explanation of their 
meaning in the glossary. Catherine Thankamma brilliantly deals with the 
nuances of such dialectical influence on the language through her effective 
translation. When the essence is retained, culture is understood and thus their 
identity as a separate human being is also accepted.  

 
Dialectal Variations seen in the Source and Target Text of Kocharethi 

The English translation of Kocharethi is done in such a manner that 
Thankamma has tried her maximum to retain the essence of the original text 
through literal translation. Majority of the words with deep cultural contexts do 
not have equivalence in English for which the translator provides footnotes for 
the reader. Each and every translation has its own reader and it is the duty of the 
translator to make allowances for the “ideal reader”. A translator’s major 
difficulty is to create a new ideal reader who can understand and grasp the 
cultural differences. The Malayarayan pattuakal or folk songs form an integral 
part of their tradition. These are basically forest songs and can be seen as a 
testimony of cultural translation. It is very difficult to translate these songs into 
target language because of the absence of musical rhythms, their varied modes 
of expression, orality, unexplained symbols, similes and metaphors. Therefore, 
the English translation of Kocharethi lacks a true aesthetic appeal. This is 
evident in the symbolic description of the folk songs shown in the source text 
and target text: 

Source text: “Eee malayude thala orikal pottitherikum. Kallukalum, 
parakalum atahashichukond orunduvarum. Mannuidinjum maram 
vinum aalukal marikum. marikate. Enik onnu pottikarayanum. 
Malayude hridayamirbunathu arum kelkunila.” (156-157) 
Target text: “One day the peak of this hill will crack to bits; rocks and 
stones will come roaring down; people will die, buried in the debris of 
landslides and falling trees...Let them die. I want to cry without 
restraint...No one seems to hear the sobbing heart of this hill. ” (183) 
 By making a comparison of the above two passages, it is evident that 

all culture specific words of their community cannot be translated with perfect 
equivalence from the source to the target language. The deep cultural 
significance of certain words makes it untranslatable as language and culture 
always go hand in hand. The intricacy of the tribal dialect which follows a 
colloquial rhyme and pitch are also intricate to be translated, consequently, their 
speech patterns break the entire caucus of fictional writing. Susan Bassnett, a 
famous translation theorist discusses the connection between language and 
culture and the issues of translation in the text Translation Studies as: 
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“Language, then is the heart within the body of culture, and it is the 
interaction between the two that results in the continuation of life-
energy” (Translation Studies,14).  
Cultural untranslatability can be regarded as one of the central issues in 

the process of translation as language and culture remains embedded with each 
other.  Language is the medium which makes communication between people 
possible and can be regarded as a guide to social reality. No two languages are 
similar as experiences, social realities of people differ according to various 
culture. All such differences create separate labels for each community and thus 
make them unique. A translator has to appreciate such uniqueness and has to be 
well equipped to deal with all such challenges. Catherine Thankamma in one of 
her interview tells that she personally met Narayan before translating the work 
which gave her clear insights into the lives of the Malayarayans. She takes due 
care to maintain the authenticity of certain words which do not have a substitute 
in English. These Malayarayan  idioms like  ‘Vishu’ for harvest festival, 
‘Kappa’ which means tapioca, ‘kaavi’ for bird, ‘chakram’ for money, ‘ezhuku’ 
for tree, ‘penne’ for addressing a girl,  ‘chekan’ for a boy etc are some of the 
culture specific terms and it remains untranslatable. Narayan was criticized for 
his Malayalam version of the novel for not following a literary style. It was also 
identified that the certain structural, linguistic and stylistic aspects that typify a 
literary work was also missing in the original text. Thankamma tackles this 
structure of criticism in her English translation by evading a plain literal and 
verbatim translation. Catherine has attended to certain omissions and inclusion 
in the tribal lingo, to authentically portray the Malarayan beliefs, attitudes, 
standard of living, and other such cultural essentials. Narayan, through his 
characters speaks about the various lifestyle of the Malayarayan community 
starting from Ittyadi Arayan and his children, Kunjadichan and Kunjipennu. The 
author has brilliantly depicted three generations of the Arayan community 
starting from Ittyadi the father, Kunjipennu and ending with Parvati, the 
daughter of Kochuraman and Kunjipennu. Each and every generation follows 
their own living standards. This diverse way of living hints at the plural 
existence of people, their language, culture and so on. When a translator accepts 
this plurality between two languages, it is easy to approach the question of 
untranslatability in translation process. This problem of untranslatability focuses 
on the loss and gain endured during the process of translation. Ittyadi’s life is 
based on primeval standards and he is highly superstitious, linking every aspects 
of life with religion. Ittyadi Arayan, a Velichapad (one who performs rituals to 
please gods and ensures the protection of the community) believes in divine 
intervention and waits for the same when it comes to treating people. This is 
very well evident when one of the characters called Chirutha was provided with 
a sacred thread to wear for treating her ailment. This traditional way of curing 
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diseases cannot be put into practice as Ittyadi is only a Velichapad and not a 
doctor who can cure disease scientifically. If Ittyadi has to be accepted, his 
treating methods should be translated to be accepted by majority. His treating 
method includes strict adherence to certain cultural practices which remains 
culturally untranslatable. This way of medication by combining religious beliefs 
was eliminated by the time when other characters like Kochuraman comes into 
picture. When Kunjipennu develops a dangerous rash, it was Kochuraman’s 
treatment that saves her, thereby putting an end to Ittyadi’s religious medication. 
Thus Kochuraman was regarded as the Vaijyan (doctor) for the entire 
Malayarayan community. On the other hand, Parvati unlike her father 
Kochuraman defies all traditions of the tribe and seeks a better pasture by 
migrating into city and also marries her lover, Padmanabhan. A different 
dimension in their development is seen when Kochuraman is taken to the 
hospital for treatment by Parvati and Padmanabhan. Even after being a vaijyan 
to the Arayans, Kochuraman fails to make sense of the modern ways of 
medication: 

“Kochuraman underwent blood, urine and x-ray tests. The doctor told 
Padmanabhan that Kochuraman’s blood was low. They would wait for 
two weeks as he had to undergo a major operation” (Thankamma, 203). 
All these different approaches show how the Malayarayans have 

adapted themselves to modernity and how they either succumb to the 
circumstances or retreats back into their primeval existence.  This lack of 
sameness is the same issue encountered by each and every translator who comes 
up with different versions of translations. A work may have dozen different 
versions of translations but, among all those dozen versions lay the invariant 
core of the original text. This invariant core is the actual meaning of the text and 
also the essence retained by the translator as an end product of translation. If 
Thankamma’s translation of Kocharethi is from Malayalam to English, Narayan 
has also done a similar translation when he represented his community and their 
cultural practices.  

 
Conclusion 

When the Malayarayan culture was presented with full authenticity by 
Narayan, he was able to erase all misrepresentations of his own community. 
Thus the paper has successfully traced the cultural ethos of the Malayarayan 
tribe and also shows how these ethos construct identities to distinguish them 
from others. In the case of the adivasi lingo, a complete translation reflecting the 
true essence of the native tradition was not seen in English version of 
Kocharethi. Talking about this untranslatability of language and culture, Joanna 
L. Siegel in Literary Translation as a Nexus of Language Planning says, 
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“ Each language has its own genius, an essence that naturally 
sets it apart from all other languages and reflect something of 
the soul of its culture or people”(124). 

Hence, it can be concluded that culture remains untranslatable and a 
translator can only strive for a perfect translation which always remains a myth. 
The study helps to do further research to explore the artistic inventiveness of a 
translator in employing literary devices that would maintain the uniqueness of 
the source text without impeding its meaning. At the same time it can also 
facilitate in meeting the literary rudiments that could make it effortlessly 
apparent to the global audience so that they develop some awareness of the 
harsh realities of the minority communities and their misrepresentations. 
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Introduction 
Stock market forms a strong base in the development of countries. Stock market 
is the market which deals with the buying and selling of financial assets such as 
shares, debentures, bonds, etc. Stock market usually functions through stock 
exchanges. Stock exchanges act as platforms for the trading of shares and 
debentures of the companies which are listed in those stock exchanges. 
Indian Capital market is broadly divided into two: Primary market and 
secondary market. Financial assets are first issued in the primary market. The 
primary market is also known by another name which the new issues market. 
The already issued shares and debentures are traded in the secondary market 
wherein stock exchanges are the medium for the trade. A stock exchange is an 
exchange where stock brokers and traders can buy and sell shares of stock, bond 
and other securities. 
India has two major stock exchanges – National Stock Exchange (NSE) and 
Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE). Most of the share trading in India happens 
through these two stock exchanges though there more than 20 in the nation. 
BSE is the oldest in Asia and has a huge market capitalization. NSE which 
started operating from 1994 introduced modern, fully automated screen based 
trading system that facilitates easy trading for the investors who are spread 
across the length and breadth of the country.  
Macro economy refers to the aggregate economy of a nation. The aggregate data 
such as the national income, per capita income, average industrial production, 
GDP, gold price, etc. are macroeconomic variables which affect the whole 
economy or arises from the aggregate economy. 
The present study aims to analyze the relationship between the macroeconomic 
variables and BSE Sensex and the impact of the various macroeconomic 
variables on BSE Index. 
 
Literature Review 
Singh P. (2014) Pooja Singh in her research paper titled ‘Indian stock market 
and macroeconomic factors in current scenario’ shows that there has been a 
significant impact of gold, money supply, exchange rates and foreign 
institutional investors on the stock market. The stock market is adversely 
impacted by the exchange rates.  
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Srivastava (2010) Aman Srivastava in his research paper titled ‘Relevance of 
Macro Economic factors for the Indian Stock Market’ finds that the upcoming 
economies like India, in long term are more affected by domestic 
macroeconomic factors than global factors. The major domestic macroeconomic 
factors which affect the stock market in long run are industrial production; 
wholesale price index and interest rate. 
 
Bhunia & Mukhuti (2013) Amalendu Bhunia and Somnath Mukhuti in their 
research paper titled ‘The impact of domestic gold price on stock price indices-
An empirical study of Indian stock exchanges’ reveals that BSE and NSE are 
positively associated with domestic gold prices in the period of study. 
 
Statement of the problem 
Stock market is an important element in any economy. The giant economies 
often are seen to have very active stock markets. The financial strength of an 
economy is also very much reflected in the extent to which the stock market 
functions in a country. Stock market of an economy indicates the proper 
investment of the savings of the people. There exist different variables in the 
macro economy of a nation which have the potential for influencing the stock 
market. These are factors which affect the economy of a nation as a whole. The 
present study deals with the influence of macroeconomic factors on BSE stock 
index. The study focuses on the relationship between the selected 
macroeconomic variables and BSE Sensex. 
 
Objectives of the study 
The objectives of the study are as follows: 
 To understand the various macroeconomic variables influencing the 

secondary market. 
 To learn about BSE Sensex and its movements over from 1991-92. 
 To analyze the relationship and impact of macroeconomic variables on BSE 

Index. 
 

Research Methodology 
The present study is an Analytical Research. The data is collected for the period 
from 1991 to 2017. Calendar year is considered for the study. Secondary data 
are used which are collected from the Handbook of Statistics on Indian 
Economy maintained by the Reserve Bank of India, Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development (OECD) website and from other authentic 
websites. The study takes into consideration only few macroeconomic factors 
such as Industrial production index, Wholesale price index, Inflation rate, Gold 
prices, Crude oil prices, GDP and Exchange rate as independent variables. Only 
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BSE Sensex is taken as the dependent variable leaving the different stock 
indices of India.  
Descriptive statistics, Correlation and Regression are used to analyze the data 
using SPSS. For the purpose of hypothesis testing, the confidence level is taken 
to be 95%. 
 
Result and Discussion 
First Hypothesis Test results (Correlation Test): 
Null Hypothesis: There is no significant relationship between macroeconomic 
factors and BSE Sensex. 
Alternate Hypothesis: There is significant relationship between macroeconomic 
factors and BSE Sensex.  
The following are the results of the correlation test done to test the first 
hypothesis: 
 There is a very high degree of positive correlation between Inflation rate 

and BSE Sensex as the r value is 0.948. 
 There is a very high degree of positive correlation between Gold rate and 

BSE Sensex as the r value is 0.915. 
  There is a positive correlation between Crude oil rate and BSE Sensex as 

the r value is 0.674. 
 There is a very high degree of positive correlation between GDP and BSE 

Sensex as the r value is 0.967. It is the highest of all the correlations 
between the macroeconomic variables and BSE Sensex 30. 

 There is a fairly high degree of positive correlation between Exchange rate 
and BSE Sensex as the r value is 0.821. 

 There is a very low degree of positive correlation between IIP and BSE 
Sensex as the r value is 0.265. 

 There is a negative correlation between WPI and BSE Sensex as the r value 
is (-0.232). 

The test results show that the correlation is statistically significant for all except 
for IIP and WPI. The p value is 0.182 for the correlation between IIP and BSE 
Sensex and 0.245 for the correlation between WPI and BSE Sensex which is 
more than the significance level selected which is 0.05. Since most of the 
macroeconomic factors have p value less than 0.05 it can be concluded that the 
null hypothesis is rejected, it means that there is a significant relationship 
between macroeconomic factors and BSE Sensex. 
 
Second Hypothesis Test results (Regression Test): 
Null Hypothesis: There is no significant impact of macroeconomic factors on 
BSE Sensex. 
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Alternate Hypothesis: There is significant impact of macroeconomic factors on 
BSE Sensex. 
The following are the results of the regression test done to test the second 
hypothesis:  

 Model Summary table: 
R Square value is 0.955. Taken as set, the predictors Inflation rate, Gold rate, 
Crude Oil rate, GDP, Exchange rate, IIP and WPI account for 95.5% of the 
variance in BSE Sensex. 

 ANOVA table: 
The ANOVA table significance level is 0.000 which is less than the 0.05. Hence 
we can infer that the model for regression is significant. The overall regression 
model was significant, F(7,19) = 57.654, P<0.001, R2 =0.955. 

 Coefficients table: 
The independent variables such as Inflation rate, Gold rate, Crude Oil rate, 
GDP, Exchange rate, IIP and WPI taken individually are not significant 
predictors of the dependent variable which is BSE Sensex. It is because the p-
value for all the independent variables is greater than the alpha value which is 
0.05. 
The null hypothesis is rejected as the macroeconomic factors have significant 
impact on BSE Sensex. 
 
Summary of findings and suggestions 
There have been many studies regarding the relationship between stock 
variables and the macroeconomic variables. The present study had the focus on 
analyzing the relationship between selected macroeconomic factors and BSE 
Sensex and the impact that these factors has on BSE Sensex. This chapter gives 
a summary of the findings of the analysis and the conclusions of the study.  
 
Findings 
The relationship between the macroeconomic variables and BSE Sensex is 
analyzed using Pearson’s correlation test and the results are as under:  

Based on the correlation test done it is understood that most of the 
macroeconomic variables have a significant positive relationship with 
BSE Sensex 30. However Wholesale Price Index has a negative 
relationship with BSE Sensex 30 and Index of Industrial Production has 
a low positive relationship with the Sensex. The significance value of 
WPI and IIP are more than 0.05 which makes them less significant as a 
statistics. But as a whole if the data is seen and correlation is studied it 
can be concluded that there is a significant relationship between the 
macroeconomic factors and BSE Sensex. 
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The impact of macroeconomic factors on BSE Sensex is analyzed using 
Regression test and the results are given below: 
 The model summary table shows the impact of the macroeconomic 

variables as a whole on BSE Sensex through the value of R squared which 
is 0.955. This means 95.5% of the times, the changes in BSE Sensex are due 
to the changes in the macroeconomic factors. Hence it can be said that there 
is a high degree of impact of the macroeconomic factors on BSE Sensex. 
Also the regression model is statistically significant as the significance 
value is less than 0.05. 

 When individually taken, the significance of the impact of macroeconomic 
variables on BSE Sensex is less as the significance value is more than 0.05 
for all the variables. However the impact of the variables taken as a whole is 
significant. This may be due to the high degree of correlation between some 
of the independent factors. 

 
Suggestions 
 As the analysis shows that there is a significant relationship between the 

various macroeconomic factors and BSE Sensex, the stock traders and 
individuals should analyze the various changes in the related variables and 
make stock investment decisions accordingly. 

 The Government should also consider these macroeconomic factors and 
their relationship with the stock indices (i.e. the capital market itself) in the 
process of making various economic policies. 

 
Conclusions 
The present study on the macroeconomic variables and BSE Sensex shows that 
there exists a significant relationship between the macroeconomic factors and 
BSE Sensex. The relationship can be concluded to be positive in nature for 
macroeconomic factors such as Inflation rate, Gold price, Crude Oil price, GDP 
and Exchange rate and the relationship is a high positive and significant 
between them. The relationship of IIP and WPI with BSE Sensex is not 
significant. 
The impact of the macroeconomic variables taken as a whole on BSE Sensex is 
very high and significant also. However the impact of individual variables on 
BSE Sensex as shown by the coefficient test shows no significance. It means 
that the variables individually are not impacting BSE Sensex. Also, the 
regression model is statistically significant.   
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Abstract 
Presently sustainability of fashion in the worldwide is the major considerable 
issue. The much talked concern is for the favour of fashion’s sustainability 
around the world.  Recent years have witnessed an interest in organic apparel 
and it contributes around five percent of the total apparel market. On the other 
hand, fashion for the morality or ethical issues is one of the key concepts for the 
humanity and sustainability point of view. Main objective of this study is to 
investigate the suitable fashion trends and ideas about the sustainability which in 
turn affects environment. Social constructionist theory is used to investigate on 
how sustainability is communicated and interpreted within the boundaries of 
consumers selected in the Udaipur city of Rajasthan. Highly educated group of 
respondents were selected for the present study, different aspects and attitude of 
respondents were studied in relation to the sustainable fashion. From the survey 
we can observe that there is a close relationship between eco-friendliness and 
the respondent’s choice of opting eco-friendly clothing. Respondents were not 
much aware about sustainable clothing as it is not available them as an option 
while choosing clothing, respondents were willing pay 5-10 percent more than 
the actual price for sustainable clothing. But there are no available options for 
them to explore. There is some misconception about the sustainable clothing 
which needs to be addressed and promoted widely. 
 
Keywords: Sustainable Fashion; Environmental Friendly; Eco-Labels;Fashion 
Industry 
 
Introduction: 

The clothing and textile industry employs about 26.5 million people 
globally, mainly in Asia, while approximately 60 million workers are currently 
employed in the fashion industry (Organization, 2012). Clothing and textiles 
represent about 7% of world exports, with China in the lead (WBCSD, 2008). 
Consumers around the globe spend at least $1 trillion dollars yearly on clothes.  
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Until 1980s, retailers of fashion apparel used fashion forecast to study 
the demand for fashion trends a lot earlier than the actual consumption. Fashion 
retailers competed in the market to supply quick fashion, at a faster pace than 
their competitors. Thus, the stock turnover rate increased manifold. The concept 
of “Here today, Gone tomorrow” was practiced and this led to increase retail 
store football. It also led to the omission of the mark down process in the 
product life cycle while profits increased. Consumer desire for variety and 
instant gratification motivated consumers to buy from brands such as Zara and 
H&M. This resulted in the formation of a market of “Throwaway or Fast 
fashion.” 

The use of energy and toxic chemicals in textile and clothing production 
contributes to climate change by burning fossil fuel for electricity used for 
heating water, air in laundering and agricultural machinery. In addition to the 
environmental damage, many concerns involve job quality and their social 
consequences (Allwood et al., 2006). 
Unfair and unsafe working conditions, tremendous pollution and ever-growing 
landfills due to the quick disposal of clothing, the apparel industry is proving to 
have detrimental effects on the world we live in. Added to this, is the fact that 
most of the implications resulting from fast fashion are pushed onto the 
developing world. In other words, the fashion consumption of people in 
developed countries is degrading the environment and providing poor working 
conditions for people in developing countries. 

However, while on the one hand the fast fashion model has grown into 
the most prevailing production system in the industry, increased awareness and 
concern of stakeholders other than solely economic is leading to a gradual 
response from the apparel industry to improve social and environmental 
sustainability in its manufacturing processes (Chen & Burns, 2006). A number 
of pioneers are aiming to change the way that apparel is made by producing 
sustainable clothing (Joergens, 2006). 

With consumption of clothing skyrocketing, altering the way that 
apparel is produced for it to be more sustainable could have a huge impact. 
These companies bring clothing to the market that is produced in a more for 
environmentally friendly and socially just manner. 

Yet, the apparel industry sparks a wide variety of sustainability 
problems as it operates at a crossroads of environmental and social 
vulnerability. Making clothing with little harm to environment and people is a 
complicated task, and what is the view from which companies look upon 
sustainability, relate to the way they incorporate all aspects of it or only parts 
into their business? 
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Changing lifestyle like increase in the number of women in workforce, 
availability of global apparel brands, rising income, awareness about global 
fashion trends has led a huge growth of the apparel industry.  

Recent years have witnessed an interest in organic apparel and it 
contributes around five percent of the total apparel market. Many national and 
international apparel manufacturers like Wills Lifestyle, Van Heusen, Benetton, 
S Kumar’s Nationwide and Arrow have introduced organic apparel lines by 
using recycled fibers to produce organic clothing. Apparel brand like Levis has 
launched eco denims for both men and women while Van Heusen and Arrow 
have launched organic clothing brands. 

What is eco clothing? 
Ethical clothing is the term which refers to clothing which considers 

the environmental impact in relation to production and people who wear and 
disposes the clothing items. 

Eco clothing refers to all clothing that has been manufactured using 
environmentally friendly processes. It includes organic textiles and sustainable 
materials such as hemp and non-textiles such as bamboo or recycled plastic 
bottles. It also includes recycled products (clothes made from recycled clothing 
including vintage, textile and other materials and can also be termed re-used) 
and is not necessarily made from organic fibres.  

Organic clothing means clothes that have been made with a minimum 
use of chemicals and with minimum damage to the environment and fair-trade 
is intended to achieve better prices, decent working conditions, local 
sustainability and fair terms for farmers and workers in the developing world 
(Mintel, 2009). 

 
Environmental concerns and ethical issues 
There are three criteria for selecting eco-friendly fabrics as  
i. The use of fewer toxic chemicals,  
ii. The use of less land and water,  
iii. The reduction of greenhouse gases.  

The industry has greatly reduced its use of energy, water and toxic 
chemicals. But very few farming has the significant success of reducing soil 
erosion, improved irrigation methods to reduce water use, improve methods of 
pest management, have reduced pesticides and most significantly , the use 
genetically modified(GMO) cotton has reduced the use of land and toxic 
chemicals. A general statistics, growing enough cotton to make a single cotton 
T-shirt a third of a pound of toxic chemical (including pesticides, fertilizer and 
defoliation chemicals). Still this change, conventional method of cotton 
cultivation is not eco-friendly worldwide. 
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Several studies have discussed the importance of organic clothing as a 
means of supporting green values. They were not willing to pay premium prices 
for purchasing organic clothing.Lin characterized environmental shopping 
attitudes under four dimensions:  
 involvement in an environmental organization or other environmental 

protection activities 
 consumption of organic food 
 interest in the fabric content label prior to the purchase of a garment and  
 past purchase of organic apparels  
 
Recycled fibers and sustainability 

Ecomark or Eco mark is a certification mark issued by the Bureau of 
Indian Standards (the national standards organization of India) to products 
conforming to a set of standards aimed at the least impact on the ecosystem. 
The marking scheme was started in 1991. One of the purposes of the mark is 
increasing awareness among the consumers towards reducing environment 
impact. The mark is issued to various product categories and the development of 
standards for more products is in progress. Environmentally conscious 
consumers were willing to pay higher price for organic clothing (Lin, 2010). 

Recycled fibers are made from scraps of fabrics collected from clothing 
factories that are processed back into short fibers for spinning into a new yarn. 
Sometime virgin yarns are blend to strengthen of the new fabrics made of 
recycled yarn. Designers say that they are trying to incorporate this sustainable 
practice in the modern clothing. In Europe renowned trademarks are Re-Bello 
from Italy, Armed angles from Cologne, Germany, Ajna-Organic fashion from 
Germany (Kaikobadet.al.2015). 

 
Objective:  
The main objective of the study is to investigate the suitable fashion trends and 
ideas about the sustainability which in turn affects environment. 
 
Methodology: 
This research is exploratory in nature; social constructionist theory is used to 
investigate the suitable fashion trends and ideas about the sustainability which 
in turn affects environment. A semi-structured questionnaire has been 
developed to investigate principles of sustainable fashion, consumer’s attitude 
towards buying and discarding of textiles. Thus findings not only rely on the 
subjective interpretation terms but also about the investigation on how 
sustainability is communicated and interpreted within the boundaries of 
consumers selected in the Udaipur city of Rajasthan. 
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Purposive sample of thirty respondents were consulted which includes both men 
and women, who are working in service sector.Because, when enquired a 
typical housewives who have basic to no education, they have showed no signs 
of knowledge about sustainable clothing and their view clothing as an item of 
adornment just to be used and thrown away. So for this present study highly 
educated group of consumers were consulted, but still most of the consumers 
were not completely aware about the complete concept of the sustainable 
clothing and eco-friendly or green clothing. 
 
Results: 
A. Eco friendliness: 
When comparing the relation between the concept of the Eco friendliness and 
considering eco-friendly clothing as a choice of life or behaviour, Figure 1 
depicts that the consumers who care about environment and who consider 
themselves eco-friendly considerably know about the adverse effect of human 
acts. This awareness led them towards the eco-clothing or sustainable clothing 
and helping consumers explore about the beneficial effect of the sustainable 
clothing both in terms of health and to the environment. 

 
 
B.Knowledge towards Sustainable clothing: 
Respondents were wondering there must be some clear and formalized version 
of norms or rules exists which are to be followed in order to consider a product 
green/ sustainable. In addition to all the factors there are no set boundaries 
stating clearly about the fare trade practices, ethical ways of manufacturing and 
selling a product.From figure-2, we can see that most participants were not 
much aware of the term sustainable fashion and eco-labels.  
About 43 percentage of the consumers think all green colored tags on apparel 
signify the green products, which is a false prediction.Respondents were further 
enquired about the different aspects of the sustainable fashion and some basic 
knowledge was imparted at the time of data collection time to know about the 
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attitude of the consumers and constraints faced for optingthese styles. 62 
percentage of the respondents were willing to pay higher prices for the 
sustainable fashion which in comparison costs 5-10% more in relation to the 
same style. 
As green apparel is a new concept to many there is no exposure for consumers 
to try these clothing in a regular basis, but when enquired about what if 
sustainable clothing is available in your favourite store, 100 percentage of the 
respondents showed positive result which can be seen in figure-2. Another main 
aspect inrelation to the eco-clothing is the identification of the eco-labels, about 
70 percentage of the respondent were aware about the eco-labels which shows 
that the respondents were making valid choices while choosing an apparel. 

 
 
Relation between buying and disposal practices: 
When compared variables like purchasing or buying practices with the 
disposing factors, we can see in figure-3 the more the respondents were driven 
towards the buying of new styles and fashion which are the result of the fast 
fashion they are more drawn towards the disposing the out of fashion trends or 
apparel. 
About 92 percentage of the respondents confirmed that the age of their casual 
wear was just 1-3 years. There are only 8percentage of respondents who were 
using their casual wear more than 5 years and in some cases the age extended 
upto 15 years, which is a pure bliss and shock in the present fast fashion 
scenario. 
While viewing the formal wear scenario, as the respondents were taken from the 
educational institutes, they have different types of formal wear with regards to 
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the different occasions which will be happening in the institution, so there is a 
long shelf life to the formal wear extending more than 25 to 30 years.  

 
Attitude towards Sustainable clothing: 
Respondents were given different statements to visualize their knowledge and 
attitude towards the sustainable fashion and their perspective in relation to the 
whole concept. A brief thirteen statements were provided to the respondents 
which is based on 5 point Likert scale of strongly agree to strongly disagree. 
Through this we can view that respondents feel that sustainable fashion/ green 
apparel is costly, so they though it is for the well-off people and only elite 
consumers can use those items.Style matters more than other specifications 
statement is disagreed by 53 percentage of respondents, testify that most of the 
respondents were peculiar about the raw material being used in the apparel or 
clothing items they use and choose accordingly which provides a significant 
insight. 
Due to less availability of the sustainable fashion people are not much aware 
and not drawn towards it when the respondents were questioned that will they 
buy if their favourite store will sell the green apparel line will they purchase 100 
percentage of the respondents reacted positive. With the increase in the 
availability and increased option in styles and fashions respondents will 
definitely opt the sustainable fashion trends. 
If respondents were made aware of the benefits and the beneficial effects of the 
sustainable fashion towards the human health and towards environment people 
will definitely choose the sustainable fashion over the usual clothing trends. 
There should be an alternate option to handle the fast fashion and disposing 
practices which were been ending up in landfills and harming the nature 
uncontrollably.  
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Conclusion: 

Since, youth comprises of a large segment that purchases clothing 
brands and is conscious about latest fashions and styles, organic clothing 
manufacturers should design promotions to educate youth about advantages of 
organic clothing and its impact on environment.  

Promotional campaigns should educate and inform people about impact 
of textile manufacturing and dyeing processes on environment. Social initiatives 
like environment awareness camps, exhibitions of organic clothing, and fabrics 
that could be recycled could help in communicating the benefits. Organic 
clothing brands could use national and international designers as opinion leaders 
to communicate benefits of organic clothing. Latest designs and styles should be 
introduced to appeal to young consumers. The premium value of organic 
clothing lines can be emphasized by designing garments that are latest in line 
with global fashions. Branding of green apparel lines by apparel firms would 
help in changing consumers’ perception about organic products. Quality, price, 
and style aspects can be better managed through brands.The organic clothing 
brands should focus on strengthening the attributes most important for youth. 
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Literature Summary on Green Branding and Eco-labelling in the Fashion 
Industry (selected). 

Author Key Findings 

Lee et al. 
Consumers’ perceptions of green campaigns are positively 
associated with their sustainability behaviour through the 
mediating effect of consumers’ green consciousness. 

Bly et al. 
Personal style is a critical factor in influencing consumers 
sustainable fashion behaviours, such as second-hand fashion 
goods purchases. 

Goworek et al. 
Consumers’ clothing sustainability behaviours are largely 
dependent on their existing habits and routines, rather than 
their awareness of sustainable business practices. 

Ritch 

The paper explores the application of sustainability in the 
fashion industry and finds that the concepts of sustainability 
have been transferred to the UK fashion retailing and have 
begun to influence consumers’ decision making. The paper 
also discovers consumer perceptions of sustainable fashion 
consumption and finds some barriers to sustainable 
consumption in the fashion industry. 

Fuentes and 
Fredriksson 

The practices of sustainable services include not only 
displaying green products, but also promoting green 
products to consumers in stores and answering consumers’ 
sustainability questions. 

Gam 
Consumers’ perceptions of green campaigns are positively 
associated with their sustainability behaviours through the 
mediating effect of consumers’ green consciousness. 

Ha-Brookshire 
and Norum 
 

Consumers’ willingness to pay for premium or sustainable 
fashion products is positively affected by their attitudes 
toward sustainable products and brand name, but negatively 
influenced by consumers’ attitudes towards the 
environment, age, and price. 

Kumar 

Practices of sustainable retailing in India include nine core 
groups, such as promoting sustainable business practices, 
promoting awareness practices, and consumer involvement 
approaches. 

Ritch and 
Schröder 

Professional women in the UK apply heuristics to their 
fashion consumption behaviour. 
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Abstract 
Digit length during the fetal period has been correlated to testosterone exposure. 
In fact, the ratio of finger lengths involving the second and fourth fingers 
(2D:4D) has been seen as an established biomarker for the degree of prenatal 
testosterone exposure, and a person’s digit ratio is quite stable throughout 
development because it is determined before birth. In the present study, total 90 
male cricket players were selected from different clubs and stadia located at 
Varanasi and nearby, on the basis of stratified random sampling technique fall 
under three group i.e. Under-16 cricket players, Under-19 cricket players, and 
Under-23 cricket players. Each group contains 30 subjects with age ranging 
from 14 to 23 years. The empathy quotient (EQ) was taken by questionnaire 
developed by (Baron-Cohen & Wheelwright, 2004) It was concluded that 
significant relationship was found between Right hand Digit Finger Ratio with 
Empathy. While both hands Digit Finger Ratio and Left hands Digit Finger 
Ratio was found insignificant relationship with Empathy as the required value 
of coefficient of correlation was significant at 0.05 levels The finding of the 
present study clearly reveals that the selected empathy independently 
contributes a little, and has a significant relationship with Right hand Digit 
Finger Ratio of Cricket players. For the sample survey, the empathy explained 
4.7% % of the variation in Right hand Digit Finger Ratio, 2.3% % of the 
variation in Left hand Digit Finger Ratio and 3.9% of the variation in both hand 
Digit Finger Ratio, of Cricket players. 
 
Key words:- Digit finger ratio, Empathy 
 
Introduction 
Digit length during the fetal period has been correlated to testosterone exposure. 
In fact, the ratio of finger lengths involving the second and fourth fingers 
(2D:4D) has been seen as a established biomarker for the degree of prenatal 
testosterone exposure, and an person’s digit ratio is quite stable throughout 
development because it is determined before birth (Manning, 2008; Manning, 
Scutt, Wilson, & Lewis-Jones, 1998). Regarding testosterone, male fetuses 
produce more than 2.5 times the testosterone levels seen in female fetuses 
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(Beck-Peccoz et al., 1991). Consequently, it has been proposed that this initial 
difference in testosterone level is one of the primary causes of biological 
differences between the sexes. 
Recently, several researchers have reported that fetal testosterone (fT) evident 
not only for biological properties but also for cognitive and behavioral traits in 
humans. Many researches have demonstrated that marked gender differences 
exist in cognition and behavior (Baron-Cohen, 2003; Geary, 2002; Halpern, 
2000; Hamilton, 2008; Kimura, 1999). In addition, it has been postulated that 
digit ratio is also related to individual across various cognitive and personality 
traits (Austin, Manning, McInroy, & Mathews, 2002; Lippa, 2005; Luxen & 
Buunk, 2005; Manning, Baron-Cohen, Wheelwright, & Sanders, 2001; van 
Anders & Hampson, 2004). 
Recently, Baron-Cohen (2002) proposed the empathizing–systemizing (E–S) 
theory to explain individual differences in cognition. In the E–S theory, 
empathy is a drive that proposed to reduce one’s ability to identify and respond 
appropriately to mental conditions of others; In contrast, systemizing is the 
drive to analyze, or construct wide variety of systems, including collecting 
leaves, cataloging, and learning how to operate a VCR, solving mathematical 
problems (Baron-Cohen, 2009). 
The empathy quotient (EQ) (Baron-Cohen & Wheelwright, 2004) and the 
systemizing quotient (SQ) (Baron-Cohen, Richler, Bisarya, Gurunathan, & 
Wheelwright, 2003) are the two measures used to assess cognitive drives 
postulated in the empathizing–systemizing (E–S) theory (Baron-Cohen, 2003). 
On average, males scored higher than females on SQ, and females scored higher 
than males on EQ (Baron-Cohen et al., 2003). 
  Regarding the relationship between digit ratio and cognition, some 
research has reported relationship between digit ratio and empathy as well as 
digit ratio and systemizing (Manning et al., 2010; von Horn et al., 2010; 
Voracek & Dressler, 2006). However, findings involving EQ and SQ scores 
from these various studies are not entirely consistent. For example, Voracek and 
Dressler (2006) did not find any significant relationship between digit ratio and 
EQ or between digit ratio and SQ, while von Horn et al. (2010) found a 
relationship between digit ratio and an overall measure of EQ and SQ in men. In 
addition, Manning et al. (2010) reported that digit ratio showed a significant 
negative correlation with SQ and no correlation with EQ. however; in the 
present study we focus on the measurement of empathy Quotients and 
percentage of variation of Empathy Quotients on the basis of digit finger ratio of 
Cricket players. 
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Procedure and Methodology 
In the present study, total 90 male cricket players were selected from different 
clubs and stadia located at Varanasi and nearby, on the basis of stratified 
random sampling technique. The subjects were selected in three group i.e. 
Under-16 cricket players, Under-19 cricket players, and Under-23 cricket 
players. Each group contains 30 subjects with age ranging from 14 to 23 years.  
All the elite players selected on this study who had participated in any 
competitive sports/ game at least board (national) / inter-university level in the 
discipline of Cricket. 
Finger length of all the samples for this study were measured with the help of 
Digital Vernier Caliper (Fink et al., 2006) accurate to 0.01 mm. First the 
photocopy of right and left hand palm were collected from the subjects and then 
the measurement was done by the help of digital vernier calipers. Ratios were 
calculated by dividing the length of the second digit (2D) i.e. index finger by the 
length of the fourth digit(4D)  i.e. ring finger for both left and right hand 
separately and then calculating the mean of these two ratios. 
For assessing the Empathy of the subjects The EQ was designed to be short, 
easy to use, and easy to score and developed by (Baron-Cohen, 2003; Baron-
Cohen & Wheelwright, 2004). Responses are given on a four point scale 
ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree. Responses were scored in the 
suggested manner, with participants receiving a mark of 0 for a ‘non-empathic’ 
response and a mark of 1 or 2 depending on the strength of an empathic 
response. The questionnaire consists of 40 items designed to measure empathy 
and 20 filler items, which are excluded from further analysis. The total score on 
the scale is out of 80. The 20 filler items were included to distract the 
participant from a relentless focus on empathy.  
 
Results of the study 
Table 1: Group wise Descriptive Statistics of Digit Finger Ratio (Left hand, 
Right hand &Both hand) and Empathy 

GROUP UNDER-23 UNDER-19 UNDER-16 OVER ALL 

Mean ± S D Mean ± S D Mean ± S D Mean ± S D 

L.H. Ratio 0.962 ± 0.020 0.958 ± 0.024 0.977 ± 0.010 0.966 ± 0.020 

R.H. Ratio  0.959 ± 0.019 0.956 ± 0.023 0.973 ± 0.010 0.963 ± 0.019 

B.H. Ratio  0.961 ± 0.018 0.957 ± 0.021 0.976  ± 0.008 0.964  ± 0.018 

Empathy  46.266 ±9.930 45.166 ± 10.079 42.600 ± 10.118 44.677 ±10.049 

Table 1 revealed the group wise and total descriptive values of Left Hand’s 
Digit Finger Ratio, Right hand finger ratio, and both hand finger ratio (2D:4D) 
of Cricket players.  
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 Based on the data observed, it was revealed that all the groups were shown low 
ratio of 2D:4D in respect to left hands, right hand, and both hand finger ratio, 
because the mean value is less the 1.00, and obtain mean value of Under-16 
players possess little higher than other two groups.  
 
Table no. 3: Model Summary for Dependent Variable Empathy 

Model R R Square Adjusted R 
Square 

Std. Error of the 
Estimate 

1 .199a .039 .029 9.90482 
2 .153a .023 .012 9.98724 
3 .218a .047 .037 9.86348 

a. Predictors: (Constant), BOTH HAND (2D:4D), LEFT HAND (2D:4D), 
RIGHT HAND (2D:4D) 
The above table showed that R2 was found .039, .023, and .047 as predictor was 
included, which means that 3.9% variance,  2.3% variance, and 4.7% of the 
variance in the Empathy of Cricket players was associated with changes in the 
both hand, Left hand, and Right hand Digit Finger Ratio.  
 
Table no. 4: Analysis of Variance ANOVA Table for Dependent Variable 
Empathy 
Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 
Regression 354.368 1 354.368 3.612 .061b 
Residual 8633.288 88 98.106   
Total 8987.656 89    

2 Regression 210.103 1 210.103 2.106 .150b 
 Residual 8777.553 88 99.745   
 Total 8987.656 89    
3 Regression 426.283 1 426.283 4.382 .039b 

 Residual 8561.373 88 97.288   
 Total 8987.656 89    
a. Dependent Variable: EMPATHY 
b. Predictors: (Constant), BOTH HAND (2D:4D), LEFT HAND (2D:4D), RIGHT HAND (2D:4D) 
 

Model 1 and 2 in above table revealed that no significance level associated with observed value of F(3.612) 
and F (2.106) was found lower than the tabulated value of F= 3.95. While Model 3 in above table revealed 
that significance level associated with observed value of F(4.382) was found higher than the tabulated value 
of F= 3.95. Thus the null hypothesis could be rejected in case of Model - 3 and we may conclude that there 
was a significant linear relationship between the independent variables (IVs) and dependent variable (DVs). 
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Table no. 5: Coefficients Table for Dependent Variable Empathy 
Model Unstandardized 

Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 (Constant) 
BOTH HAND (2D:4D) 

148.562 
-107.658 

54.670 
56.646 

 
-.199 

2.717 
-1.901 

.008 

.061 

2 (Constant) 
LEFT HAND (2D:4D) 

116.561 
-74.406 

49.540 
51.267 

 
-.153 

2.353 
-1.451 

.021 

.150 

3 (Constant) 
RIGHT HAND (2D:4D) 

151.053 
-110.454 

50.829 
52.767 

 
-.218 

2.972 
-2.093 

.004 

.039 

 
a. Dependent Variable: EMPATHY 

The above table displayed the value of the coefficient in the regression equation 
and measures the probability that a linear relationship existed between Empathy 
with Left hand, Right hand, and both hands Digit Finger Ratio. In this table ‘B’ 
was the slope of the line. ‘SE B’ was the standard error of ‘B’. ‘Beta’ was the 
standardized regression coefficient. ‘Sig’ was the significance level for the test 
of the null hypothesis that the value of a coefficient was zero in the population.  
In model 3, the significance value for Right hand digit finger ratio was less than 
0.05. Therefore, the null hypothesis, that there will be no linear relationship 
between this predictor and Digit Finger Ratio could not be accepted.  

 
 
Discussion  
In this study we examine the contribution of digit finger ration in relation to 
empathy of cricket players. Whether, To determine the status of Cricket players 
of different age group in relation to Empathy Quotients and Digit finger ratio 
(2D:4D) descriptive statistics was used. To find out the relationship between 
digit finger ratio and Empathy Quotients of Cricket players Product moment 
correlation was used. To find out the percentage of variation of Empathy 
Quotients on the basis of digit finger ratio of Cricket players regression analysis 
was computed. On the basis of observed data, results revealed that Right hand 
digit finger ratio (2D:4D) was found significantly positive correlation with 

y = -104.27x + 145.15 
R² = 0.0427 
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Empathy of Under-16 Cricket players (r= .391 p=.016) and significantly 
negative correlation with Empathy of Under-19 (r = -.438 p=.008), and 
Empathy of overall Cricket players (r= -.218 p= .020).  
On the same variable Left hand digit finger ratio (2D:4D) was found 
significantly negative correlation only with Under-19 Cricket players (r= -.365 
p=.024). And in case of both hand digit finger ratio (2D:4D) significantly 
negative correlation was seen with Under-19 Cricket players (r= -.451 p=.006) 
and overall Cricket players (r= -.199 p= .030), whereas positive correlation was 
seen with Under-16 Cricket players (r=.334 p=.036). The similar result was 
found by several previous studies like (Manning et al., 2010; von Horn et al., 
2010; Voracek & Dressler, 2006) has reported relationship between digit ratio 
and empathy as well as digit ratio and systemizing A. Wakabayashi, Y. 
Nakazawa (2010) who found that digit ratio correlated positively with scores on 
EQ and negatively with scores on SQ, although correlation coefficients were 
very low. These results suggest that the fetal testosterone level as estimated by 
the digit ratio is related to individual differences in adult cognitive and 
behavioral patterns.  
 
Conclusion 
It was concluded that significant relationship was found between Right hand 
Digit Finger Ratio with Empathy. While both hands Digit Finger Ratio and Left 
hands Digit Finger Ratio was found insignificant relationship with Empathy. 
The finding of the present study clearly reveals that the selected empathy 
independently contributes a little, and has a significant relationship with Right 
hand Digit Finger Ratio of Cricket players. For the sample survey, the empathy 
explained 4.7% % of the variation in Right hand Digit Finger Ratio, 2.3% % of 
the variation in Left hand Digit Finger Ratio and 3.9% of the variation in both 
hand Digit Finger Ratio, of Cricket players. 
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Abstract 
The study aimed to compare the Attitude of Secondary School Students towards 
Yoga with Special Reference to Their Gender, Locality and Type of Stream. A 
total sample of 400 adolescents students (male and female) were selected who 
are studying in different secondary school of selected areas (Srinager and 
Shopian), 200 Rural and 200 urban students were selected. The Subjects were 
selected by using purposive sampling. Only adolescents within the age group of 
12-20 years were taken for the study. To analyze Attitude of Secondary School 
Students towards Yoga with Special Reference to Their Gender, Locality and 
Type of Stream, The Yoga Attitude Scale developed by Dr. Mahesh Kumar 
Muchhal was used for the collection of data.  This Scale consists of 30 items.. 
The analysis of data was done by using statistical technique ‘t’- test for finding 
the significance difference of attitude towards yoga among male and female , 
rural and urban secondary school students and the level of significance was set 
at 0.05 levels (p<0.05). 
Keywords: Yoga, Adolescent Students, Rural Urban Dichotomy  
 
1.1: Introduction: Derived from the Sanskrit word ‘Yuj’, Yoga means union of 
the individual consciousness or soul with the Universal Consciousness or Spirit. 
Yoga is a 5000 year old Indian body of knowledge. Though many think of yoga 
only as a physical exercise where people twist, turn, stretch, and breathe in the 
most complex ways, these are actually only the most superficial aspect of this 
profound science of unfolding the infinite potentials of the human mind and 
soul. The science of Yoga imbibe itself the complete essence of the Way of 
Life, including-Gyan Yoga or philosophy, Bhakti Yoga or path of devotional 
bliss, Karma Yoga or path of blissful action, and Raja Yoga or path of mind 
control. Raja Yoga is further divided into eight parts. At the heart of the Raja 
Yoga system, balancing and unifying these various approaches, is the practice 
of Yoga Asana. In contemporary practice, this is often interpreted as meaning 
union. Yoga is said to be for the purpose of uniting the mind, body, and spirit. 
Meditation is one way, to be achieved this union. But sometimes it is necessary 
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to prepare the body for meditation by stretching and building strength. Though 
many think of yoga only as a physical exercise where people twist, turn, stretch, 
and breathe in the most complex ways, these are actually only the most 
superficial aspect of this profound science of unfolding the infinite potentials of 
the human mind and soul. This is the physical practice of yoga, also known as 
asana.  Yoga is a physical, mental, and spiritual practice or discipline which 
originated in India. There is a broad variety of schools, practices, and goals in 
Hinduism, Buddhism and Jainism. Among the most well-known types of yoga 
are Hatha yoga and Raja yoga. The origins of yoga have been speculated to date 
back to pre-Vedic Indian traditions, is mentioned in the Rigveda, but most likely 
developed around the sixth and fifth centuries BCE, in ancient India's ascetic 
and śramaṇa movements. The chronology of earliest texts describing yoga-
practices is unclear, varyingly credited to Hindu Upanishads and Buddhist Pāli 
Canon, probably of third century BCE or later. The Yoga Sutras of Patanjali 
date from the first half of the 1st millennium CE, but only gained prominence in 
the West in the 20th century. Hatha yoga texts emerged around the 11th century 
with origins in “tantra”. Yoga gurus from India later introduced yoga to the 
west, following the success of Swami Vivekananda in the late 19th and early 
20th century. In the 1980s, yoga became popular as a system of physical 
exercise across the Western world. Yoga in Indian traditions, however, is more 
than physical exercise; it has a meditative and spiritual core. One of the six 
major orthodox schools of Hinduism is also called Yoga, which has its own 
epistemology and metaphysics, and is closely related to Hindu Samkhya 
philosophy. Many studies have tried to determine the effectiveness of yoga as a 
complementary intervention for cancer, schizophrenia, asthma, and heart 
disease. The results of these studies have been mixed and inconclusive, with 
cancer studies suggesting none to unclear effectiveness, and others suggesting 
yoga may reduce risk factors and aid in a patient's psychological healing 
process. 
The benefits of yoga: 
1. Yoga postures (asanas) improve strength and flexibility in joints and 

muscles and increases the range of movement. This reduces the likelihood 
of developing degenerative diseases such as arthritis and chronic pain as we 
age. 

2. Yoga improves our sense of balance, body awareness and concentration, 
thereby reducing the risk of falls and fractures in seniors. 

3. Yoga asanas increase bone density and strengthen bones, decreasing the risk 
of bone degenerative diseases like osteoporosis, (the reduction in bone 
density and weakening of bones as we age) another common cause of 
fractures in elderly people. 
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4. Yoga asanas correct bad posture. Good posture improves spinal health, 
reducing the risk of backpain, sciatica and herniated disc (slipped disc) It 
also allows the lungs space to function fully. 

5. Yoga asanas (postures) and pranayamas (breathing exercises) work in 
tandem to increase lung capacity. By developing better lung function 
regular Yoga practise sends more oxygen in the blood, which leads to 
improved functioning of all the systems of the body. 

6. Yoga practises improve the circulation of blood and the lymphatic system, 
helping to eliminate toxins and strengthen the immune system. 

7. Yoga asanas and pranayamas work together to stimulate the nervous system 
and the brain, thus sharpening the memory and powers of concentration, 
improving the mood and relieving anxiety. 

8. Yoga asanas work on the digestive organs and endocrine glands to improve 
the digestion and bowel function. Improving the quality of the food we eat, 
and increasing the efficiency of the digestive system can reduce the desire to 
overeat unhealthy foods. 

9. Yoga asanas, pranayama’s and meditation have been shown to reduce levels 
of stress, lower blood pressure, regulate blood sugar and cholesterol, 
therefore reducing the risk of stroke, heart disease and diabetes. 

10. Yoga leads to a positive and contented state of mind through the regular 
practise of asanas, pranayama’s and relaxation. A relaxed mind and pain 
free body improves the quality of sleep and sleep habits. 

1.2: Procedure and Methodology:  A total sample of 400 adolescents students 
male and female were selected who are studying in different secondary school 
of selected areas (Srinager and Shopian), 200 Rural and 200 urban students 
were selected. The Subjects were selected by using purposive sampling. Only 
adolescents within the age group of 12-20 years were taken for the study. 
Equipment’s Used For Collection of Data: The Yoga Attitude Scale developed 
by Dr. Mahesh Kumar Muchhal was used for the collection of data.  This Scale 
consists of 30 items. 
Table No. 1 
Comparison of Attitude of Male And Female, Arts and Science and Rural 
and Urban students towards Yoga 

Group Mean S.D. M.D. D.F. O.T. T.T. 
Male 38.03 4.79 2.95 198 4.10 1.96 

Female 36.03 5.34 

Arts 38.82 5.17 1.07 198 1.45 1.96 
Science 37.85 5.24 

Rural 36.94 5.35 1.97 398 3.80 1.96 
Urban 38.91 4.98 
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Graph No. 1: Graphical Representation of Mean Difference between of Attitude 
of Male & Female, Arts and Science and Rural and Urban students towards 
Yoga 

 
 

1.3: Conclusion: The researcher compares the Attitude of Secondary School 
Students Towards Yoga With Special Reference To Their Gender, Locality and 
Type of Stream. Firstly, the researcher compares male with female students, 
then rural students with urban students and lastly arts students with science 
students. With the limitations of the study and from the statistical analysis of the 
collected data it is concluded that there is found insignificant differences. To 
their stream (arts and science) and the Attitude of Secondary School Students 
Towards Yoga with Special Reference To Their Gender (male and female) and 
their Locality (rural and urban) is significant. By which we can say that the 
hypothesis given by the researcher is accepted. 
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Introduction 
The Indian Insolvency Law has had a makeover with the introduction of the 
Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016 (IBC). With this law, a concept of a 
Resolution Plan was introduced in the Indian scenario. A resolution plan is a 
proposal that aims to provide a resolution to the problem of the corporate 
debtor’s insolvency and its consequent inability to pay off debts. It needs to be 
approved by the committee of creditors (“COC”), and comply with mandatory 
requirements prescribed in IBC.1 
As per the definition under Section 5(26) of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy 
Code, a plan proposed by resolution applicant for insolvency resolution of the 
corporate debtor as a going concern. A resolution plan may include provisions 
for the restructuring of the corporate debtor, including by way of merger, 
amalgamation and demerger. 
As per IBC, the following is the process of the Plan, 
 

 
Findings on Resolution Plan 
The Adjudicating Authority (NCLT) and the Appellate Authority (NCLAT) 
along with the Apex Court (Supreme Court) of India have taken a lot of 

                                                
1https://taxguru.in/corporate-law/resolution-plan-ibc-2016.html 

SUBMISSION OF INFORMATION MEMORANDUM TO 
COC  

PUBLISH FORM G 

INVITATION OF EXPRESSION OF INTEREST 
(EoI) 

SUBMISSION OF EoI 

PROVISIONAL LIST OF RESOLUTION APPLICANTS(RA) MADE BY 
RESOLUTION PROFESSIONAL(RP) 

SUBMISSION  OF OBJECTIONS TO 
PROVISIONAL LIST 

FINAL LIST OF RAs BY RP 

ISSUE OF RFRP, INCLUDING EVALUATION MATRIX AND IM 

RECIEPT OF RESOLUTION 
PLANS  

SUBMISSION OF COC APPROVED RESOLUTION PLAN TO AA 

APPROVAL OF RESOLUTION PLAN BY AA 
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decisions and passed a lot of orders discussing the contents, implications and the 
implementations of the Resolution Plans in the budding Indian Insolvency 
jurisdiction.  
The following table shows the orders passed by the decision making authorities 
regarding Resolution Plans since the inception of the Insolvency and 
Bankruptcy Code.  

Date of the 
Order 

Case Title Finding/Ruling 

04.10.2018 Arcelormittal India Private 
Limited v. 
Satish Kumar Gupta and 
Ors.  

RP is not empowered to ‘decide’ whether resolution plan 
contravenes any provisions of the law. 

25.01.2019 Swiss Ribbons Pvt. Ltd. 
&Anr. v. Union of India 
&Ors 

Since the FCs are in the business of money lending, they are 
best equipped to assess viability and feasibility of the 
business of the CD. Even at the time of granting loans, they 
undertake a detailed market study which includes a techno-
economic valuation report, evaluation of business, financial 
projection, etc. They are in a good position to evaluate the 
contents of a resolution plan. 

15.11.2019 Committee of Creditors of 
Essar Steel India Limited v. 
Satish Kumar Gupta &Ors. 

 The resolution plan submitted by the prospective 
resolution applicant must provide for measures 
as may be necessary for the insolvency resolution 
of the CD for maximisation of the value of its 
assets, which may include transfer or sale of 
assets or part thereof, whether subject to security 
interests or not.  

 The plan may provide for either satisfaction or 
modification of any security interest of a secured 
creditor and may also provide for reduction in 
the amount payable to different classes of 
creditors. 

20.02.2018 Quantum Limited v. Indus 
Finance Corporation Ltd.  

It is the duty of the AA to find out whether a suitable 
resolution plan is there to be approved instead of going for 
liquidation.  

15.05.2018 Rajputana Properties Pvt. 
Ltd. v. Ultra Tech Cement 
Ltd. &Ors.  

 RP cannot hold or decide as to who is ineligible 
under Section 29A to submit a Resolution Plan. 

 A Resolution Plan submitted by one or other 
Resolution Applicant, being confidential, cannot 
be disclosed to any competitor Resolution 
Applicant.  

 COC should have transparency while accepting 
or rejecting resolution plans.  

08.08.2018 Rashidbhai Ismail 
Tharadra&Ors. v. Raj Oil 
Mills Limited &Anr.  
 

Resolution plans, fulfilling the criteria laid down under 
Sections 30(2) & 29A, IBC can be approved by COC and 
the Adjudicating Authority cannot sit in appeal over the 
financial implications of such a Resolution Plan. 

09.08.2018 Vijay Kumar Jain v. 
Standard Chartered Bank 
Ltd. &Ors.  
 

Resolution Plans are confidential. Hence, cannot be handed 
over to (suspended) Board of Directors or Operational 
Creditors or the competitor Resolution Applicants. 
Note: The members of the erstwhile Board of Directors, 
being vitally interested in Resolution Plans that may be 
discussed at meetings of the COC, they must be given a 
copy of such plans as part of “documents” that have to be 
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furnished along with the notice of such meetings. 
24.09.2018 Madhya Gujrat Vij 

Company Ltd. v. Kalptaru 
Alloys Pvt. Ltd. &Ors.  

There is no requirement to issue notice to the Operational 
Creditors if a Resolution Plan is already approved by the 
Committee of Creditors. Resolution Plan is binding on the 
Corporate Debtors, Financial Creditors, Operational 
Creditors and all other stakeholders, including guarantors. 

14.11.2018 Binani Industries Limited v. 
Bank of Baroda and Anr. 

 The approval of the Resolution Plan is in the 
domain of the CoC and not of the RP. 

 If the Resolution Plan is approved by the CoC 
and does not provide for full satisfaction of 
claims of OCs, in absence of any power of the 
RP to reject such resolution plan, the RP cannot 
be blamed for the same. 

04.02.2019 Tata Steel Ltd. v. Liberty 
House Group Pte. Ltd. 
&Ors.  

A Resolution Applicant has no vested right or fundamental 
right to have its Resolution Plan considered or approved. 
 

19.03.2019 Mr. Sharad Sanghi v. Ms. 
Vardana Garg &Ors 

Once CoC votes in favour of a Resolution Plan, it cannot 
change its view subsequently. 

08.04.2019 JM Financial Asset 
Reconstruction Company 
Ltd. v. Well- Do Holdings 
and Exports Pvt. Ltd. &Ors 
 

Persons who are ineligible to file a Resolution Plan under 
Section 29A, IBC and those Resolution Applicants who did 
not move the AA before last date of submission of 
resolution plan, have no right to raise their grievance with 
regard to the expression of interest and that too after 
approval of the Resolution Plan by the Committee of 
Creditors. 

24.04.2019 Prakash Chand Jain v. 
Punjab National Bank and 
Others  

The Resolution Plan which is more suitable, feasible and 
viable amongst all the Resolution Plans should be the 
Successful Resolution Plan. 

13.05.2019 Industrial Services v. Burn 
Standard Company Ltd. 
&Anr. 

The resolution plan should not relate to the closure of the 
Corporate Debtor as it is against the scope and intent of the 
Code which is in violation of Section 30(2)(e), IBC. 

11.06.2019 Jagmeet Singh Sabharwal 
&Ors. v. Rubber Products 
Ltd. &Ors.  

Resolution Applicant should provide the same treatment in 
its Resolution Plan to all Operational Creditors which are 
similarly situated. 

03.07.2019 Milind Dixit &Anr v. 
Elecon Engineering 
Company Ltd &Ors 

On receipt of rejected resolution plan, NCLT is not expected 
to do anything more but is obligated to initiate liquidation 
process. 

04.07.2019 Standard Chartered Bank v. 
Satish Kumar Gupta, R.P. of 
Essar Steel Ltd. &Ors.  

IBC does not permit the Committee of Creditors to form a 
Sub- Committee or a Core Committee or to even delegate 
its power to a Sub-Committee or Core Committee for 
negotiating with the Resolution Applicant(s). 

31.07.2019 Kautilya Industries Pvt. Ltd. 
v. Parasrampuriya Synthetic 
Ltd. &Anr.  

Liquidator can accept the resolution plans which were not 
accepted in CIRP as schemes or arrangements in liquidation 
process. 

06.09.2019 ShajiPurushothaman v. 
Union Bank of India &Ors.  

COC is required to decide whether the proposal given for 
settlement in terms of Section 12A is better than the 
Resolution Plan or not. 

11.09.2019 Sreeram E. Techno School 
Pvt. Ltd. v. 
Beans and More Hospitality 
Pvt. Ltd. 

 COC to look at the viability, feasibility and other 
conditions of the resolution plan in respect of 
corporate debtor under CIRP 

 AA is not required to check the viability, 
feasibility and other conditions of the resolution 
plan in respect of corporate debtor under CIRP.  

20.02.2018 In the matter of Gupta 
Energy Pvt. Ltd. 

AA neither has the jurisdiction to question the actions of the 
CoC nor any discretion to examine the resolution plan 
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02.05.2018 BrajBhushan Das &Ors. v. 
Mr. Vijay 
Kumar V Iyer (RP) 

RP has to comply with the provisions of the Code in 
submitting the resolution plan before CoC. 

04.05.2018 Sunrise Polyfilms Pvt. Ltd. 
v. Punjab 
National Bank 

RP cannot file for liquidation before inviting applications 
for resolution plans. 

03.08.2018 Punjab National Bank v. 
Mintri Tea 
Company Private Limited 

After approval of resolution plan by the CoC, the RP cannot 
file an application for withdrawal as per Section 12A of the 
Code. 

05.12.2018 State Bank of India v. 
ARGL Limited  

The bidder (resolution applicant) cannot drag its feet and 
backtrack after getting its resolution plan approved by the 
COC.  

 
Resolution Plans: Evolution 
 
IBC has undergone a number of changes in the past three years. Some of them 
have been pertaining to how resolution plans are made and approved. The 
Insolvency and Bankruptcy (First Amendment) Act, brought with it introduction 
to the process of invitation for Resolution Plans to identify and finalise 
Resolution Applicants. Another major amendment was the introduction of 
Section 29A to the Code. This Section mentions the ineligibility of Resolution 
Applicants. The approval required from Committee of Creditors was reduced 
from 75% to 66%.   
The Insolvency and Bankruptcy (Second Amendment) Act, brought with it 
clarity on the permissibility of corporate restructuring schemes to be included in 
the resolution plan, upholding supremacy of financial creditors regarding 
distribution of funds proposed by the resolution applicant, and clarifying the 
applicability of the resolution plan on all statutory authorities. A major win for 
the Corporate Debtors and Resolution Applicants was when the amendment 
explained that the resolution plan contemplates restructuring of the corporate 
debtor by way of merger, amalgamation or demerger, the corporate debtor 
should not be required to comply with the Merger Framework as listed in 
Companies Act 2013 and Rules made there under. 
One of the major concerns in implementation of Resolution Plans is having to 
deal with dissenting financial creditors. Under Section 30(4) of the Code, a 
resolution plan needs approval of sixty-six percent of the voting share of the 
financial creditors, in order to be approved by the Adjudicating Authority. The 
Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India (Insolvency Resolution Process for 
Corporate Persons) Regulations, 2016 originally defined “dissenting financial 
creditors” as financial creditors who have voted against the resolution plan 
approved by the committee of creditors.  Thereafter, the Insolvency and 
Bankruptcy Board of India (Insolvency Resolution Process for Corporate 
Persons) Regulations, 2016 were amended to indicate that “financial creditors 
who…abstained from voting for the resolution plan” would be considered 
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dissenting financial creditors as well. The Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of 
India (Vide its circular dated 14th September, 2018) clarified those financial 
creditors who are not members of the Committee of Creditors, do not have any 
voting rights and thus, they cannot be considered either dissenting or abstaining 
creditors when it comes to approving a resolution process.2 
 
Conclusion 
 
As is clear from the above, all the authorities including the Adjudicating 
Authorities (NCLT/NCLAT), the regulating authority (IBBI) and the 
participants have an aim of smooth approval and implementation of the 
Resolution Plan. As per latest IBBI newsletter, IBC provides for a market 
mechanism where the world at large competes to give the best value for the 
company through a resolution plan. The resolution plans have yielded about 
200% of the liquidation value.3A total of 2755 Resolution Plans have been 
approved by now.  
Moving forward, since the amendments have plugged most of the loopholes, 
and the remainder issues have been decided by the NCLT/NCLAT as and when 
they arise, best practices need to be adopted and developed for the 
implementation of the plan too. A restructuring officer concept may be 
introduced wherein they take over the management and control of the Corporate 
Debtor till the plan is implemented and the stressed assets are no longer Non 
Performing Assets.  
Resolution Plan might be the most important aspect of the whole Insolvency 
Process of a stressed company and all the participants in the process may be 
quick to intervene for its smooth implementation.  
  

                                                
2 Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India, Voting in the Committee of Creditors, 
http://ibbi.gov.in/webadmin/pdf/legalframwork/2018/Sep/Circular-
Voting%20in%20the%20Committee%20of%20Creditors_2018-09-14%2018:32:15.pdf 
3https://ibbi.gov.in/uploads/publication/62a9cc46d6a96690e4c8a3c9ee3ab862.pdf 


